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Beföre 11a11ofab1icctli<m processes becmne avi1il!tbJ,e, !he füm:!amenta! elec1ro11ic nnmerti<'s 
11f semicond11cto1 dcvices were of their size" 11annfab~ 
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ricaf!,m1 howcvrr. the dimc11sio11s of " semiconduc!or device cau be mad<: 
san01ler than other ch«racteristic such as the meun 
trce oall'ior !hc Fermi to inflll· 
cncc tbe fünd11mc11!11l devicc and wbicb h11s m11de !he of 
tbe electronic of na:nostructured a field of solid-
s!ate rescarch, advrurces in 11a11ofäb· 
rication altows för s"'called ·'band structure the vertical a11d lateml dire« 
tions suitable för the of sc11uc1111ductor dcviccs of almos! arry desircd p1'c•pe111es. 

In the vcry of q uarrmm wire strucmrcs wcre to 
orr>vJtle efficicrit scmicouductür hecause tbe artificicl confiuemeil! of cmiers in tbc 
11c!ive of c rmnolascr was m a beller 21 thrui bulk 
svs:icr11. After that, the clcctronic of the wires themsclves 11nd lbcir usc 
for device became Ure cenrer of worldwide aclivities In 1985, and 
ctMvorlrers werc tlre flrst to a wire device wilh rrruisccmduc· 
trmce, and il was demorrntrated !bat Ibis kind tJf device is för pn1ctica! 

ex:tmJ~le, 11s fleld effect lrnnsistors With in nan· 
<>ttiehnology, the idea of an "artificiru atom" qnanmm dot became reali:r.ablc and a 
of great inrerest As obmic co11tacts to quruimm dots llre diflkult w establish. thc first in· 
vesri11atiorrn of qua11tum do!S concenlr!ltcd 011 such as size efl'ecrs iu lhe 

tmd the excitou tljio>:rnli:s 

cstablished as lhe melhod for thc of tbe eleclronic 1rans1iort 
im1rwr1if's of quarttu'm dot Btructurcs 

Aller thc presence of size qu;uctiizat.ion 
\Vires and dots Vl&"i dernonstraled in the 

qn:ant:wninterference ph1:nc•mrma in 
cx1Jerun.e111s, forther revealcd 

rmmerous other feamres that were par:tially nnt po::dicle:<l theoretical consideratiolls, 
such as !lle conducrnnce in wircs f 1 1, or the o! 

ex1>ected to induce 11 minlbaml 
M Lllc~w;c1w1t peicpe:11dlcn1ar s!rpe,rlatticcs. Larerru sur· 

possibility of crealln1g lll1ifi.c1al ery1;utls made of 
qmantum dot "atoms." Bocause !llc eleetron meao frre in thcse LSSLs catends ovcr 
mruiy are reveal intcn:sting quruimm or baod struc111re ef!ects thal 
an: not accessible in convc111ional In !lle evolution or the 
bt:1nd struclure in fieids: is CXJ[lCCted to seve:ntJ features 
mc1et•J. tbe on one·dimension11l anti two.-Oimensional 
LSSLs in 11 pcrpr11di<:n1'u 1T1ag:net:ie ficltl reveakd a weal!h ü! additional struclun' in the 

hovvev11r, to be due !o a g&>metric:al c<11mne11si,1. 
bet\veen the electron"s cyc"'""''" 

For details on these so«l:alled {m:Jgn:eli<ll <>mume;qsnmliilti~' osct1!ltltions, sec Section 5. 
LSSLs wcll 

as: the: t~mhtt~r and a systen1 
ol ,qmm11m1 wires as the collecwr clectrüde. The charocteri•tic• 

rnther direet il1fo1mario11 011 the Fourier trn11sförms of low.dimensimrnl clcctron 
\VB;ve, fi1nclions. it t11ms out that the resuHs {1btair1cd in thf: slmulatton of tunneI-

are very scnsilive to lhc aelllal of the whicb us to the 
main inQtivation for this reviev;.1, 

1.1. Alm or Tbis Review 

While Ll1is ch!tpltlt, it bccarlle dear Ll1at !lle lack of space and time ns well as lhe 
11ll10llllt of tltllteriaJ ill the ficld of 111\llOS!tUC!Ured systems rrrnkcs il 

es;.;qry tu rcstrict the materiaJ prriseote:tl here to sevcrttl characlcristic selected with 
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10 a gui.di11g aspccK Tue muin in 1his will he 011 the 
role of the co:nfünin:a not1·111ial in low-dimcnsional Wc disc11ss lhc cstent to 
which the contincmcnt has a dirccl inlluence 011 the ohtruncd results of lateral 
and verticnl \vhich serve standard chttrtlcterii,ution rn(;:thQds ror 
11u11ostrut111res. lt will be shown how the different lrnnsport methods can be nsed 10 uh· 

d1c 1Jnd of cnr1fincrnc:ot an:d rclated 
m1·a1r1tt11rs. Ft11rth12mmrc. in l!iis review, we wantcd to lhc be14i11ni11:g 
mentulist in Ihn licld some basic idea of the encountered in a trnnspnrt 
inv•esltig:atitin ;nf low-dimen.si1mul systems nnd how the observed fcutures will allow him 
hnr m estimate the v:irions p:irameters necessary fnr a detailed nf thn 

will Ire för fmm 
crnu111c1c uvervicw 011 all the 1ra11spon inv•es1tig11ti1ms pe1cfoi1m11.d 

decade, As a r:nention the tran;;port in lh:e 
reg1me. One reason for d1is is the fnct tl:utt the of interesl Jn the b:allistlc 

m:itr•·mnllv tu do wilh Ule llf this thnl is. 
polln!ltilll nnd i!S direcl infü1enec m1 v11rio11s 1ra11sport A1m1her 

rem;cm is. uf conrse, 1h>1 this has been reviewcd 1m1vi•Dm1lv 
e,g., thie cxcellcrH review arLicles Becnakker aod van Houtcn tbe 

de,1el•Dp1:rm111.> up 10 1he year and tfol! an nccom11 of lhe rece11t 1lrogress in 
this lield deserves n review of its ow11. 

We wuuld like 10 mcmfon some of !ltc 011:1swmdmg ciqicr:11111:111:1! adticveme111s in 
this field, such ns lhe 
se1nieonductor devices 
ioclude a motlificaüon uf y,.,„„„ 'v 

weil the ex11erimental 

Somc othet hi11hli:ghls 
eJqper1m1:111 for ballfatir clcc!mos l15 

tunnel.lng thr•l'l.l!lh n qunnmm dot is at least a 
1vhich was achieved with an de-

vice strurrme. Untii tbe obscrvntion of ballistie 1r1111sport was 
in very short and 11arro\;,/ Lhe so~caHed eon-

mcts. Rccenl pmgress in lhe fnbricntion wires and dots such as, for 
exi1m1,1e, deaved h11s made it m cre11te 

ph'""'""' 1111. c hru:a:eleris'Llc uf ballis lic transporl 
prt!tfü:ticmso11 the hchaviur of ()lle-

dime1isio11al systems Considernblc 
pmg1ess has also hcen mode in snitable fabricalinn proccsscs for uarmw cha1111els 

m<lbiltity2D elec1111n gases 111 distances bek1w the s111-
This led to the fim evidence of mm·dimcnsional 

elecu·on~lectron iutcraction cfil:cts l-t.ucb as a zero~fteld 

nolariza.!in11i11 shon aml uarrow cnnsirictio11s 
Vle also do not discuss. fabrication in due to thc 

fäct that the of the transport makes soh11io11s 
11ece'5ltry. Almost any m:w fll11damental uses i1movatio11s and impr<:.vemems 
cs11eeially cmtccived for its purposes. The very fundamental fäbrication princi:plt:s 
in the of lo\v-dirnensional howcvcr, wert re:vie;.ved eur-
Ht'\f. Some basic references nn these can he found iri thc 
litern1t1re cited !herein. 

This is dividcd in10 fürce mrun parts. In the l!tsr patt n sur-
vey of lhe basic etec1ro11ic of low-dimensionnl sysiems is the 
discussiot1 of sume numerical methods for self-consistent cak11latinns in one and 
two dimensimu. Tue secm1d 4 aod 5) dcals with mag11el0Lta11spott 
in quantum vvires and lateral ;;urface on the ex1;>erirn,01ttnl 
det.:rminuliurl of fündumentru wire and 011 metbods 10 införmlllion 011 the 
lKctnal of the 111e third parl 6 und is dedicated !!> 
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tunnding pileJl(JJllinta in low"dimensionnl systnms. TI1c a11d revinwed 
in this las! are selected nnder thc nspect 10 which extcnl utlmv access l<J po· 
lcmfat amllm the 1Jf lhe wavc functions. Bneanse in Ihn 
theoreticill !!ppuratus the notafüm ls not 
11s unifioo in !he literamre in tl1e cnnventklllal sec1or, we decided 10 
use lhe same nm:ution as in thc arlides in all cnses wherc model calculntions are 
discussed, 111is makcs ihn formlllisn1 snmewhat incnhcrent bnt fäcili!ale,; 
!be direct refermcc to the ciroo articles, 

low·dimensinnal elect:run systems are definoo lateral potenlmls 
illlpO!<cd 011 the two-dimcnsional electron gas (2JIJEG) sitmucd at the i11terfäce of 

a semicrmdttctor heterostructure, !his we shall fo" 
ctts Oll resulls obtainoo lhe Ga.l\,s-AIGaAs methuds exist 10 create a 
lateral modulation of lhe effeetivc po1te11t1al at the heterr1imerf'ac11,whicll all use advaneed 
llrht>gra1phic or gniwinu tcchmrqucs. f'or details of nJmostructure fäbrh:atkm a11d 

The mmmo11 s!artir1g 
systcms is prr>v11lcd 

and thc referenccs citcd !hcrei11, 
pr(1perfü1s of low·dime11sioml 

mu1ülab1icrttion process. In case lltc lirtcl> arc narrow, 
qu,a11!iZ<•lkrr1 cffecls will oceur and 011e-dimcusiu11al eleclrou systems, 

qu:antum arc estahlisbed, A wire fahrica!cd laser 
sttl)scqm:11t wct chcmical is slmwn in L 

we consider Uie elt!clrons &"+ 

Hcre zl dcscribes the 
direction and the lateral confineu1ent 

in lhe direcli1111 induced 11111 latter i> 10 leavc 
the directlon for free mo!ion of the clectrons, This of view 

nores the pm;cncc nf correfotio11s from the Coulomb inleractfon oorween differ~ 
ent electnms and surmuari:res !be effects of eleclron-<:lcctron interactions 

contributi011 lo lhc Tbc is oftcn fürrhcr 
timt tl1c z) can be imo a sum of two imlep1endc;o1 
co1111füutfons wherc tllc tlrn! term ls due to the con!incmcnt al !he 
helcroimcrface and Ihn sccond renn accounls for lhc t~ternl modulation, lt will be 
shown Inter th111 this uealmem is corm:t but it can bc uscd in 1mmy silufükms as a 

UP!lf0Xiti1ation lo umlcrstand lhe resnli:l obtnined in vadous sil1mlions. 
This allows tbe of lhc motion in thc direction 

t 
quantum wires 

Fig. L 
:nlography frnd ;i1b5'q•unnt 

GaAa 
n+ AIGaAs 
AIGaAs spacer 

GaAs 
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from the one·particle the oonfined electrons by a sep;t1ra· 
tion ansatz y, z) = <l>(x, ro tl:ie state of the 
un<ierllyir1g 2DEG with energy Higher subbands in the z direction are not consid· 
ered here, because commonly only lowest subband is oocupied in typ1ical hiJ!h··m<Jbillity 
GaAs-AlGaAs heterostroctures, Within the effeclive m•ss approximation, this leaves us 
with the equ1ati<m 

(l) 

the quantized staws in the qmmmm wire and also die energy 
levels, Tbe bottom of the 20 subband talren as the um of the 
energy !!Cale and all quanlizalion relative to thls 

In general, the confining potential or V(x) if the x and z dependence have 
sepiarated, h:IS to be determined from a seJf.consistem solnli<m (lf tl1e i!cllröelin1ierand 

Poisson equations, In the we will summarize the methods for 
such self-consistent which can be used to die electro11ic properties 
of quantwn wires and qnantum dotS. To give some insight into fhe of quantum· 
eonfined moticm and to introduce several 11olions used in nanostruc111re physics, we also 
show how the actual conlinlng potential can be approlllmated simple and analytically 
tractable functions" From die self<onslstenl calculalions, it will beoorne evident !hat these 
approximalions are often sulficient to fhe hut 1101 always and 
not under all condiliom, 

2.1. Eleclrnns In One--Dlmeni;lonal Potentials 

As stated before, we de!!Cribe" one.dimensiorull electron system by a Schrödinger equation 
of die form 

(2) 

Because tl:ie motion fhe wire ms ln fhe y direetion is assumed to be free, one ean 
use die following fäetorized form of the wave function: 

(3) 

where L is fhe wire length. lnserllng !bis wave function into the SClllrödin.ger equatinn 
shows !hat the energy of lhe electrons are into 
suhhands areording to 

(4) 

To determlne the ID subband energies it is neeessary to lrnow tlle shape of die lateral 
eonfining potential There are several ways to model in a more or less realistic 
way. The two most fämiliar examples for model are lhe square·well 
potential 

V(x)=I~ if ,;; X ,;; W /2 
olherwise 

where W is lhe wire width, and lhe parab<:ilic pob~Lial 

V(x)= (6} 
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II turns out [23J !hat two are !he limiting förms of lhe more ge11eral Woods-Srum11 
model potential, know11 from lhe shell rnodel of atomic 111JClei (42]: 

V(x) "' 
l l 

= 

Depe11ding on lhe plU1Ulleter a, lhe Woods-Saxon potelllial interpolllles between an •p
proximarely paral:>olic form = 8) !llld an approxim111ely form = 200), 
Por intermedillle valnes of a:, it develops a l!at bottom, which, u we mall soo lllla, is 
necessary In descrihe quantum cbannels defined by a splil-gaie goometry al relatively high 
electron dellsities (or low gaie voltages), 

II is very instructive 1n consider • parabolic con!inemenl in moxe delllil for several reaso!lll, 
lt allows a compleiely analytical lreatmenl of quantum wires in a magnetie and. 

se<:orua, it tums out !hat in many eases Ibis simple model describe$ lhe aclllal simation 
rea~m1ably well, II is, !herefore, a useful tool for tbe analysis of magnetotmnsport data. 

We now l!llsume lhlll a quanmm wire is exlended in !he y direction and described by 
a lateral eonfining po!ential of tbe form of Eg. (6). From !he heginning, we i11Clude !he 
additii:mal inßuence of a magnetie !ield applied in the <: direction, wbieh we describe "'' 
usual wi!hin !he Landau a vecror potential A = B(O, x, 0). The corresponding 
Schrödinger eqnlllion för a electron staie reads 

+ [:, - i~B X rJ<t>(x, y)=E<Z>(x,y) (8) 

Toge!her with Bq, (3), m. e B / m* for tbe cydotron frequency and iRtroducing lhe 
centereoordinllle xo = hky/m*wc = llky/eB, one obl:!lins 

= E'{t(x) (9) 

A simple quadratlc :rubstimlion transforms Ibis eqnalion into !he Schrödinger equatlon for 
a shifu:d harmonie oscillator 

h2 
= (10) 

where we u:!led = 

(II) 

The solutlons !o this equalion are the well-known harmonic oscilllllor functiom 
Vt• (.;m;;;r/i(x wilh Vt• (x) E fii:t•11!!./iiii(;iir/il''1' 2"„Pl =J,-/ ,,JHn (x ), de-
notes tbe nth Hennite polynomial, The are 

n =0~ 11 2, ... 

we have used forthe magnetic field-dependent 
effective rnm;s. To 1.ero rnagnetic !leid, !he lateral pru·abi:)lie confinement gives rise to 
equidisliml 1 D subbands = lll1J!)(ll + ! ) + ;,n··trc1 m · 

and determined by lhe eleerron elfeetive mass 

b<lnds are still equally bur wi!h a field-dependent subband spai:ing 
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a !hat be<:omes increasingly llat with B, This beba11ior is dne 10 the 
inllnence of "'•ff( B) and is illustrated in Figure 2, where the dispersion of lhese S<Xalled 

magnemelec!rle hybrid is drawn for three different magnelic lields. 
Tue ligure nicely timt wilh inmasing lield stieqth, fewer and 

fewer subbands remain occupied för 11 given Fermi level This magllt!tic depopulalian 
of ID subbamls gives rise ro an oscillatoey slruclure in the magnetoresislll!lce. lts use for 
the delermination of wire porameters sncb as the energy spacing and the electron density 
will be diSC!ll!sed la!er in delllil. 

Note the ro lhe oorresponding sltuation in purely 2D syslßm:s. 
the ml\!l!letic lield quantizes the energy levels into at energles 
11w.,(n + l ). Tbe group of electtorn> in a level is zero, wbicb classically 
correspomls to the fact lh!lt eleclrons are forced on circular cyclotron orbit:s by lbe mag· 
netie !leid. An analogous correspolldence of lhe magnetoeleetrie hybrid states 10 classical 
oibit:s can be used ro explain lhe persistenee of a 11oozero group i11 a ParaJ>o!ic 
qmmtum wire at finite magnelic lields. All bas beeil poinlßd out by Beellllkker et al. (43], 
every poinl 011 a quanlllm mecha!lical dispersion relation can be related ro a corresponding 
classical orbit. This is illustrated on llle lefl·band side of Figure 3, wbicb soows the allowed 
energy values of a particle moving under !lle inlluence of a perpe111dicular mag· 
netic lield in a quanlllm channel described b}' a square·well coolining potential. Tue (X, E) 
phase shown in llle figure ill divided into four the two parabolas 
delined accordiq ro (xn ± W /2)2 = R'/; = 2mE /(t BJ2. Here, R,; is the cyclotron radius 
and xo is the center of the classical cyclotron orbit, wbose quantum mechllllical counter· 
part is the cenrer coordinate appearing in ( 10) and (1 Eacb oorresponds 10 

one of lbe cases wbere the cyclotron orbit of lbe inlera<:IS wilh ooe, two, or oone 
of lhe side walls. Those classical cyclotron orbit:s lha! do not interact wilh lhe wire walls 
correspond to undist11rbed Llllldau levels and would be siruated on completcly llat seclions 
of llle dispcrsioo relalion, as shown 011 the right·band side 3. Those oibits !hat 
interru::t wilh both walls (traversing oibils) corre:spond lo and 

7 
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Ldt: Poostble combiru\UOM of kmetlc eneTID' and q-clotroo mbit c.enter in a nanuw chmnel 
when boUl\daey dominatu, 'fhe sbJ«Jed a.teli J& forbidden. Thc fouI ~OM 

!ypa of cl"'8ical otl>ils, !Ught: Dist>mion rel•li<l• E(k) 
W d 200 run and B = the Bob.r..&lmmerfeld quautizahcm oondido:n to the 

ciusical 1!11jedories >l!OWll on the sh>dealu~" imlicuc the pmioolu -· o• the lef!.l!llod sldc ot: the 
figure, {-Rqmnred wilh permlss!-On from [25J.) 

lhose orbits wilh only one side wall of !he wire orbits) oorrespo11d 
quanlum mechru:iically lo so~ailed edge slalell. lt is clear !hat in real qmmlllm chan-
nel lhe dispersion relation sbould d<welop llal regioos at high magnetk Helds. This ls when 
lhe spatial extemion of lhe wave wbicb oorresponds lo ttie classical cyclotton dl
""'""" ,, sub!lllmtiaily smaller lhan lhe effective wire wid!h. The plllllbolic model poteatial 
describes !bis silllll!ion only in an approximare fäshion since !he curvalllre of !he dispersion 
relll!ion [(llq. small at high magnetic fiel& bat never completely !lat as 
fot a Landau level. This is due 10 !he fa<:t lhat any flat sections in lhe potentilll Jru:idscape 
are missing and even at veiy high lll'1gnetic fiel& lhere will be some net inrera<:tion of lhe 
electron orbit wilh !he side wails of the cbannel. 

Finlllly, it is interesting IO note lha! any value X for lhe center coordinate of 11 classical 
cyclotton mbil (on !he left·band side of Fig. 3) dil!lClly !o a particu!ar $1l!!e 

in the dispersion relation (on lhe side of Fig. by means of lhe relatioo 
= -e B X. X can be interprered as the cl!!Ssiclll IO !he renrer coordinale xo 

inl!Oduced in llq (9). Hence, in some sense, lhe relation shows !he energy of a 
oonfined electron as a fünctioo of its lllleral lhe wire, 

3. BASIC METHODS FOR SELF.CONSISTENT CALCULATIONS 
IN ONEANDTWO DIMENSIONS 

The model in the previous section are helpful fot a qualitative ru1d also 
q11ru:iti1a1ive interpreration of many experimeotal silllations. However, as simple as !hey are, 

need some jnstillca!lon from more calculations taking into accnunt an appro-
priatel'I cbosen dlsttibution of impurities or !he electric fields created by lhe on top 

lhe sample. A realistic calculatinn sbould also accmmt för lhe fäct !hat, in response 10 
tbe exteroally applied potenlials, lbe electron gas will cbange its eq11ilihrium configura· 
tion and lherehy modify the effective coolinemenl. In olher a fully selJf-cv»1sisr.i11t 
1re111me111 of !he Schl'ödinger and Poi11S011 equations has IO be Frnm an ex-
perimentalist's of such will often be numerically IOO lo 
!!llow an efficien! oomparison wilh silllation. However, tbese seif· 
consistent ca!culll!ions lot of nseful ahoul !he sample 
nncrannel:ern. such as !he effeetive confineme111 widlh, !he eleclron density, or lhe potential 
amplirude as a function of ga!e voli:ages or otber extemal Wilh lhis knowledige, 
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it is lhen possible to cboose an tailored model potential that is 11mneJricstl!y 
more 1ractable md tbat ca11 be to fit lhe experimental dllla For this reaoon, some of the 
Ve!)' basic metbods for a self-consistent description oC conllning potentlab are introduced 
in tbe followh!g, We reproduce oome numerical resnlts that are obtained for tbe most 
frequently encountered experimental situations, 

Concerning the metbodical patt, we will restrict ourselves to tbe simple Hai:tree approxi-
mation and ignore all md Moreover, magnetic 
nelds are not considered explicitly throogllout Ibis section. topics in or· 
der 10 a simple 1111d ready-to-use expollilion of tbe nnmerical and llllalytical details 
intended as a basis för quick flnt·principles tbat any experimantalist might 
be inlerested in, Th°'"' readers wbo are interested in more tbeoretical details are referred 
to [44-47], From more recent we mantion [48, 49) and, in parlicular, the effident 
numerical simulation melhods of electron s111tes in qlllllltwn wires presented by Kerkhoven 
et al. [50], ' 

The of Ibis is as follows, we describe a simple l!l1d slrllighl· 
forward discretizalion melhod md some praclical details of tbe nmnerical solution of 
tbe Scbri:ldinger and Poisson eqnations in one dimension. Then we discnss bow seif· 
consistency is acbieved nnmerically md bow lhe ca11 be simpli· 
fied by using thc Thomas-Fermi approximation, The Jattertakl!s tlle elec!l'On respoose to !III 
extemal potential inlo !ICC{l1lllt wilhout referring to an explidt sohxtion of tbe Scbrodinger 
eqlllltion, Finally, a simple way to solve two-dimansional self-eonsistently is 
presenled togelbl:r with some resnlts on lhe in quanturn wires delined by 
sballow etcbing and tbe lecbniques, 

3.1. Self·Collslsttnl Treatment of One-Dimemdonal Problmw 

3.1.1. Solving Scluihlingu's EguoJion 

In tlle following diseussion, we asswne timt !be problem of a lat<:mlly cianfined ellec1:ro11 
cm be treated in a one·pm:ticle approldmation and timt tbe eontributi0!!$ IO tllc potential 
tlle x and z directions can be as ontlined previoosly, To solve tlle Sclirö;mi.ger 
equalion form arbill'ary potential in one dimell!lion, a simple linile-difference metbod cm 
be used. whicb is l!llfficient for many probielllll, For tllis purpose, tlle 61ationary Schrödinger 
equalion is written in diseretized fonn as 

112 

wilh 

!llld (14) 

wbere 1 dcnotcs lhc discretization index, a, is the between lbe mesb V. is 
!be value of tbe confining at poinl i, imd E is the energy of tbe The 
total number of grid points in tbe x direction is N. For simplicity, a corisl:al'll effecrive mus 
is assumed in lhe following. The wave fünclioos are assumed to vanisb at tlle boundaries 
of tbe mesh ('llo = 0, W N+i This allows us 10 trimsform llq. (13) into a symmetric 
b1111d matrix problem, wbere tbe elemen111 of tlle Hruniltonillll matrix H by 

H h 1 V 
u= + • (15) 

and 

fork=J,.„,N-1 (16) 
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All o!her elemenls of H are zero. Th calcufare lhe ruul of tbe 
malrix, any standard numerical ooflware can be used. Later, we shall discuss some result. 
!hat were obllllned using EISPACK [SI! whlch simulianem:wly both tbe 
eigenveeton and the energy elgenwlues of tbe Note thal tbe EISPACK routines 
are reasonably fäst on a conventional pen;onal even if a l ·A resolution is used 
on a 200..nm·wlde syslem (2000 mesh points). 

3.1.2. Solving the P8isMJ11 Bqwfion 

In the following discussloo, we consider with lhe axis of ftee motion along 
tbe y The translational invlllilmce along y reduces the 
conlinement potential 111 tbe calcnlation of any arbitrary cul through the potential landscape 
in the x direction. The total electroswlc potential ill lhe qmmtum wire is delermined by !he 
dlstribution of cllarged doeom (in lhe case of a wire delined by distribution 
of elec!ric lields (for a split·gare wire), oe lhe oee band, and by tbe spatial dislributlon of lhe 
ftee electrorui, on !he olher bruul. In tbe following, we consider lhe case of an eicbed wlre, 
wbose oonlinement is delermined by some modulmon of the donor dlslributlon 
with 110 exrernal electric lields applied. 

A and numerically elfeetive snlve lhe one-dimensioeal Poisson eqmllion 
ls ob!llined, if tbe spntial region ill wbieh tbe electrostatie is to be solved is split 
inro N intervals wi!h • piecewise-eomrumt cbarge density. We denote tbe density 
in lhe nth intel'llll by tbe oonstant p,,, wbere Pn is composed of lhe contributions of the 
ioni:red donora in lhe structure and the electrons in lhe conductlng Because, in 
general, both will depend 011 temperature. we c:m write 

p,. =e[N~(x, T>J (17) 

wbere NDfx, T) is lhe lemperature-dependent densily of ionized donors am:! n(x. T) is 
tbe looal eleclrnn density in tbe nth interval wlth x. ~ x ~ xn+I · Any residual acceptor 
eoeeen!ralions or holes are ignored in lhls considenuion. lf we fürther ass11me a piece\visoe
eonstimt dielecttlc cons!anl "•• the Poisson equatlon on lhe nth inlerval rellds 

wbere f! denores the electrosiatic polential. ln~egi:atlc•n 
pression for !lle electrostalic potential in tbe nth interval: 

(HI) 

the followlng quadratic ex-

+ (19) 

where c0 and are inhegroaticm constanlS. To calco:late c. and d0 , we define xo = 0 and 
introdru::e, for simplicity, boundary conditlons: 

<po(xo) = 0 

lll{ll - F 

dx '""° -
Tha! the potential is cbosen !o he zero at x = 0, wbereas an electric field F of any de
sired value C!lll he present at thls point. These bo1mdary co1!dirior1s can lbe 1:hose11 arbilrartly 
withoot the deseribed prooedure. The preceding con· 
ditions l!id to rec11rslon relations for the coefficienlll dn and c0 • As starting values. !hey 
give diJ = 0 :md eo = F and, if we require !be potential values in adjacenl intervals to match 
at ellcll Xn i. 

lO 
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and the same for lhe displacement 

+ (23) 

and 
Zr;Cn 

Cn+I"' +--
Bn+1SO Sn.+l 

Having dlscretized llre and Poi11Son equlllions in Ibis way, lt is now easy to 
oblllin a seII-consistent solution lhese two equ1ions by out lhe nsual Hartree 
Iteration scheme. which will be summarlzed later. 

3.l.3. Self·CtJ11slsU11cy 

To obtain a self·consistent solution oflhe Poisson and one ctlooses, 
llll • fmt siep, an initial spatlal electron distributioo. lt may, in plinciple, be of any 
provlded !hat lhe electron derulity equals lhe one-dimeusional elec· 
tron densitY in lhe qumtum wire: T)ital dx = Here, !Ire it denotes 
an itemtion index; it = 1 denotes fmt ilmltioo In practire, is chosen 
to have some "realistic" shape, given by, for lhe Oaussim distribntion function, 
which will accelerate the coovergence of lhe ilemlil:m proredure. The Poisson equation, 
mlved with theinltial densit)' = e(NJ!, ('7, T) T)i1=l). oow the slllrl· 
ing oonfiguration of lhe electrosllltic potential, '1""""1 (x). The so-oblllim:d potential is lhen 
inserted into !Ire Schrödinger eq11ation, whose sol11tion yields a füst approximlltion for lhe 
wave functioos, Wilh lhese wave flll!Ctioos, !Ire local electron density in 
lhe wire can be expressed as 

N 

n(x, T) = L.;ni(TJjtiV:Jl2 
(25) 

l=I 

where N denotes the n11mber of occupied subbands and is 1he tempeml!lre
dependenl n11mber of electrons per unit lenglh (in lhe y direction) in each 1D subband. 
At finite tempem111re, the Fermi distribntion entering 11110 lhe n1{T) the following dls· 
cussion) exleuds lo infinite energy. The cutoff number N of subbands nsed in lhe sum is, 
therefore, deterrnlned by lhe requlred numerical accumcy. 

Fora given tollll lD electroo del!Sity „rn in lhe qlllllltum is from 
lhe relation 

ni(T) = L"' (26) 

is lhe 011.,..dimensional densit)' of sllltes in lhe llh ID s11bband, f(E - Ep) 
is lhe distribution and is the Fermi energy in !Ire quantum wire. 

Fot zero the previollll equation to 

Because most 11f tlre 1ransr10r1 investigations 011 quantu!m wires are ca.rried 0111 11.1 liquid h.,.. 
lium or lhe of zero in the calculation will be 
a wlid approximation. lt can be seen cannol be calculated directly 

II 
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bea.use Ibis would require knowledge of tbe Fermi energy. The Fermi 
l!Ver, depends on " 10 and tbe calcnlated subband energies. Consequ<entjly, 
Qne to calculate energy from tbe implicit relatio11 

nm = L"i(T) = L LE' 
1 1 

where, T = 0 K is assumed. The summatioo is carried out over all occupied sub· 
bands. The ontlined yields a Jocal clectron densily n(x, T), whicb can oow be 
inserled into the next l!eration In however, it is llOt n(x, T) !hat is 
used, but rntber a linear combination and 

t) (29} 

witb tbe so-called mixing parameler "' E Using Ibis m!Xing the iteration is 
repeated until the resultlng potential aml electron dislribution are lefl: uncllanged by coo· 
secutive iteratio11s. The lltild11g relation of Eq. (29) is introduced beeanse the self-oonsiste!lt 
calculation scheme tends 10 be unsmblc. Frequently, tbe position of the center of the seif· 
cor•sisltenl1y calculated potential (1md, coosequently, thal of tlte clw'ge dislribl.ltion p(x)] 
Star!S to osi:illate about its equilibrium value during lhe itel'llllon process. Equation (29} 
serves lo damp tbese oscillations lllld !O achieve fast oonvergence. Increasing the value 
of «, in principle, reduces the number uf it=lions but increases the risk of oseillalions. 
The optimum chok:e of « on the investigated bur 11sually et will be of 
order 0.2 for reru1011~•bly 

3.1A. Tlwmas-Fermi Approximt#ion 

In mnre complex particularly in tlte field of real device simulation, tbe solution 
of tbe eqiration becomes very expensive. there ls a 
llced för approximalion rnethoos !hat lllke the respomre of tbe electton gllS 10 an exten:Wly 
applled potential efficien!ly into aceount A appro>timation Sl:berne is 
provided the well·known Thomas-Fermi approacb It was origilllllly conceived 
to milke electron atoms tractable. In this conrexr, lt serves !O estimate 

in tbe atom without invoking a solulion of the Schrödi11gerequation 
for all energy 1"'1els. 

Consider a uniform electron gas in sorne exlemal pntential wbich can be due 
to lhe space created by charged donors or to extemally appllcd eleclric 
fields, The electrons in response !O ip,,.,(x ), thereby crealing 
an effective potential T) thal will, in be temperature depe!ldent even 
is not In the Thomal!-Fermi approacb, II is assumed !hat in a spatially 
vwying electron n(x, T) !bat is in thermal the local value of !be 

the requirements ofFenni smtistics into account, Ibis means !hat 
!be wrillen as 

"'1alnated as 

T)= + (31} 

is a piecewise~co11sta111 efföctive mass, and 
illtt\gral cooventionally defined by 

12 
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r lhe Gamma funclion. to npply these considerations to a qnantum 
one idenlifies lhe external potential wilh the potential forme<! a fixed spare 
charge resulling from ioni:red donors. fmm lhe aclive region the wire by a 
sparer This would be a typical situatioo for etched quautum wires, but the folllowing 
considerations also apply to structures if lhe proper ooundary coodilions are 
cbosen. As beföre, z denotes !he gl1)Wth direclion, y is the direction of lhe wire axis, and 
x ls lhe direction of the lateral confinement produced by lhe Using 
Eq. (31) lhe electron in lhe presence of one may write the Poisson 
equt!llk>n in !he föllowing way: 

T>]= T)= -11(x, n] (33) 

Here, p (x, is lhe total densily, ls the varying constant, 
and N0 (x, T) is the conrentration ofionized donors. Equation (33) already conlairu the re· 
sponse of lhe of conduction electrons to lhe wilhout requiring lhe 
Schrödinger equation tobe llOIVed. The !h!lt has to be !hat 
lhe Poisson equation now becomes a nonlinear It can be solved nu. 

an iteration melhod similar to !he one descriOOd previously: One usumes 
a pierewise-constanl cbarge density Nl,(x. T) and sWlll with some initial dislribution of 
electrons from which a potential T) is calculated lhe Poisson equation. 
lhe iteration step in wlrich previously required lhe llOlution of the Schrödinger 
eq11ation, is now replaced by simply inserting n(x, T) obtained from lhe Thomas-Fermi 
approach. Again, lhe procedure is repealed until Ibo calcula1ed potential becomes sllltion
ary. We refer lhe reader to [56-58! for more delllll;;. 

3.Z. Self·Consinent Calculatiom in Tuo Dlmemlom 

3.::u. Discn~n Sclume ad Boruuto.,., CondUions 

Until now, all considerations aud calclllalioos were based on lhe assumption lhal the con
tining potential for nan:ow electron channels at a GaAs.-AIGaAll interfl!Ce can be sepll!'llted 
into !Wo independent components, one desaibing lhe approximaiely iriangllhlr potential 
weil at lhe heterointerfäce aud lhe olher giving the lateral confinement induced by nanofäb· 
rieation. The numerical problern wu lhen reduced to the solution of !hat ooly 
depended 011 the x eoordlnate. We now rein Ibis usumption and consider lhe unreslricted 
tw<>-dimensional problem. This will enable a more realistk: view or !he "tme" sbape of the 
confimng PQtential. Fultbennore, lt will become clear !hat the separalion of lhe potential 
components underlying lhe simple models discussed at lhe begi1ming of Ibis cbapler bu In 
be used witb some care. 

The principal procedure för lhe solntioo of lhe two·dimensional is analogous 
to !hat used in the one·dlmensional case. As in lhe precedill!l we sblrt by gilling a 
particularly simple diseretization melhod för lhe Schrödinger equation. Although tbere are 
many advanced methods to solve the Schrödinger equation numerically (see, e.g„ j 59, 60}), 
the later (61] will, because of its simplicity, be 
particularly helpful in auy analysis of commonly ern:ountered eitperimental 
situations. 

In the !Wo-dimensional Schrödinger equation 

+ 
1112 

}•v(x, z) + z) = E<V(x. (34) 

wbere V (x, z) now describes lhe influence 
interfare and lhe lateral nauostructuring process, we 
finite differences just as in lhe precedill!l s<:eliou: 

(
Di\11 + 
7+ 

' 
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with 

am! 

DJ \I! = (li'1,J+1 - 2'li1,f + 
Here, 81 = X;+1 - x; and Sj = - ZJ are the mesh spaclng• in the x am! z direc· 
IWns, Olle now an im!ex trallSformatlon aml defines 11. new Index 
k = (1- l}NJ + j, where N1 aml N1 are the numberof mesh p<Jints in the x: md z direc
tions, This gives 

+ V;\Jf; = (36) 

where k runs in the interval between 1 and N =Ni N ! . ru boundary conditioos, ooe agaln 
as:rumes vanishing Wl!Ve funciions 111 the borders of the mesb: Wo= 0, WN+l = 0. Tllls 
ttallSfurms the eigenvalue into a symmelric band malrix problem, wbere the ele· 
meots of the Hamlllollian matrix 8 III'!! oow gjwn by 

+ 

(37) 

one obl'ain$ a pnctical discretization of 
the Schrödinger equalion, wllich can a pecsonal computer 
stlllldmd numerical algorithms för the solution nf the resulting sets of linear equations, 

some results will be shown thllt were oblllined the same BISPACK rootines 
al~y menlioned in the contexl of the one-dimensional self-consis!ent calculations. 

Tlle next is the discreti:zation of the Poisson equation, Usnally, it ls not 
reasonable lo discretize and to solve both tbe and the Scbnldinger equations in 
the whole diseretiZllllon range because the elec!ronic wave fimctions III'!! expecied lo con· 
lribute only in the of the heterostruclllre Interface. To achiew high accuracy and to 
red11ce comp11tation the Schrödinger equation solved only on a subset 
of the Poiss.on mesh. An exa.mple of this whieh sbows the two discretization 
meshes used för a self-romistenl si!lllllalion nf 11. shallow etched quanwm wire. As sbown 
in this !he is solwd only in mn-

aml there only in the area ro lhe heterostruclllre Interface. The 
rest of the is assumed to be lotally The two-dimensional Polssoo eqna· 
tion can be solwd oo a rectangular mesb lhe so-called simultaneous overrelaxation 
method [62]. As in the one-dimensional case, we assume u:ro temperawre md deline a 
local charge density 

p(i,, = 

whieh consists of lhe ronlribution of the ionized donors and the local elec!ron 
con<:enlmtio1111ID(z, Tue discretiud 2D Poisson can lher! be written in lhe 
following malri• form: 

14 
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PiJl. 4. A typical 
discretizallou lhe wl•tioo of me Sclltiidlnger -tioo o!li:n ~ in !be lil- coosl•tS 1>f 
5! x 51 poini.. (S®'''" l!eprioied wilh pemiiHloo from (!>!].) 

Here, i counts lhe mesh polnts in tbe x direcliO!I, j lhose in lhe z {Jn>W~il) 
~ J are lhe mesh in the two directions. ani:l 'l'i.J m lhe charge 

density and lhe potential at lhe point j), The elements of the 
malrii:es 11. b. c, d, ani:l f in Eq. are "11 = = c11 = diJ = and = ~4 at lhe 
inner mesb Th define lhem at lhe boundary of lhe mesb, one suitable 
electrostatic bolllldary condltions. In lhe nex1 subsection, seven!l results of calculalions 
using !O lhe outlined melhod wm be dlscllilsed. 'lbere. Neumann boundary oonditioN {zero 
ele1oltlc Held) are used on three sides of lhe nnderly:ing mesh (see 4). To fiii: lhe potential 
scale, Dirichlet condiliollil are used at lhe upper side. Note lhlll, one usumes 
a dielectrlc conslanl e in Eq. Tbis !s a goad approlWrultiO!I 
för quantum wires on GaAs-AIGaAs became lhere is liltle 
difierenre in the rellllive dielectrlc conslants of GaAs and AIGaAs. 

Self-i.:<)!llli1stency of the numerical solutiO!lll for lhe wave fullCtions. energy and 
lhe potential shape are now obtained in the sarne way u deserlbed für tbe o~nslooal 
case. Slarting wilh an arbitmy eleclroll distrib!ltion T}, one llrst calcu!ates the 
corresponding electtostatic potential. From lhis. a first approitimation to tbe s11bb!llld ener· 
gies and wave functions is ohlllined. Tue electrons are lhen dl!lttibllted il!Mllg tbeir 1111ergy 
levels toking the ID form of tbe density of slllles into accoll!lt. In most c-s. ze11e> !f:mpier· 
alllre can be rurnumed for simplicity. Tbe resultiug new electton distrib!ltion n (x , z, 
is mil<ed wilh n(x. z. T) using a foctor <>t (a = 0, „ „ 1) acc:on:lin~; lo 

(x.z. T) ={1- z, (40) 

The new 11al11e of n(x, z. T\it=i·H is then used in lhe sut)sel111elll iteration für tbe Poisson 
equation. 

3.:12, Some Nu.merkal Resu.lls 

In tbe föllowing, some examples für self-consisteutly ealculated eoulinemeut potentials of 
quantum wires m gi11en. 'lbey serve u an illustrntion för lhe calculation metboos ootliued 
previously and will also indicate lhe of lhe assumptions rruide pnlviously, 
namely Oll lhe approximation of confiuing poteatials by simple arudytical fuuctions and on 
tbe separate ttea!ment of lhe confinement in lmeral and direclion. 

5 sllows lhe coofinement potential from a solntiou of tbe twu· 
dimensional Poisson-Schrödinger (PS) mooel for a wire fäbricated by shallow etebing on 
a Gi!As-AlGaAs belttostrucrure. 4 shows lhe of lhe system used 
in tbe nwnerical calculatioo. Tbe elcl!ing proress, wllich removes a layer of lhickooss 
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Flg. 5. ~-ional 
twid olfse< at tbe In-. of!lle Ow w !lle AIOw. Por ,,lari1:y, o.1IV1uull!set 

from the GaAs cap, induces a lateral modulntion of the dem;ity of charged doool!ll. Beca11se 
the exact of the donOl!ll and the swface s!ntes is not known exac!ly, it is mod-
eled by a sheet of positively donors with lhickness atz = äq,. The 
profile of lhe charge distributlo11 is asswned to be 0011s1an1 in the z directlon and lo 
be correla!ed wilh the of the canier distrib111ion in lhe wire itself. Thls cnn be 
formally llS 

l J 1D z = '" (y, (41) 

To w:celera!e lhe convergence of the a Broyde11 algorilhm 64] can be 
wied The self-corudstent solulion is lllen oblained lypically after 15 iter.ltioos wlth average 
chimges in the subblllld energies ofless thim 0.1 me V belween the Iteration Note lllnt 
the discretimtion grid of the PS model bas lo be line enoogh 10 resolve all !he extrema of 
all wnve funclions involved in the calculatioo of the densi1y. 

From the shape of the porentlal, lt is obvious tbal it is not possible to separate the con
trib11tions of th<l z conlinement ftom tbat of 1lle x confinemenl over the entire in~egratic•n 

However. within tlle range of the corresponding wave fuuctions, the relation be-
tween llle two oontrilrutlons may be "linellri:red" and lheir be considered lo 
be a good approxim!llion in many cas••· 

A cnmmcm way 10 a one-dimensional of the result• of a two-
dimensional calculation is lo perform a eut through the potential prolile l!t the maximum of 
100 electron density n;0 (y, 11S shown in Figure 6. This also allows u.s 10 decide 
whal form im model polentlal should bave in onler to a fair approximation 
of the self-consislently calcull!ted Figure 6 reveals thl!t, in lhe case of shallow 
etched quanlllm wires, lhe self-oonsisrent conlinemen! potential bas a sinnsoidal shape, 
Tue small oscillatlons superimposed on tbe sine potential of Figure 6 !Ire due ID small local 
vwtions in the selr-consistently caiculated electron density. Note thl!t the situatlon sbown 
in Figw:e 6 is typical for a relatively high electron density, whicb occnrs, for e:umple, after 
illumina!lon. The Fermi level is looated near the upper of lhe potential modnlation 
aru:I the lying of the eight oocupied subbands are situared in lhe nonparabnllc part 
of lbe potential. 

Note also !bat liiere is a comiderable in the zero-point ene,rgy, lh•I is, a 
energetic disllmce belween the conduction band hollom and the lowesl This offset 
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Cllt tbrougl> • qUlllll\lm wirn potential 11t W<; !OW cluqe dellslly miWmum" ~ ID subbtlll<i 
l.he wave functit:ms. of tbe l~r three subOOnds are also sht.m1n, (Soorce; Reprinled with 

Vg nm- Vg 

metallic gate Nt:·UMo12 cm·2 [,__.m._e-ta-ll-ic gate 
Undoped GaAs 

rel!ects the of lhe lowest snbbru:id of tbe um:lerlyi11g 2D electro11 gas, 
which is the zero point for the qwmtization into ID mbbl!llds. 
considered laler on will not be given with respect to lhe condw;;tion band bottom 
oot with to tbe bottom of the lowest 2D is ru:iother mru:iifes!lllion of 
the fäct !hat lhe x and z components of the total confilling potential cru:inot be considered 
sepamteiy. II is ru:iolher interesting feature of lhe calculatedresults !bat lhe spatial extension 
of lhe wave functions eorresponding 10 lhe bigbeilt occupied subhands cm even exceed lhe 
geomelrical width of lhe wire strue!Ure (Which is on lhe otderof200 nm in Fig" 

In lhe case of low electron densities, the ovuail cosine of lhe conllnement po-
tential is co11served. Howevu, lhe Fermi level md lhe oee11pied subbands 11re lhen located 
near the bottom of lhe potential where it may be weil appr<li\imated by a parnlx>llc 

We now comp11re these results lo those oblllined from self-coosis!enl calculations 
formed for a Thc •lnlcture is depicled in 
ure 7" In conlras! to the sballow melhod, lhe lateral now indt1C€od 
the ei11einal voltage applled to metallic gates Oll top of lbe GaAs-AIGaAs beterosltUC!Ure. 
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The main the split·gate geometry is tbe possibility of II.Illing the confinemenl 
strength. This allows us the bebavior of the confined electron rrom 
lively two dimensional lo slrongly confined one dimensional. Self-mnsistent wire polen· 
tials for the of Figure 7 are sbown in Figure 8 for vmious values of the 
gate The corre.spomling charge densily distribuliollS are reproduced in Figure 9. 

-4-0-.~---~--~--~ ..... ~.-.~ ...... 
·120 ·SO 40 0 40 80 120 

LATERAL OISTANCE {nm) 

Fig. ß. Self·«illllistemly Clllculllled 
pt<llled för z s 56 A be!cw 111< G1!1 ...... MGaAs 
from (441, -pennisslon of lllsevier Science.) 

Flg. 9. 

400 nmSLIT 
z~s.enm 

OL-~U:."""L...L-.L.::.._:i.».~.L.--1 

·120 ·80 so 120 

LATERAL OISTANCE 

ttoo dell&ily is plotted for diff•rem gar• volllljles. (Souroe: R<:pdno:d 
Sei-.) 
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Fig. 10. Self-consistently calculated potential and charge distribution of a cylindrical quanturn wire. Tue 
dotted lines are the results obtained through the Thomas-Fermi (TF) approxirnation; the solid lines are obtained 
through a self-consistent solution of the Schrödinger and Poisson equations. (Source: Reprinted with perrnission 
frorn [54]. © 1992 Arnerican Physical Society.) 

Figure 8 reveals the main qualitative difference between the split-gate and the shallow 
etching geometry: For low electron density, both cases yield an approximately parabolic 
potential, whereas, at higher electron densities, the split-gate potential develops a flat bot
tom. Tue electron density plotted in Figure 9 shows several oscillations, which, in fact, 
reflect the structure of the corresponding lD wave functions. Tue position and the ampli
tude of these oscillations depend on the gate voltage, which nicely reflects the increasing 
number of occupied subbands as the gate bias is lowered. 

3.2.3. Thomas-Fermi Approximation in Two Dimensions 

In the last paragraph of this section, we take a brief look at the application of the Thomas
Fermi (TF) approximation to two-dimensional problems. In principle, there is no difference 
to the one-dimensional case considered earlier, except for the number of independent vari
ables. We, therefore, restrict the following discussion to a comparison of the results gener
ated by the TF and PS approaches in Figure 10. Tue figure shows the potential and the local 
charge density as a function of the radius for a cylindrical, homogeneously doped quantum 
wire [54]. Dotted lines represent the Thomas-Fermi results; solid lines correspond to a 
fully self-consistent solution of the Poisson and Schrödinger equations. As discussed pre
viously and as also seen in the figure, the PS approach leads to oscillations in the electron 
density, which are not revealed by the TF approximation. This is because the latter yields 
some kind of "average" behavior of the electron density and the confinement potential. Tue 
difference between the two approaches will become weaker when the number of occupied 
subbands or the temperature increases. In general, the Poisson-Schrödinger results are ex
pected to approach the Thomas-Fermi results, as soon as the energy spacing between the 
occupied subbands becomes smaller than kB T. 

3.3. Three-Dimensional Modeling of Quantum Dots 

In this section, we give a very brief survey on the self-consistent treatment of quantum 
dots. without going into great detail. For the reader particularly interested in this subject, 
we give a short list of references, which may serve as a starting point for finding more 
detailed information on this topic. 

There are mainly three obvious possibilities for calculating the electronic properties of 
quantum dots: As a first approximation, again a one-dimensional model potential such as, 
for example, an anharmonic oscillator potential suggests itself (Luban et al. [ 65]) for the 
simulation of electronic properties of a quantum dot nanostructure. As a next step, one 
might consider a circular symmetric "quantum disk" system. This implies the use of cylin
der coordinates and, consequently, the solution of a two-dimensional Schrödinger equation 
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using the methods described in the previous sections. Finally, and also numerically most 
challenging, is a fully self-consistent simulation in three dimensions. The first to do this 
were Kumar et al. [66), who calculated the electron states of a quantum dot including the 
presence of a magnetic field. Recently, fully self-consistent calculations became more im
portant because of progress in nanofabrication and the need for a three-dimensional (3D) 
device simulator for practical applications. The interested reader is referred to the work of 
Udipi et al. [67) for a model of lateral quantum dots on silicon and Scholze et al. [68] for 
various other aspects of device simulation. 

The case of a circular dot geometry has been intensively investigated during the past 
years. Tue most popular examples of this are pillar-shaped double-barrier resonant tun
neling diodes with diameters in the nanometer range, the dot being formed in the well 
between the barriers. The intensive work on these systems was performed mainly at Texas 
Instruments (see, e.g., [55)) and was motivated by two major aspects. First, the increas
ing scale of integration in commercial devices strongly requires this kind of calculation 
and, second, nanostructured double-barrier resonant tunneling diodes (DBRTDs) are use
ful for certain applications that require ultralow power consumption. The efforts in this 
field aim at the conception of a nanodevice simulation tool capable of calculating current
voltage characteristics from the given fabrication parameters. Tue computer simulations 
always employ the Thomas-Fermi approximation to keep the computational expense rea
sonably low. lt should be noted, however, that the calculation of IV characteristics requires 
not only the self-consistent treatment of confinement potentials but also the calculation of 
tunneling currents. Therefore, scattering processes have tobe included [69] for realistic 
simulations, which is a topic that we have completely ornitted in the preceding discussion. 
Pioneering work in this field was done by Frensley [70) and Luban and Luscombe [71]. 
Detailed accounts on the problems and methods encountered in nanodevice simulation can 
be found in their work andin the other references given in the context of the Thomas-Fermi 
approximation. 

4. TRANSPORT SPECTROSCOPY OF QUANTUM WIRES 

In the following, we discuss the magnetotransport properties of quantum wires in the diffu
sive transport regime. We shall focus on those phenomena that provide a more or less direct 
access to those quantum wire properties directly related to the confinement potential, such 
as the subband spacing or the wire width. The standard example for an experiment yield
ing the subband spacing is the magnetic depopulation measurement. A second example 
that has only recently been shown to be suitable for the subband spectroscopy on quan
tum wires is the observation of the magnetophonon resonance at elevated temperatures. 
In the interpretation of the experimental results, the confinement will be approximated by 
simple and frequently used model potentials, as they are suggested by the self-consistently 
calculated results introduced in the preceding chapter. We shall discuss the lirnits of the 
validity of these approximations and also outline a method that gives direct information 
on the shape of the actual potential from the comparison of high- and low-temperature 
magnetoresistance measurements. Several other phenomena exhibited in a magnetoresis
tance experiment, such as the suppression of backscattering in a magnetic field or the weak 
localization effect, are also considered. They provide additional information on several 
characteristic lengths important for the characterization of long quantum channels in the 
diffusive regime. The particular magnetoresistance "anomalies" occurring in lateral surface 
superlattices and their use for the determination of potential parameters will be discussed 
in the subsequent chapter. 

According to the objective of this chapter, ballistic transport phenomena are completely 
neglected in the following. This is mainly because the phenomena typically examined in 
this regime, in general, do not rely strongly on a detailed knowledge of the properties 
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of confinement potentials. The reader who is especially interested in a review on ballistic 
transport is referred to the excellent articles by Beenakker and van Houten [25], van Houten 
et al. [26], Timp [72], or the textbook of Datta [73] as well as the references cited therein. 

4.1. Magnetic Depopulation Experiments 

4.1.1. Determination of Subband Energies 

The "classic" method to gain information on the confining potential in quantum wires and, 
in particular, on the energy spacing of the lD subbands is the so-called magnetic depop
ulation measurement [74-76]. lt exploits the particular features of the low temperature 
(T :::; 4.2 K) longitudinal magnetoresistance of a quantum wire sample with a magnetic 
field applied in the growth direction of the underlying heterostructure. As already men
tioned earlier, the magnetic field enlarges the energetic separation ofthe lD subband edges 
and, therefore, the number of occupied subbands is successively reduced with increasing 
magnetic field. This is shown in Figure 11, where the magnetic field-dependent density 
of states of a one-dimensional system is plotted for three different magnetic fields. The 
position of the Fermi level E p is defined through the electron density in the quantum wire 
and also depends on the magnetic field strength. 

As shown in Section 1, the energy dispersion for a parabolic confinement potential in a 
perpendicular magnetic field is given by 
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Fig. 11. One-dimensional density of states according to Eq. (43) plotted for magnetic fields of B = 0 T, 
2 T, and 6 T, respectively. Because constant carrier density is assumed, the position of the Fermi level is dependent 
on the magnetic field. Tue density of states is calculated for the ideal case of absent lifetime broadening of the 
magnetoelectric hybrid levels. As shown by Berggren et al. [75], realistic assumptions for the lifetime broadening 
leave the main qualitative features of the magnetic depopulation process unchanged. Tue lifetime broadening in 
a magnetic field is found to be strongly dependent on the wavevector component ky. 
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The density of states for a particular subband is given by the expression 

glD(E)=- - = 1 (dE)-l .../2meff(B) 1 
n TC dky TCh JE-hw(n+l/2) 

If we sum this expression over all N occupied subbands, we obtain 

N 
gm(E) = .../2meff(B) ~)E - En)-l/2e(E - En) 

TCh n=O 

(43) 

(44) 

which is plotted in Figure 11. The density of states at the Fermi energy oscillates as a 
function of magnetic field and gives rise to an oscillating impurity scattering time. A semi
quantitative way to see this is to consider the scattering from a set of dilute impurities 
in first-order perturbation theory. If the scattering potential is delta function like with a 
strength Vo it can be shown that [77]: 

-1 TC lD(E ) v;2 r =hg FCimpo (45) 

Here; Cimp denotes the sheet concentration of impurities. At low temperatures, impurity 
scattering may be considered to be the dominant contribution to the resistivity. Tue mag
netic depopulation effect will, therefore, manifest itself in the oscillatory behavior of the 
semiclassical magnetoresistivity Pxx ex .-1 ex g10(EF). 

To reveal the oscillatory structure in the magnetoresistance, it is advantageous to con
sider arrays of identical quantum wires. Fora single quantum wire, the low-field magnetic 
depopulation oscillations may be obscured by the so-called aperiodic conductance fluctu
ations (for an introduction to this topic, see, e.g„ [25]). This quantum interference effect 
originates in the large-phase coherence length in a mesoscopic electron system and it is 
averaged out if an ensemble of quantum wires is investigated. 

Several methods for the fabrication of such arrays of quantum wires have been success
fully applied. Tue simplest possible sample layout consists of a two-terminal configuration 
where an array of quantum wires is extended between two large contacts. To get rid of 
the contact resistance, one may evaporate a metal gate on top of the wire array intended 
for the application of a small modulation voltage [78]. This sample geometry is shown in 
Figure 12a. 

Tue magnetoresistance is then measured using a lock-in technique and gives the resis
tance of only those regions covered by the modulating gate. The influence of the contact 
resistance is thereby effectively eliminated. A variation of this method was used by Brinkop 
et al. [79, 80, 119]. Their fabrication principle exploits a modified split-gate technique to 
create the wire array as indicated schematically in Figure 12b. In contrast to the sample 

(b} ..---=---(a)-"7··· 
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GaAs 

ohmic contact wires 

Fig. 12. Two different fabrication principles for arrays of parallel quantum wires. (a) Wrres fabricated by 
laser holography and shallow etching. Tue top Al gate serves as a modulation electrode for lock-in measurements 
intended to eliminate the contribution of the contact resistance. (b) A Ni/Cr gate evaporated over nanostructured 
photoresist stripes. This modified split-gate geometry allows one to tune the confinement strength. (Source: Part b 
reprinted with permission from (119). © 1989 American Physical Society.) 
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Fig. 13. Derivative of the magnetoresistance with respect to the modulated gate voltage Yg. measured 
for an array of quantum wires. The sample layout is shown in Figure 12a. The period ofthe shallow etched grating 
was 450 nm. The inset shows the same data plotted as a function of the inverse magnetic field together with a 
Landau plot of the corresponding magnetoresistance maxima. 

shown in Figure 12a, where the confinement is achieved by shallow etching, the purpose 
of the gate in this configuration scheme is twofold. First, it produces the lD confinement 
and, second, it serves as a modulating gate for contact resistance elimination. For the pur
pose of spectroscopic investigations, it furthermore provides an effective grating coupler 
for far-infrared radiation (see [79]). This sample configuration has the advantage of sup
plying quantum wires with a tunable confinement strength. 

Figure 13 shows a typical magnetoresistance trace obtained for a sample structure as 
depicted in Figure 12a, using a modulated gate voltage to eliminate the contact resis
tance [78]. A minimum occurs whenever the Fermi level is shifted across the bottom of 
the highest occupied magnetoelectric subband, where a sharp maximum in the density of 
states is followed by a region of minimal density of states (DOS). If a running subband 
index n 0 sc is assigned to each minimum and the index nosc is plotted against the inverse 
magnetic field position of the corresponding minimum in Rxx, a fan chart or so-called Lan
dau plot is obtained (cf. the inset of Fig. 13). Tue characteristic feature in this plot, which 
demonstrates the presence of a 10 confinement, is the deviation from linearity at low mag
netic fields. This behavior can be understood from Eq. (42), which describes the subband 
energies in a parabolic confinement potential. For the subband edge (ky = 0) of the nth 

subband, Eq. (42) yields En(B) = nJw~ + w5(n + 1). For large magnetic fields, wo may 

be neglected and the resulting dependence of nosc on B-1 is linear. This is tlie well-known 
behavior of the Shubnikov--de Raas oscillations observed in the magnetoresistance of un
structured 2DEGs. Tue presence of the lateral confinement characterized by the additional 
frequency wo becomes visible only when it is at least of the same order of magnitude as the 
cyclotron frequency. For those magnetic fields where this is the case, the relation between 
nosc and 1 / B is no longer linear. This is the general signature of lateral confinement in 
narrow channels, no matter what the actual shape of the confining potential is [74, 81]. 

lt is instructive to analyze the nosc(B-1) dependence in terms of a parabolic confine
ment potential [75] because this allows the analytical treatment of the magnetic depop
ulation effect and provides a particularly simple way to determine wire parameters from 
an actual measurement. Tue situation encountered in a magnetic depopulation experiment 
is depicted in Figure 14, which shows the energy of the magnetoelectric subband edges 
as a function of B. Whenever the Fermi level crosses the edge of the highest occupied 
magnetoelectric hybrid subband, that is, whenever Ep = Nhw(B), a minimum in the mag
netoresistance is observed. Because the 10 electron density in the channel is constant, the 
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Fig. 14. Dependence of the magnetoelectric subband energy on magnetic field strength, calculated for 
a parabolic confinement with hwo = 1.57 me V. Tue dashed-dotted lines show the corresponding behavior of the 
Landau levels in an unstructured 2DEG. Also shown is the oscillating Fermi energy, calculated for a lD carrier 
density of nm = 5.68 x 106 cm-l .11 is the subband index. 

Fermi level oscillates with increasing magnetic field. From the ID carrier density at zero 
temperature 

nrn = loEF g 10(E, B)dE 

one obtains, together with Eq. (44) and Ep = EN, 

nrn = ~ ~ w3/2 "tnl/2 
:n:V T wo n=O 

(46) 

(47) 

This finally leads to the following relation between the index N of the highest occupied 
subband and the magnetic field position of the corresponding magnetic depopulation min
imum in Rxx: 

m* 
BN=

lie [ 
:n: lin rnliwo ] 4/3 - (liwo)2 

Jsm* L~=onI/2 
(48) 

If this relation is fitted to the experimentally determined Landau plot, N plays the role 
of the previously introduced nosc· As fit parameters, one obtains the subband spacing 
Eo= liwo and the ID carrier density nrn. The latter is related to the approximately lin
ear behavior of the noscO/ B) plot for high-magnetic-field values [75], which is obtained 
by replacing in Eq. (47) w by wc: 

m* /e (3:n: ) 2
1
3 

1 
N ~ (2m*li)l/3 4n10Eo BN (49) 

In the preceding section, we have seen that in the case of quantum channels defined 
by a split-gate geometry the confining potentials as obtained from self-consistent calcula
tions have the shape of a Woods-Saxon potential with a flat bottom. Only for very narrow 
channels or at quite low electron densities does the potential assume an approximately 
parabolic form [ 44]. In the case of quantum wires defined by the shallow etching method, 
the self-consistent calculations showed that the effective potential felt by the electrons is of 
a sinusoidal shape [61]. lt is again for relatively low electron densities that the electronic 
wave functions are concentrated near the bottom of the sinusoidal potential where it is well 
described by a parabola. Only in these cases will the parabolic model and the described 
fitting procedure be able to reproduce the experimental depopulation data and give results 
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Fig. 15. Experimental and calculated sublevel index nL versus the inverse magnetic field positions of 
the resistance minima for two different samples. Tue theoretical values are calculated under the assumption of a 
square-well potential and fitted to the experimental points with the channel width and the 10 carrier density as 
fit parameters. (a) Wide channel (estimated width and carrier density are 378 nm and 1.16 nm-1, respectively). 
(b) Narrow channel (162 nm, 0.38 nm-1). Tue wide-channel sample is well described by a square-well potential. 
The parabolic approximation is found to give better results for the narrow channel (cf. [75]), but turned out not to 
be suitable for a description of the wide-channel experiment. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [81).) 

for channel width and electron density that are in good agreement with independently esti
mated values. 

The second strongly simplified model potential, the square well, does not lend itself 
to as simple an analytical treatment as the parabolic potential. Rundquist [81] applied a 
numerical fitting procedure to describe wide and narrow channels defined by the split-gate 
geometry using a square-well confinement potential. As expected, the square-well model 
is able to describe wide channel experiments where the parabolic model does not give 
convincing results and vice versa (cf. Fig. 15, where the experimental results are plotted 
together with a numerical fit of the results with a square-well model). However, even in 
the simple case of a square well, the fitting procedure becomes numerically very expensive 
and is not easily implemented in routine investigations. 

Another model potential used to approximate the flat bottom potential of split-gate 
wires at high electron densities (or, alternatively, low gate voltages) is given by V(x) = 
(m*w5/2)(1xl-t/2)2 for lxl ~ t/2 andzero otherwise. Ithas been investigatedin Wentzel, 
Kramers, Brillouin (WKB) approximation by Berggren and Newson [76]. The use of this 
po~ential in the numerical analysis of an experimental situation re9uires one additional fit 
parameter, namely the width t of the flat potential section. If, in addition, a modulating 
gate configuration is used for the magnetoresistance measurement, a phase shift in the 
dRxx/dVa traces has also tobe tak.en into account, which requires adding a further un
known parameter Boffset to the positions of the magnetic depopulation minima. Altogether, 
one thus needs four fit parameters for the analysis of the Landau plot. The so obtained 
values of Eo and no are questionable in particular when the Landau plot consists of only a 
few data points. 

4.2. Magnetosize Effects and Weak Localization in Quantum Wires 

4.2.1. Magnetosize Effects 

A useful quantity for the characterization of quantum channels is the electrical width W, 
which can be estimated from several independent effects in the magnetic field and tem
perature dependence of the sample resistance. The values extracted for W allow us to 
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Fig. 16. Low-temperature (T = 2 K) magnetoresistance of an array of shallow etched quantum wires, 
measured with different back-gate voltages applied to the substrate. At low back-gate voltages, the behavior of 
the system corresponds to a modulated 20 gas. At higher gate voltages, the Fermi level is reduced below the 
modulation potential amplitude and typical 10 features are observed, such as the !arge magnetosize peak at B = 
0.27 T and the negative differential magnetoresistance caused by a suppression of 10 weak localization at B ~ 
0.1 T. Tue pronounced negative differential magnetoresistance superimposed on the depopulation oscillations at 
Va ;;:: -100 V is due to the suppression of backscattering by a magnetic field (cf. Fig. 17). Tue -173-V trace has 
been drawn separately for clarity (b ). Tue squeezed traces at the bottom of part b are the same curves as in part a. 

cross-check whether a model potential used in the analysis of magnetic depopulation ex
periments is well suited to describe the experimental situation. 

Figure 16 shows two-terminal magnetoresistance traces for an array of quantum wires 
fabricated by laser holography and shallow etching. Tue etching is very shallow in this 
case such that without additional measures only a periodic potential modulation is super
imposed on the 2DEG. The results of Figure 16 were obtained without application of a 
modulating front-gate voltage and, therefore, contain the contribution of the contact resis
tance which, however, is small in this case. Tue electron density was reduced by applying 
a negative back-gate voltage on the substrate side of the sample. In this way, the Fermi 
energy becomes gradually smaller than the amplitude of the potential modulation, even
tually leading to a system of well-separated quantum wires. Tue magnetoresistance traces 
depicted in the figure clearly show the evolution of two magnetoresistance phenomena typ
ical for narrow electron channels in the diffusive transport regime: magnetosize effects and 
weak localization. 

We first consider magnetosize effects. With increasing back-gate voltage, that is, in
creasing confinement of the electrons to 10 channels, a magnetoresistance peak evolves at 
about 0.3 T. This so-called magnetosize peak has been shown by Thomton et al. (82, 83) to 
be due to diffuse scattering from the channel walls of electrons moving on cyclotron orbits. 
lt can be shown that this effect can be explained by purely classical arguments and that the 
presence of diffuse boundary scattering is an essential prerequisite for the observation of 
a magnetosize peak. Note that the mean free path of the electrons has to be large enough 
that boundary scattering contributes appreciably to the total wire resistance. Tue situation 
is depicted schematically in Figure 17, which shows two classical electron trajectories at 
two different field strengths (25). For field strengths where the cyclotron radius is of the 
order of Re ~ W /2 (Fig. 17a, W is an effective wire width), the probability for electron 
backscattering is considerably larger than in the case of Re « W /2 (Fig. 17b ), provided 
that the scattering from the channel boundaries is predominantly diffuse. Tue reduction of 
backscattering for Re « W /2 is also responsible for the negative differential magnetore
sistance observed in the field range beyond the magnetosize peak for the most strongly 
confined channels in Figure 16. 

As has been found experimentally by Thomton et al. [82), the magnetic field position 
Bms of the magnetosize peak can be related to the effective width Weff of the quantum 
wire by Weff ~ 0.55R~, where Rgis = /ikp/eBms· lt is not straightforward to give an un
ambiguous meaning to the effective wire width Weff obtained from the magnetosize peak. 
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Fig. 17. Classical cyclotron trajectories in a narrow channel with diffuse side-wall scattering, illustrating 

the origin of the magnetosize peak. (a) If the cyclotron radius Ucycl) is near the indicated value, diffuse side-wall 
scattering can reverse the motion of an electron, leading to an enhanced resistance. (b) At higher magnetic fields, 
backscattering is suppressed and the resistance is reduced below the zero-field value. (Source: Reprinted with 
permission from [25].) 

The definition of Welf depends on the underlying model potential. Even if a particular 
model has been chosen, there are several possibilities to define Welf· Consider as an ex
ample the parabolic confinement potential. One way to define Welf is to take the distance 
between the tuming points of the classical motion at the Fermi energy: 

2hkp 
Welf=--

mwo 
(50) 

(wo is the confining frequency). An alternative definition is given by Welf= nrn/nw. 
n m can, for example, be estimated from the approximately linear section of the Landau 
plot. If one starts from Eq. (47), replaces the summation over v by an integration, and takes 
into account that in the limit of high magnetic fields w ~ Wc, one obtains 

4/I nrn ~ -(eBN)312 

3rrwom* h 
(51) 

This formula describes a situation analogous to the depopulation of pure Landau levels in 
a two-dimensional electron system. Taking the corresponding relation between the Landau 
level index N and the sheet electron density of the underlying 2DEG: 

one obtains, as a final result for Welf, 

e 
nzo=-NB 

;rrh 

[ ]

2/3 2h 1/3 
Welf = 2;rr n lD 

3rrm*wo 

(52) 

(53) 

Note that the application of Eq. (50) or Eq. (53) implicitly assumes that the overall sheet 
electron density nw is not affected by the nanofabrication process, which will be the case 
only for relatively wide channels. In general, the lateral confinement will raise the conduc
tion band bottom also in ungated or nonetched regions of the quantum wire (cf. Fig. 8). 

Several other definitions for effective wire widths are possible. They rely, for example, 
on the lateral extension of the wave function in the Nth magnetoelectric hybrid level [84). 
All these definitions give values for Welf that differ from each other, but nevertheless allow 
one to estimate the correct order of magnitude. A comparison of Welf. as obtained from a 
model potential, with the experimentally determined value therefore allows one to decide 
if the applied model gives reasonable results. 

lt should be emphasized that not every quasi one-dirnensional system will display a 
magnetosize maximum. For wires defined by split gates, for example, it was shown by 
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Thornton et al. [82] that the confining electric field gives relatively smooth side walls and 
the boundary scattering is predominantly specular. A magnetosize maximum is, therefore, 
only weakly established or completely missing. One, therefore, has to resort to alternative 
methods for the independent determination of the wire width, one of which will be briefiy 
outlined in the following discussion. 

4.2.2. Weak Localization and lnteraction Co"ection to the 
One-Dimensional Conductivity 

In Figure 16b, a magnetoresistance trace for very high applied back-gate voltage is shown. 
Tue number of subbands is now considerably reduced because of the low remaining elec
tron density. At very low magnetic fields ( ~0.1 T), the differential magnetoresistance is 
seen to be negative for these strongly confined wires. Tue effect is also observed in a less 
pronounced form in the 140-V trace of Figure 16a and is attributed to the suppression of lD 
weak localization by a magnetic field. Note that this effect has nothing to do with the re
duced backscattering observed beyond the magnetosize peak (B > 0.3 T). In the following, 
we sketch only the very basic idea underlying the phe.nomenon of weak localization imd 
indicate briefiy how its investigation may serve as a tool for the determination of relevant 
wire parameters. A detailed and clear account of the physics of weak localization can be 
found in [25] and the references cited therein. Our very brief introductory argumentation 
follows closely the exposition at the beginning of Section 6 of [25]. 

Weak localization is assumed to occur in the diffusive transport regime because of the 
phase coherence of electron waves that are propagating or elastically backscattered by an 
impurity. lt can be shown that elastic impurity scattering does not affect the phase coher
ence length lq, and that, in order to achieve phase randomization, inelastic scattering events 
are necessary [72, 85]. Bergmann [86] has given an intuitive interpretation of the quan
tum mechanical weak localization effect. lts treatment within the framework of the path 
integral formalism, which forms the basis of this qualitative interpretation, is discussed in 
some detail in [87]. Consider an electron propagating along a narrow channel from a start
ing point r to the point r'. Quantum mechanically, one may assign a probability amplitude 
Ai to each path (labeled by an index i) the electron can take between the two points. Tue 
probability of finding the electron at r' after a time t is then given by the absolute square 
of the coherent sum of these amplitudes 

P(r, r', t) = l~A;l
2 

= ~ IA;12 + ~A;Aj 
1 1 1.,.-) 

(54) 

If a sequence of elastic scattering events is considered that brings an electron back to its 
starting point, r and r' coincide and the preceding sum is taken over closed Feynman 
paths. lt may then be split up into a sum over time-reversed pairs of amplitudes A + and 
A - , assigned to clockwise and counterclockwise propagation along the same closed path. 
Because of time reversal symmetry, the two amplitudes are equal and if they are added 
coherently, they give a probability for retuming to the starting point (after several phase
conserving elastic scattering events) of 1 A + + A -12 = 41A1 2. Without phase coherence, if 
scattering gives rise to a purely classical diffusive motion, the squared probabilities have to 
be added noncoherently. This would give for the same process a classical return probability 
of 21A12. In other words, quantum mechanical phase coherence yields a return probability 
that is twice the probability of the corresponding classical noncoherent diffusion process. 
lt may, therefore, be expected that this will give rise to an additional contribution to the 
conductivity of a low-dimensional semiconductor system, which exhibits quite large phase 
coherence lengths at low temperatures. This contribution has to be added to the classically 
obtained result 

+ 8 loc 
gm = gaoltzmann glD (55) 
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where the sign of 8gl0 will be negative, because an enhanced retum probability reduces 
the resulting conductivity. 

On the other band, if a weak magnetic field is applied, time reversal symmetry is broken. 
There will be appreciable flux through any closed electron trajectory, which gives rise to an 
Aharonov-Bohm like phase shift acquired along the corresponding Feynman paths. This 
phase shift will be different for clockwise and counterclockwise propagation along the 
closed paths. Different possible orbits will enclose different flux and after averaging over 
all possible closed trajectories (or Feynman paths) phase coherence will be destroyed at 
sufficiently large magnetic fields. This, consequently, leads to an effective Suppression of 
the weak localization corrections to the lD conductivity. lt has been shown by Altshuler 
and Aronov [88] (see also [25, 89, 90]) that this magnetic field dependence of the weak 
localization effect can be taken into account by adding to the lD conductivity a term of the 
form 

e2 ( 1 w2)-1/2 
88lPc = - :rcli l~ + 31! for lm, lq, » W » I (56) 

Here, W is the width ofthe channel, I is the mean free path, Im= ,Jli/eB is the magnetic 
length, and lq, = .flJTi, where D denotes the diffusion constant, is the phase coherence 
length. A first-principles justification of Eq. (56) can be found in the review article of 
Beenakker and van Houten [25]. 

Tue preceding relation is derived under two assumptions. First, the magnetic length lm 
has to be larger than the effective width of the channel; otherwise, the localization is of 
a 2D nature. This requirement is usually well established at the low magnetic fields for 
which the suppression of weak localization is observed. Tue second condition requires that 
the width W be larger than the electronic mean free path l, which is usually not the case 
for the conventional high-mobility GaAs-AlGaAs samples used to study the effect. lt has 
been shown by Beenakker and van Houten [90] that in the opposite regime l » W one 
has to take into account the effects of boundary scattering on the phase accumulated along 
a closed trajectory enclosing a magnetic flux (flux cancellation effect). Equation (56) has 
then to be replaced by 

1D e2 ([ 1 w2]-1/2 [ 1 w2 2 ]-1/2) 
c5gloc = - :rcli I~ + 31! - I~ + 31! + [2 <57) 

Tue weak localization correction turns out to be much weaker in the case of an un
structured 2DEG (which also finds its expression in the W dependence of 8g1~), so that 
the negative magnetoresistance at low field becomes more and more pronounced as the 
lD confinement becomes stronger. This is what is obs.erved in parts a and b of Figure 16, 
where a pronounced negative differential magnetoresistance is observed only for the high
est back-gate voltages and, hence, the narrowest channels. 

Tue magnetic field dependence of the weak localization correction can be exploited to 
obtain wire parameters such as the width W and the phase coherence length lq,. One simply 
fits one of the expressions Eq. (56) or Eq. (57), chosen appropriately to the sample geome
try, to a plot of G(B) - G(O) = 1/ Rxx(B) - 1/ Rxx(O) versus magnetic field, using Wand 
lq, as adjustable parameters. This is done in a field range where lm > W and the suppression 
of weak localization is clearly observed in the magnetoresistance. This method was applied 
for the first time by Thomton et al. [91] for a 15-µ,m-long channel defined by a split gate 
on top of a GaAs-AlGaAs heterojunction. We reproduce their results, obtained for various 
temperatures below 1 K, in Figure 18. Tue solid curves are fitted according to Eq. (56). lt 
has been discussed if the "dirty metal" expression Eq. (56) for 8gl~ is suitable in this case, 
because the estimated mean free path is larger than the channel width. However, the ex
tracted values for the different characteristic lengths give a more or less consistent picture, 
if one assumes that the damage induced by the electron beam lithography [74] has led to a 
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Fig. 18. Difference of magnetoconductance and zero-field conductance for a split-gate wire, measured 
at different temperatures. The sample geometry is shown in the inset. The solid lines stem from a two-parameter 
fit according to Eq. (56). (Source: Reprinted with permission from [91]. © 1986 American Physical Society.) 

drastic reduction of the mean free path in the wire, compared to the value of the unstruc
tured 2DEG. The values for the phase coherence length lt/> (200 nm or below) found from 

· the fits shown in Figure 18 together with the condition lt/>» l underlying Eq. (56) would 
be consistent with a mean free path that certainly is not reduced below the estimated width 
of 50 nm, but could have reached the same order of magnitude. 

An example of the application of the correct expression Eq. (57) to the low-field mag
netoresistance in short and narrow channels defined by the shallow etching technique can 
be found, for example, in [92]. 

For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned that there is another correction 
to the Boltzmann-Drude conductivity go that is due to electron--electron interactions. Be
cause both the weak localization and the interaction effects are relatively weak, they may 
to first order be taken into account as additive corrections to go: 

8ID = 80 + 8glo + 8ge-e (58) 

The interaction correction has been estimated tobe [93]: 

8ge-e = -ai:_J hD 
rrh 2kBT 

(59) 

which is valid ifthe thermal length ,JhD/ kBT < W. a is a coupling constant that depends 
on the electron density and on the screening length in the system under consideration. lts 
magnitude is usually of order unity and in the commonly encountered experimental situ
ations its sign is positive [25]. Electron--electron interactions thus reduce the conductivity 
of a narrow channel. The localization correction can be easily distinguished from the inter
action correction in a magnetic field. As is obvious from Eq. (56) or Eq. (57), the former is 
completely suppressed already at very weak fields, whereas the latter is almost unaffected 
in this field regime. Theoretical considerations indicate that there is a small contribution 
to 8ge-e which is also sensitive to weak magnetic fields. But the main contribution to the 
conductivity correction reveals its magnetic field dependence only in strong fields. U sually, 
the weak-field-dependent part of 8ge-e is neglected, which makes the distinction between 
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the two corrections feasible [94]. If one wishes, one may use the T dependence of the inter
action correction, determined from the magnetoconductance after subtraction of the weak 
localization correction, to estimate the diffusion constant D of the narrow channel [7 4, 91]. 

4.3. Magnetophonon Resonances in Quantum Wires 

In 1961, Gurevich and Firsov [95] discovered that the quantization into Landau levels at 
high magnetic fields should lead to resonant longitudinal-optical (LO) phonon scattering of 
electrons between these equidistant Landau levels. As the LO phonons are assumed to be 
dispersionless in the interesting k-space region, resonant scattering between Landau levels 
is expected whenever the phonon energy equals an integer number of Landau levels: 

hWLo = Nltwc (60) 

This so-called magnetophonon effect has been shown to result in an oscillatory behavior 
of the magnetoresistance at temperatures high enough to ensure a sufficient population of 
the phonon states (usually at T ~ 100 K). Since then, magnetophonon resonances (MPRs) 
have been observed in a variety of semiconductor systems (for a review of the work until 
1975, see [96]). In the bulk, MPRs have become a standard method for the determination of 
effective masses [97, 98] and proved to be a useful tool for the investigation of the conduc
tion band nonparabolicity in temary compounds for temperatures up to 400 K [99, 100]. 
After the first detection of MPRs in 2D systems [101], a wealth of phenomena was in
vestigated also in 2D electron gases using the magnetophonon effect. Besides the deter
mination of effective masses, an important subject that could be investigated using the 
magnetophonon effect in 2DEGs was the influence of the reduced dimensionality on the 
electron-phonon interaction [ 102-104]. 

As discussed previously, in quantum wires the energy spacing of magnetoelectric hy
brid levels does not only depend on the magnetic field strength, but also on the lD 
subband spacing induced by the lateral confinement. If, for example, parabolic confine
ment is assumed, the energy levels are calculated according to En(B) = ltw(n + !) = 

n.J w'f + wö(n + !). This leads to a modification of the magnetophonon resonance condi
tion Eq. (60) where now li.w has tobe used instead of li.wc. As a consequence, the magnetic 
field positions of the magnetophonon resonances should be shifted to slightly lower fields 
compared to the 2D case. Because this shift depends on the subband energy ltwo, it is 
expected that MPRs can be used for subband spectroscopy of lD quantum channels. 

After a brief resume of the relevant theoretical work on MPRs in quantum wires, it will 
be shown in the following that MPRs are indeed useful for the experimental determina
tion of lD subband energies. Tue obtained results for the sublevel spacings turn out to be 
different from the values extracted from low-temperature magnetic depopulation investi
gations. We discuss the reasons for this difference and show that it gives direct qualitative 
information on the shape of the wire potential. 

4.3.1. Magnetophonon Resonances in Quantum Wires: Theory 

Tue first theoretical investigation of MPRs in quasi one-dimensional electron systems was 
performed by Vasilopoulos et al. [105]. To determine the contribution to the magneto
conductivity due to electron-LO phonon scattering, they started from a quantum transport 
equation of the form 

2 

O'xx = 
2
k eTVi L(ni;)(l - (nd)Ws.d(~IYI~}- (~'lyly~'})2 (61) 

B o s.s' 

which follows from a modification of the formalism developed to describe the magne
tophonon effect in 2D systems [106]. Here, (ns} denotes the Fermi-Dirac distribution 
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function, y is the coordinate along the wire axis, and W~.~' is the usual Fröhlich-type 
transition probability between the two states ~ and (. The IS) denote the one-particle 
states of the lD confined electrons. For their calculation, it is assumed that the confine
ment in the growth direction can be separated from the lateral confinement and that the 
latter is well described by the usual harmonic oscillator potential. The z component cpo(z) 
of the wave function is approximated by the well-known Fang-Howard trial functions 

cpo(z) = b~12zexp(-boz/2). Thus, 

{rl~} = 1/!n(Jmw/h(x -i})l/v'Lexp(ikyy)cpo(z) 

where the harmonic oscillator functions, given in the paragraph following Eq. (11), have 
been used. 

lt tums out that in the case of relatively weak confinement (wo < wc) O'xx may be cal
culated analytically. Tue LO phonon-mediated magnetoconductivity consists of a contri
bution falling off monotonically with increasing B and an additional oscillatory part a~;c, 
which is given by [105): 

aosc ex (Wc) Ni0 lJ cos(2irwr.o/w) -exp(-2irfN/hw) 
xx w kBThw cosh(2irfN/hw) -cos(2irwr.o/w) 

(62) 

A plot of this relation is shown in Figure 19. The total magnetoconductivity, including the 
monotonic part, is obtained from Eq. (62) by replacing the numerator cos(2irwr.o/w) -
exp( -2Jr f N j hw) by sinh(2ir f N j hw). w is again the combined "renormalized" frequency 

w = Jw5 + w~, rN is the magnetic field-dependent width of the Nth magnetoelectric 

hybrid leveL fJ = h/m*w is a modified magnetic length and, finally, wr.o is the frequency 
of the LO phonons, which is assumed to be given by its bulk value. 

In the case of weak confinement the oscillatory part of the magnetoconductivity is thus 
described by a series of exponentially damped cosine oscillations just as it is well known 
from the magnetophonon theory in the bulk andin 2D systems [107, 108). Whenever the 
resonance condition hwr.o = vhw with integer v is satisfied, a maximum in the magne
toconductivity is observed (cf. Fig. 19). The main effect of a weak lD confinement on 
the magnetoconductance is thus simply a shift of the resonant maxima in axx to smaller 
magnetic fields as compared to the resonance condition [Eq. (60)), valid for bulk and 2D 
systems. 

This first investigation of the lD magnetophonon effect has been followed by several 
improvements of the theory, mainly conceming the extension to the case of arbitrary con
finement strength. Mori et al. [109) pointed out that, in the case of strong confinement, 
the influence of the confining potential on the electron motion may not be neglected. Em
ploying a Green's function approach to the general Kubo formula and using the same 
parametrization of the confinement as before, they were able to show that, in addition to 
the weak confinement expression already given by Vasilopoulos et al. [105), there is a 
second, qualitatively different contribution to the lD magnetoconductance. To understand 
the difference between the two contributions, one may resort to a simple classical picture. 
Consider a wide, weakly confined quantum wire. In sufficiently strong magnetic fields, 
a considerable part of the electrons will be in Landau level-like states. Classically, they are 
localized on circular cyclotron orbits. LO phonon scattering will lead to hopping motion 
between these localized orbits and, therefore, to an enhancement of the electron mobility. 
This is why maxima occur at resonance in the magnetoconductance as indicated in Fig
ure 19. On the other hand, if the confinement is strong and the wire narrow, a considerable 
fraction of electrons will be in edge states corresponding to skipping orbits propagating 
along the wire. The LO phonons will scatter electrons off their propagating modes, thereby 
reducing their mobility. This is expected to lead to resonant minima in the magnetocon
ductance. In Figure 20, the second derivative of O'xx. calculated according to the model of 
Mori et al. [109), is plotted for the two cases of low and high confinement energy. 
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Fig. 19. Top: Magnetoconductivity in units of uo = e2 / hkLo as a function of the combined frequency 
w ( = w in the figure ). Tue parameters used in the calculation are also shown. n is the confining frequency of the 
parabolic potential; NJD is the depletion charge density, needed for the calculation of r N. Bottom: Oscillatory 
part u~f' according to Eq. (62). (Source: Reprinted with permission from [105]. © 1989 American Physical 
Society.) 
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Fig. 20. Calculated second derivative of the two contributions to the magnetoconductivity for weak (left) 
and strong (right) confinement. upo denotes the contribution corresponding to the skipping motion of electrons 
along the wire boundaries, Ue-pb is due to electrons without interaction with the channel boundaries. Tue traces 
are calculated for T = 100 K, a Ievel broadening r of 1 me V, and a confining frequency of the parabolic potential 
of 1 meV (left) and 5 meV (right). Tue insets show the corresponding underived quantities in units of uo = 
ne2 /awom*, a being the Fröhlich coupling constant. In the figure, wo is the LO phonon frequency, Wc is the 
cyclotron frequency, and wc is again the combined frequency of the magnetoelectric hybrid levels. (Source: 
Reprinted with permission from [109]. © 1992 American Physical Society.) 

These results have been confinned theoretically by Ryu and O'Connell [110, 111], who 
used a different quantum transport approach [112] to describe the influence of resonant 
LO phonon scattering on the magnetoconductance. Their model calculations also assume 
a parabolic confinement potential and again give two contributions to the magnetoconduc-
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tivity, the first being almost identical to the result of Vasilopoulos et al. [ 105]. The second 
term was attributed to a "nonhopping" contribution to the electron conduction, which is 
qualitatively reminiscent of Mori's skipping orbit motion term. 

4.3.2. Magnetophonon Resonances in Quantum Wzres: 
Experimental Results 

Regarding the nature of the magnetic depopulation experiments discussed previously and 
the methods of calculating the subband spacing from the resulting Landau plots, it is clear 
that it is necessary to have a sufficient number of occupied subbands in order to obtain 
reliable results for Eo and n m. lt is the main advantage of the magnetophonon method of 
subband spectroscopy that the number of occupied subbands is largely irrelevant for its ap
plication. lt is, therefore, a transport characterization technique for quantum wires with low 
carrier densities or relatively large subband spacing. lt could even be used to characterize 
quantum channels in or at least very near to the quantum limit where only one lD subband 
is occupied (provided, of course, the subband spacing is substantially smaller than hwr..o). 

However, it has been shown experimentally [103] and theoretically [108] in the case of 
MPRs in 2D systems that the oscillation amplitude of the magnetoresistance strongly de
pends on various scattering mechanisms such as scattering from charged donor impurities. 
These scattering mechanisms influence the broadening of the Landau levels or magne
toelectric hybrid levels in 2D and lD, respectively. Tue experimental results [113, 114] 
indicate that if the influence of charged donors is reduced by low total doping and large 
spacer layers of the underlying heterostructures, a much more pronounced magnetoresis
tance oscillation is obtained at high temperatures. Consequently, the low-density regime 
is the natural field of application of the magnetophonon effect for the characterization of 
quantum wires both because this regime is not readily accessible to magnetic depopula
tion measurements and because the magnetophonon effect is more easily resolved. On the 
other band, one has to be aware of the considerable amount of unwanted scattering sources 
that are introduced by any nanofabrication process. The shallow etching method, in par
ticular, introduces considerable side-wall roughness in the narrow channels. This, in turn, 
will reduce the amplitude of the high-temperature magnetoresistance oscillations and be 
disadvantageous for their resolution. 

For this reason the following experiments discussed briefly were conducted on a set 
of quantum wires obtained by very shallow etching on a low density, high mobility het
erostructure. Tue most prominent features of the sample material used in the experiments 
are the low integral doping and the relatively wide spacer layer. Due to these features very 
shallow etching is sufficient to obtain appreciable lD confinement, keeping the amount of 
sidewall roughness within tolerable limits. Some details of the sample structure are given 
in the caption of the following Figure 21. This figure shows a set of typical magnetoresis
tance traces, recorded at T = 100 K and revealing pronounced oscillatory structure due to 
the magnetophonon effect. 

Figure 22 shows two examples of the oscillatory part of the magnetoresistance l!i.Rosc. 
which were obtained from similar data as those shown in Figure 22 after subtraction of a 
monotonous background resistance. Tue lower trace corresponds to a sample (labeled "1" 
in the following), where slightly deeper etching is done in comparison to sample "2". The 
two samples are otherwise identical. Tue R(B) traces shown in Figure 21 were obtained for 
sample "2". Note that for the more shallow wires of sample ''2" the oscillation amplitude is 
almost an order of magnitude greater than for sample "1 ". On the other band, the oscillation 
of sample "1" does not seem considerably broadened as compared to the l!i.Rosc of the 
other sample. The most interesting feature of the traces of Figure 22 is that they seem to 
be "phase-shifted" with respect to each other. 

This phase shift together with the large reduction of the oscillation amplitude observed 
for sample "1" indicates that for the more strongly confined wires of this sample one en-
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Fig. 21. Typical magnetoresistance data measured on an array of shallow etched quantum wires at T = 
100 K. Tue various traces correspond to sample "2" for different electron densities (see text). Tue underlying 
heterojunction consists of 100 A GaAs cap undoped, followed by 300 A Alo.4Gao.6As, doped to 2 x 1018 cm-3, 

and 600 A undoped Alo.4Gao.6As spacer. 
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Fig. 22. Oscillatory part of the magnetoresistance t..R0 sc plotted for two different samples. Tue curves 
are obtained after subtraction of the monotonic background from the R(B) traces, some examples of which are 
shown in Figure 21. Sample "l" (bottom curve) was slightly deeper etched than sample "2" (top curve). This slight 
increase of the etching depth leads to a reduction of the oscillation amplitude by almost an order of magnitude as 
weil as to a drastic "phase shift" of the oscillation. Note the different y-axis scales valid for the two traces. 

counters a situation where there is a crossover between the two transport regimes discussed 
in the previous secticin. For sample "l" scattering oft' skipping orbits seems to be the domi
nant source that influences the magnetoresistance. Therefore one observes resistance max
ima at resonance whereas the other sample "2" displays minima at resonance. lt turns out 
that this assumption leads to a consistent explanation of the features of l:::i.Rosc observed in 
Figure 22. 

To analyze the experimental data quantitatively, one assumes a parabolic confinement 
V(x) = !m*wöx2 forthe quantum wire. Again, x is the direction perpendicularto the wire 
and m* is the electron effective mass (frequently called the polaron mass in the context 
of MPR). In a perpendicular magnetic field, the bottoms of the magnetoelectric hybrid 

levels are quantized according to E(B) = liWeff(n + !) with liWeff = J(liwc)2 + EÖ and 
Eo = liwo being the lD subband spacing. 

As discussed before, one assumes that the weak confinement case is valid for sample 
"2". The resonance condition 

(63) 
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Fig. 23. (a) Plot of the squared magnetie field position of the resonance minima in D..Rosc versus 1/ N 2, 
obtained from the data shown in Figure 22 for sample "2". The eorresponding value of the subband spacing 
obtained from the intersection of the resulting straight line with the B2-axis is 1.6 me V. (b) Landau Plot obtained 
from magnetic depopulation data for the same sample and electron density as in (a). The solid line represents a 
fit using a harmonie oseillator model, whieh gives a subband spacing of l.l me V. 

thus applies to the minima in the magnetoresistance oscillation !!..Rose [109). For sample 
"1" this condition is related to the resonant maxima in !!..Rose· 

Using ELo = hwr,o, this resonance condition may be rewritten as follows: 

2 -(m*) 2 
El0 (m*) 2 

2 B - - --- - E0 . 
eh N 2 eh 

(64) 

According to this equation, the B2 values, corresponding to the resonant extrema in 
!!..Rose. plotted versus 1 / N 2 should lie on a straight line. Its slope is a measure of the effec
tive mass of the confined electrons, whereas its intersection with the B2-axis is proportional 
to the squared subband spacing Eo. lt should be emphasized that this simple relationship is 
only valid if the confining potential can be approximated by the harmonic oscillator form 
given above. 

Figure 23a shows the positions of the resonant minima in !!..Rose taken from the up
per curve in Figure 22 (corresponding to sample "2"). The solid straight line stems from 
a fit of the data according to Bq. (64), using the LO phonon energy for bulk GaAs, 
Ew = 36.6 meV. The simple parabolic model potential is seen to describe the experimen
tal data quite well. As parameters of the fit one obtains a magnetophonon effective mass 
of (0.069 ± 0.007)me and a subband spacing Eo of (1.6 ± 0.3) meV. The value for Eo can 
now be compared to the corresponding low temperature value, obtained from a magnetic 
depopulation measurement on the same sample at T = 2 K. Tue resulting Landau plot is 
shown in Figure 23b. The deviation of the plot from a straight line clearly shows the lD 
behavior of the laterally confined electrons. The solid line interpolates between calculated 
points fitted to the data according to the model of Berggren et al. [75) (see Section 4.1.1), 
which also assumes a parabolic confinement potential. Tue resulting subband spacing is 
Eo= (1.1±0.2) meV, which is somewhat smaller than the corresponding high tempera
ture subband energy. 

When one changes the carrier density of the quantum wires, for example by illuminating 
the samples with a red light emitting diode, one obtains the subband spacing as a function 
of the lD carrier density as shown in Figure 24. Solid circles correspond to data obtained 
from an analysis ofthe MPR signal of sample "l". Open diamonds represent the same data 
for sample "2". The open circles were obtained from magnetic depopulation experiments 
on sample "2". Figure 21 shows a set of typical magnetoresistance traces measured for 
varying carrier density of sample "2". To arrive at the plot of Figure 24 the electron density 
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Fig. 24. Subband spacing as a function of the lD electron density for the two samples considered in the 
text. Solid circles: Magnetophonon results for sample "l". Open diamonds: Magnetophonon results for sample 
"2". Open circles: Subband energies obtained by magnetic depopulation from sample "2". The increase of Eo 
with decreasing nm is attributed to screening effects, as discussed in [115). 

was determined from the linear part of the low temperature Landau plots according to 
Eq. (49). Details of the experimental procedure can be found in [114] and [115]. Note that 
in order to determine the low temperature subband spacing from the magnetic depopulation 
data it is necessary that the number of occupied subbands in the wires is large enough for 
the usual evaluation methods to be applicable. This is the case only for sample "2" at 
relatively high carrier densities. In all cases where a direct comparison was possible, the 
low temperature subband spacing turned out to be systematically smaller than the high 
temperature value by 30-50%. 

Before giving an explanation of this apparent difference, it is worth mentioning that 
both in the theoretical and the experimental analysis the LO photon energy of 36.6 me V 
of bulk GaAs is assumed. Note that there is experimental evidence that the presence of 
the GaAs-AlGaAs interface leads to a modification of the photon energies. From a com
bination of cyclotron resonance and magnetophonon resonance experiments on various 
GaAs-AlGaAs heterojunctions, Brummell et al. [102] found that the LO phonon energy 
appears tobe reduced by approximately 5% to 34.8 meV. However, this possible slight 
modification of the LO phonon energy has no inftuence on the above analysis. Tue rea
son for this insensitivity is that the statistical error of the fit in Figure 23a is, in spite of 
the excellent correlation to the data, not very much smaller than approximately 10%. This 
experimental error far exceeds that introduced by any uncertainty in the phonon energies. 

To explain the difference in the ·Eo values obtained at low and high temperatures, re
spectively, we first note that the thermal rearrangement of the electrons among the lD 
sublevels at elevated temperatures cannot account for the observed difference. If this rear
rangement is considered in a self consistent calculation, it can be shown [ 116] that it will 
indeed lead to a slight enhancement of the subband spacing. However, these changes in Eo 
are small (less than 10%) unless one assumes considerable recharging and reordering of 
the electrically active impurities, which is not a very realistic assumption. 

lt rather turns out that the observed difference can be consistently explained if one takes 
into account that the actual confinement potential for shallow etched quantum wires is not 
exactly parabolic but sinusoidal. To demonstrate this, we model the experimental situation 
by choosing a one-dimensional potential of the form V(y) = Vm00(cos(2rry/w) + 1)/2 
that best approximates the self-consistently calculated potential for a shallow etched wire 
(cf. Fig. 6). Using this model potential, we calculate both the magnetoelectric confinement 
and the corresponding energy states as a function of magnetic field, simply using the one
dimensional Schrödinger equation and the discretization schemes described in Section 2. 
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Fig. 25. Cosine-shaped model potential with a period of 400 nm and a modulation amplitude of25 meV. 
The energy levels are calculated for zero magnetic field. Because of the shape of the potential the subband spacing 
decreases with increasing energy. 
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Fig. 26. Magnetoelectric subband edges as a function of magnetic field calculated for the cosine potential 
shown in Figure 25. 

Figure 25 shows the energy levels for a cosine potential with Vmod = 25 meV and a 
period of 400 nm for zero magnetic field. To calculate their magnetic field dependence, 
one adds the magnetic confinement according to 

Vmod[ (2Jr) J 1 2 2 V(y) = Ve(Y) + Vm(Y) = -
2

- cos -;; + 1 + 2m*Wc(X -xo) (65) 

To cover the essential features of a magnetophonon or magnetic depopulation experiment, 
it is sufficient to consider the positions of the sublevel bottoms, that is, to calculate the 
magnetic field dependence of the ID subbands setting the center coordinate xo = 0. The 
resulting B dependence of the hybrid level energies is shown in Figure 26. 

Two main features are interesting. First, the subband spacing ofthe high-lying subbands 
is obviously smaller than that of the low-lying levels of the cosine potential. This is im
portant when considering the information on the subband spacing Eo obtained from the 
magnetic depopulation method. Eo is found from that part of the Landau plot where it de
viates from a straight line. That is, the main information is obtained from those high-lying 
subbands that are depopulated at low magnetic fields. If the Landau plot is fitted with a 
model curve calculated from a simple parabolic potential (Section 4.1.1), one has tobe 
aware that this will only reproduce the subband spacings for the high-lying levels. 

Numerically, one can simulate this situation by determining the magnetic field posi
tions, where the magnetoelectric subbands cross the Fermi level. The resulting Landau 
plot is then evaluated using the simple harmonic oscillator model. In fact, performing this 
procedure for the model potential of Figure 25, we obtain an energy spacing of 1.35 me V, 
which excellently reproduces the subband spacing of the high-lying subbands (1.3 meV) 
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Fig. 27. Sum of the electrostatic and magnetic confinement potentials in the range between B = 0 T and 
B = 1 T, plotted in steps of 0.25 T. Tue parameters of the cosine potential are the same as in Figure 25. 

in the cosine-shaped potential. Note that, in the numerical simulation of the magnetic de
population experiment, the Fermi level has to be calculated as a function of magnetic field, 
taking into account the one-dimensional density of states. Because this is easily achieved 
only for the harmonic oscillator potential but computationally very expensive for an ar
bitrarily shaped electrostatic potential, one may assume an approximately constant Fermi 
level at low magnetic fields. As can be seen from Figure 14, this assumption is justified at 
low magnetic fields. Tue oscillations of the Fermi level are relatively small there and the 
error introduced by assuming a constant Ep will be negligible. 

We now consider the situation encountered in a magnetophonon resonance experiment. 
Because of the strong damping of the magnetophonon (MP) magnetoresistance oscillations 
with decreasing magnetic field, it is clear that, in contrast to the magnetic depopulation 
experiment, the relevant information is drawn from the structure in Rxx(B) observed at 
high magnetic fields (B > 4 T). As can be seen from Figure 27, the magnetic confinement 
strongly dominates over the electrostatic one already at fields of 2 T. Tue resulting total 
potential is parabolic to a good approximation with the nonparabolic parts of the super
posed electrostatic potential entering only as a weak perturbation. At the high magnetic 
fields at which MP resonances are observed (cf. Fig. 22), only the lowest subbands are oc
cupied. Because the transition probability between the subbands at elevated temperatures 
is weighted by a Boltzmann factor, resonant LO phonon scattering mainly occurs between 
the lowest subbands. Hence, what is probed by the magnetophonon effect is the subband 
spacing of those levels lying near the bottom of the cosine confinement potential, which 
is larger than that of the high-lying levels. Quantitatively, we demonstrate this by the fol
lowing considerations. In analogy to the previous simulation of the rriagnetic depopulation 
experiment, we calculate those magnetic field positions where an integer number (N) of 
subbands equals the LO phonon energy (36.6 meV) and plot their squared values against 
the inverse-squared N (see Fig. 28). Tue solid straight line in the figure is a fit according to 
Eq. (64), ignoring all nonparabolic contributions to the electrostatic confinement. As can be 
seen from Figure 28, the parabolic model fits perfectly with the simulated data points. Tue 
values for the effective mass and the subband spacing obtained from the fit are m* = 0.070 
and !:!..E = 2.0 me V, respectively. The latter reproduces almost exactly the subband spacing 
at the bottom of the underlying cosine potential. 

To summarize these considerations, one may state that magnetic depopulation exper
iments always probe the subband energies at the Fermi energy, whereas magnetophonon 
resonance experiments are sensitive to the sublevels near the bottom of the confinement 
potential. This not only explains the experimentally observed difference between the en
ergy values determined by the two methods. lt also shows that the combination of the two 
methods provides in a simple manner direct information on the actual shape of the under
lying confinement potential, in that it allows us to decide immediately if the potential is 
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Fig. 28. Simulated magnetophonon resonance experiment for a wire with cosine-shaped confinement. 
The squares correspond to those magnetic fields, where an integer number of the low-lying subbands fits the LO 
phonon energy. The straight line stems from a fit using a simple harmonic oscillator potential. The subband spac
ing extracted from the intersection of the straight line with the 8 2 axis is !1E = 2.0 meV. This value reproduces 
the subband spacing at the bottom of the cosine potential almost exactly. The mass value obtained from the slope 
of the line is m* = 0.070me. 
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Fig. 29. Confinement potential according to Eq. (66) plotted together with the calculated energy levels 
at zero magnetic field. 

cosine or square well like. Consider as an example a potential calculated according to 

V(y) = V;oct (cos(
2:y) + 1 r (66) 

which is shown in Figure 29 together with the corresponding subbands. This model poten
tial exhibits a flat bottom and has relatively steep side walls as is typical for a split-gate 
wire at high carrier densities. Inversely to the previous case of a simple cosine potential, 
the upper subbands now have a higher spacing than the low-lying ones. Again, the simu
lation of the magnetic depopulation and the magnetophonon resonance experiment shows 
that the former will give the higher subband spacing of the top levels, the latter that of the 
bottom levels. 

Finally, it is worth noting that the estimate of the lD carrier density from a magnetic 
depopulation experiment should be interpreted with some care. Tue application of the 
standard parabolic model to the interpretation of a Landau plot also yields the lD cilr
rier density of the wire [cf. Eq. ( 49)]. If the "true" confinement is sinusoidal, however, the 
so-obtained n m slightly underestimates the actual value, because the procedure leading to 
Eq. (49) presupposes that the subband spacing appropriate for the high-lying levels is valid 
for all occupied subbands. 
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5. WEAKLY AND STRONGLY MODULATED SYSTEMS 

A practical problem that sometimes arises when one fabricates an array of shallow etched 
quantum wires is that one needs to know whether one has really achieved a system of sep
arated quantum wires or only imposed a periodic potential modulation on the underlying 
2D electron gas. Also, the variation of the potential amplitude with varying etching depth 
or gate voltage is sometimes of interest for theoretical or technological reasons. As will be 
shown in the following, the magnetoresistance measured perpendicular to the equipoten
tial lines of a lateral potential modulation contains a wealth of information on the relevant 
potential parameters. Depending on whether the modulation is only weak, that is, the po
tential amplitude Vo is much smaller than the Fermi energy, or whether Vo is no longer 
negligible in comparison to Ep, different characteristic features of the magnetoresistance 
can be used for the characterization of the potential. This will be the topic of the present 
section. Because modulated systems are of great interest not only from the point of view 
of potential properties, they have been extensively investigated and reviewed in the past 
(see, e.g., [84]). We will consider these systems only under the aspect of obtaining insight 
into the shape and magnitude of the periodic potential. In order to do this, we restrict our 
discussion to the very simplest (serniclassical) model considerations commonly employed 
for the explanation of the observed effects. 

We start with the case of a weakly modulated system. A weak potential modulation 
can be realized by different techniques such as very shallow etching, by application of 
small voltages to a grating gate, or even by brief illurnination with two interfering laser 
beams [ 19]. Tue magnetoresistance p .L measured perpendicular to the equipotentials of 
the so-introduced modulation exhibits a number of characteristic low-field oscillations (see 
Fig. 30). Tue oscillations are periodic in 1 / B, just as the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations 
of the unstructured 2DEG, but, as the different field scale indicates, of an obviously dif
ferent origin. After the first observation of these oscillations [19], which have later on 
been termed commensurability oscillations, several equivalent models were developed to 
explain their origin [117-120]. In the following, we give a very brief account of the serni
classical model of Beenakker [117], because it facilitates an intuitive understanding of the 
underlying physics. Its basic ideas can also be used to explain the special features occurring 
if the modulation height is gradually increased. 
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Fig. 30. Longitudinal magnetoresistance of a weakly modulated 2DEG with current flowing perpendic
ular to the equipotential lines (see inset). The thick solid line represents data from Weiss et al. [19], showing 
commensurability oscillations below B = 0.4 T and the onset of Shubnikov-<le Haas oscillations for B ~ 0.4 T. 
The thin solid line is calculated from the semiclassical guiding center drift resonance model of Beenakker [ 117]. 
The vertical arrows indicate those magnetic field values where the cyclotron diameter matches the period of the 
grating. Tue commensurability oscillations are phase shifted relative to these values by rr /4. Bcrit is the criti
cal field for magnetic breakdown and will be discussed later in this section. (Source: Reprinted with pennission 
from [25].) 
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Fig. 31. lliustration of the electron motion in a weakly modulated 2DEG with a magnetic field applied 
perpendicular to the electron gas. (a) Potential landscape with cyclotron orbit. (X, Y) are the coordinates of the 
orbit center (guiding center); Y ± R are the extremal points, where the orbit center acquires a net E x B drift. 
(b) Numerically calculated cyclotron orbits in a sinusoidal potential. Horizontal lines indicate the equipotential 
lines of the periodic modulation. The figure shows a resonant orbit at 2R/a = 6.25 and a nonresonant one at 
2R/a = 5.75 with negligible drift. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [25].) 

Figure 31 shows the classical cyclotron trajectory of an electron moving in a weak pe
riodic potential modulation with a magnetic field applied perpendicular to the plane of the 
2DEG. (X, Y) denotes the center of the cyclotron orbit and R = hkp/eB is the cyclotron 
radius. Because the modulating potential is assumed to be very weak, it can be considered 
as a small perturbation that leaves the cyclotron orbits essentially undistorted. Tue simul
taneously present electric (E = - 'il V mod (y)) and magnetic fields classically give rise to 
an E x B drift of the center of the otherwise unaffected cyclotron orbit. Because at low 
magnetic fields the electronic orbit extends over many periods of the potential modulation, 
only the drift acquired at its extremal points Y ± R will be essential. This is depicted in 
Figure 31 b. If the position and radius of the orbit are such that the drift acquired at opposite 
extremal points adds up constructively, one speaks of a guiding center drift resonance. Off 
resonance, the drift acquired at one extremal of the orbit will cancel that at the other ex
tremal, leading to zero net drift. At resonance, the electron drift, which is directed parallel 
to the equipotential lines, will lead to a maximum in PJ..· An off-resonant, stationary orbit 
accordingly corresponds to a resistance minimum. This qualitatively accounts for the oscil
latory behavior shown in Figure 30. Tue preceding ideas can be integrated into a rigorous 
solution of the semiclassical Boltzmann equation. If the strength of the potential modula
tion is characterized by the parameter e = e V/ Ep, the magnetoresistance is then obtained 
to second order in t:: 

Pyy 1 (2n )
2 

1J(2n Rcf a) 
-=1+- -et 
PO 2 a 1 - 1J(2rr Rcf a) 

(67) 

Here, PO is the usual semiclassical expression for the longitudinal magnetoresistivity, a is 
the period of the potential modulation, and l = Vpr is the mean free path. Jo is a Bessel 
function. Tue exact analysis gives the condition 2Rc/ a = n - 1/4 for a resistance minimum 
and 2Rcfa = n + 1/4 - order(l/n) for a maximum. In the limit 2n(Rcfa) » 1, Eq. (67) 
can be shown to reduce to the following frequently quoted expression for p J.. [ 117]: 

PJ.. =PO( 1+2e
2 (a1;J cos

2
(2rr :c -~)) (68) 

Basically, the same result can also be derived directly from the simple classical picture 
outlined previously [117]. Note that the V entering the definition oft: is a root mean square 
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average of the modulation potential amplitude. If, for example, a sinusoidal modulation 

Vmod(Y) = Vocos(2ny/a) is considered, one has Vo = ..fiV. 
The guiding center drift oscillations have also been explained on purely quantum me

chanical grounds [118, 119]. If the weak periodic modulation V (x) is treated by simple 
first-order perturbation theory, it is easily shown that this leads to a widening of the Lan
dau levels to Landau bands according to EN(ky) = (N + 1/2)/iwc + (Nky IV(x)INky). The 
kets in the matrix element denote the Nth Landau state with center coordinate xo = liky / e B 
of the unperturbed system. If the matrix element is replaced by the classical expectation 
value, which can be done because high numbers of Landau levels are occupied at low 
fields, an expression very similar to Eq. (68) can be derived for Pl..· 

The result of the semiclassical calculation is shown in Figure 30 (thin solid line). A pa
rameter value c = 0.015 is assumed to reproduce best the corresponding experimental 
trace. The most interesting feature of Eq. (68) is the phase shift of Jr /4 appearing in the ar
gument of the cosine term. The value of this phase shifts depends on the shape of the mod
ulating potential and equals n/4 only if a simple sinusoidal potential is assumed. The 
perfect agreement with the phase shift of the experimental trace indicates that this assump
tion describes the actual shape of the potential very well. 

Another important source of information on the potential parameters is the positive mag
netoresistance at very low magnetic fields (denoted by the arrow labeled Bcrit in Fig. 30). 
This property of p l.. is clearly not accounted for by the strongly simplified classical picture 
of undistorted cyclotron orbits undergoing a resonant drift. Beton et al. [121] investigated 
this positive magnetoresistance systematically by using a grating gate geometry similar to 
that used by Brinkop et al. [79] (cf. Fig. 12), which allowed them to vary the height of the 
modulating potential. We reproduce their results in Figure 32, where several magnetoresis
tance traces are shown for different voltages applied to the modulating gate. 

As shown in the figure, with increasing gate voltage and thus increasing potential am
plitude, the positive magnetoresistance is significantly enhanced and extends over a !arger 
field range. Simultaneously, the number and peak-to-valley ratio of the commensurability 
oscillations are reduced. This behavior is easily explained by a modification of the simple 
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Fig. 32. Magnetoresistance traces measured at 2 K for different top-gate voltages. From top to bottom, 
Va = -1.0, -0.8, -0.6, -0.5, -0.3, -0.2, and 0 V. Tue curves are displaced for clarity. Tue period of the modu
lation potential was a = 300 nm. Bcrit is the critical field for magnetic breakdown (see also Fig. 30). For B ): 0.5 T 
the usual Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations are observed. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [121]. © 1990 
American Physical Society.) 
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Fig. 33. Numerically calculated classical electron orbits in a periodic potential with a magnetic field 
applied perpendicular to the 2DEG. The straight lines symbolize the equipotential lines of the periodic potential. 
The orbits (a), (c), (e), and (g) correspond to 2Rc/a = 6.25; the orbits (b), (d), (f), and (h) correspond to 2Rc/a = 
5.75. Tue left-hand orbit of each partial figure is symmetric with respect to the periodic potential; the right-hand 
one is positioned asymmetrically with respect to the equipotential lines. The values of the parameter E = e Vo/ Ep 
are (a), (b) 0.01; (c), (d) 0.05; (e), (f) 0.09; and (g), (h) 0.15. (Source: Adapted from [121].) 

classical picture outlined previously. Tue main ideas become clear from Figure 33, which 
shows numerically calculated classical trajectories for different potential heights (charac
terized by the parameter e defined previously). Tue left-hand set of orbits is calculated for 
2Rc/a = 6.25, which, in the case of a weak modulation, would correspond to a maximum 
of Pl..; the right-handorbits were obtained for 2Rcla = 5.75, correspondingto a resistance 
minimum. 

If the potential amplitude is increased, the corresponding electric field consequently en
hances the E x B drift. On the other hand, this also leads to an increasing distortion of the 
cyclotron orbits. As a consequence those trajectories begin to drift (right-hand trajectories 
of parts b, d, f, and h of Figure 33), which are stationary in the weak potential case and 
lead to a distinct minimum in p l... This fact explains the reduction of contrast of the com
mensurability oscillations with increasing potential amplitude. As shown in parts g and h 
of Figure 33, there is also a possibility of open orbits traversing parallel to the equipoten
tial lines. Beton et al. [121] conclude from their classical model that a certain fraction of 
open orbits is present even for the smallest magnetic field values. Because the open orbits 
are traversed with the Fermi velocity vp rather than with the slower E x B drift velocity, 
they dominate the resistivity at very low magnetic fields and lead to the observed positive 
magnetoresistance. As shown in Figure 32, the magnetoresistance (caused by open orbits) 
remains positive up to a certain magnetic field Bcrit where it has a maximum, followed 
by commensurability oscillations resulting from closed and drifting orbits. lt was shown 
by Beton et al. [ 121] that the maximum in p l.. occurs when the Lorentz force equals the 
electric force caused by the potential gradient: 

Vo 
2rr- = eBcritVF 

a 
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Magnetic fields weaker than Bcrit are unable to force an electron on a closed cyclotron orbit 
against the action of the potential wells, which leads to a dominant fraction of open orbits. 
When the magnetic field exceeds the critical value determined by Eq. (69), the number of 
open orbits is drastically reduced ("magnetic breakdown"). lt can be easily shown [121] 
that the magnetoresistance can be approximated by 

/),,.Pxx ~ 2air: No (70) 
Po c NT 

where No/ NT denotes the fraction of open orbits relative to the total number of trajectories 
and Po is the resistivity at zero magnetic field. In Eq. (70), the magnetic field dependence 
contained in Wc together with the drastic reduction of No/ NT at 

21rVo 
B ~ Bcrit = -- (71) 

eaVp 

leads to the observed peak in P1- at low magnetic fields. 
Beton et al. also gave a semiqualitative quantum mechanical explanation of the observed 

low-field behavior [122]. A rigorous analysis of the semiclassical dynamics in lateral su
perlattices was given by Streda and Kucera [123, 124], who analyzed the detailed features 
ofthe electronic energy spectrum and obtained the characteristic low-field magnetic break
down peak from the Chambers solution of the semiclassical Boltzmann equation. A similar 
magnetic breakdown concept had been used earlier by Streda and MacDonald [125] for an 
investigation of the weak modulation limit. In principle, the classical considerations made 
responsible for the magnetoresistance peak remain a valid picture also in the more de
tailed study of Streda and Kucera. In contrast to the classical model of Beton et al. [121], 
however, the latter does not predict a magnetoresistance that falls off abruptly for fields 
B ~ Bcrit. but behaves smoothly in this field regime. Also the relation for the expected 
peak position is slightly modified to Bcrit = 4 Vo/ ea VF. 

According to Eq. (69), the determination of Bcrit allows the characterization of the am
plitude Vo of the periodic potential, if the Fermi velocity VF is known. An example of the 
application ofEqs. (68) and (69) to the systematic study of Vo and its dependence on var
ious sample parameters is given in Figure 34 [126). The shown data were obtained from 
the magnetoresistance of an inverted, back-gated heterostructure. The lateral superlattice is 
induced by a grating metal gate, fabricated on top of the heterostructure. The gate fingers 
had a width of only 25 nm and formed a grating with period a = 200 nm. The height of the 
potential modulation was tuned by a voltage Va applied to the top Schottky gates, whereas 
the electron density could be independently varied by a back-gate voltage. The different 
symbols in Figure 34 indicate different methods used to extract the value of Vo. The squares 
are obtained from an analysis of the magnetic breakdown peak discussed previously. The 
circles and triangles stem from a comparison of the n = 1 and n = 2 commensurability os
cillations (labeled i = 1, 2 in the figure) to the theoretical expression Eq. (68), where this 
was possible. As shown in Figure 30, this approximate relation not only reproduces the cor
rect period and phase of these oscillations, but also gives a fair approximation of their am
plitude for low values of n. For higher n, the calculated amplitude generally overestimates 
the measured one, which is due to the previously discussed reduction of the oscillation 
"contrast" by distorted orbits not accounted for by the simple classical picture of [117). 

Figure 34a shows the dependence of the potential amplitude on the gate voltage for a 
certain fixed back-gate voltage, that is, for fixed electron density. The two different evalua
tion methods approximately give the same results when the modulation is very weak. This 
is the regime for which Eq. (68) is conceived and where it gives a fair representation of the 
actual situation. For higher Va, Eq. (68) yields smaller values than Eq. (71). lt is expected 
that in the case of stronger modulation Eq. (68) overestimates the oscillation amplitude, 
particularly at higher indices n and, consequently, underestimates Vo. In part b of the fig
ure, the same analysis is performed for fixed Va but at different electron densities, varied 
by a back-gate voltage. Again, the two evaluation methods give different results for the 
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Fig. 34. Amplitude V of the periodic potential modulation for a back-gated inverted heterostructure, 
plotted as a function of the voltage applied to a grating gate, fabricated on top of the sample. Squares are obtained 
from an analysis of the magnetic breakdown peak at Bcrit; circles and triangles are obtained from the application 
of Eq. (68) to the i = 1 and i = 2 commensurability oscillation. (Source: Adapted from [126].) 

same reasons as before. However, all values confirm the observed trend of an increasing 
modulation amplitude (at fixed top gate voltage) with decreasing carrier density n5 • This 
carrier density dependence is a signature of screening effects that should be independent of 
n5 in a purely 2D electron system. The results of Figure 34b, therefore, nicely illustrate the 
reduction of screening when the potential amplitude increases and an increasing number 
of electrons become bound in one dimension. 

A similar analysis has been applied to the characterization of short-period (a = 100 nm) 
lateral surface superlattices, fabricated by a plasma etching process [127]. An additional 
blanket gate on top of the etched superlattice has been used to improve the properties of 
the potential modulation. Indeed, the analysis of the phase of the commensurability os
cillations shows that the blanket gate smooths the periodic potential and suppresses most 
of its higher harmonics; that is, the potential is sinusoidal to a very good approximation 
and, consequently, yields a phase shift of the commensurability oscillations equal to n: /4. 
According to Davies and Larkin [128], a potential that is not perfectly sinusoidal creates 
higher harmonics in the magnetoresistance commensurability oscillations. Thus, an addi
tional possibility to obtain information on the shape of Vmod(Y) is to analyze the Fourier 
transform of the low-field oscillatory magnetoresistance, taken as a function of 1 / B. This 
method was also applied in [127] and was found to confirm the results obtained from the 
phase analysis. 

When the lateral superlattice potential becomes still stronger, the magnetoresistance 
anomalies change their character. This is illustrated in Figure 35 [129]. In this example, 
the periodic potential is created by shallow etching on a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure. 
The potential amplitude relative to the Fermi level is tuned by brief illurnination from a 
red LED. In part a of the figure, Vo and Ep, measured relative to the subband bottom 
in the wells of the lateral potential, are nearly equal. In this case, there is no trace of 
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Fig. 35. Tue left-hand curves show experimental magnetoresistance traces fordifferent amplitudes ofthe 
modulating potential. The top curve corresponds to the strongest modulation, the bottom curve to the weakest one. 
The inset in part b shows the experimental setup. The right-hand figures display the calculated magnetoresistance 
(thick solid lines; see text). Tue dashed curves correspond to the isotropic contribution to Pxx, thin solid Iines to 
the anisotropic part, which dominates for very strong modulation. Tue Fermi level (measured from the bottom of 
the potential wells) and the potential amplitudes used in the calculation are: (a) Ef)'eil = 8.1 meV, Vo = 7.8 meV; 
(b) 8.6 meV, 7.0 meV; (c) 9.0 meV, 6.7 meV. (Source: Adapted from [129).) 

a positive magnetoresistance, which, on the contrary, becomes negative. With increasing 
difference between Vo and Ep, that is, decreasing s, a positive contribution to the low-field 
magnetoresistance becomes visible, which dominates for the lowest value of s (part c of 
the figure). 

This behavior can be explained semiclassically if one assumes different scattering times 
for electrons bound in the wells and for those having sufficient energy to overcome the 
barriers and to move freely [129]. In the following outline of the underlying semiclassi- · 
cal model, we suppose that the potential modulation is in the x direction. One assigns a 
scattering time rg to those electrons bound in the well and rJ to those electrons whose 
energy is high enough to overcome the barriers, both defined for zero magnetic field. With 
an applied magnetic field, the number of free electrons is not constant, because due to the 
Lorentz force electrons can acquire an additional momentum component in the x direc
tion, which transforms previously bound electrons into free ones. Thus, for B =f. 0, one can 
define an average, magnetic field-dependent scattering time for free electrons 

1 eo 1 8i3-eo 1 -=--+--- (72) 
if 8i3 rJ 8i3 rg 

which is equivalent to the assumption that the phase space average of the scattering proba
bility is not changed by a weak magnetic field. The angles eo and 8i3 delimit those regions in 
k space (at zero and nonzero magnetic field, respectively) that correspond to a free-electron 
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dispersion, that is, where the electrons have sufficient kinetic energy in the x direction to 
overcome the barriers. One finds from a semiclassical treatment [129] that the resistivity 
in the x direction may be split up into two components: 

Pxx = P~5~(ry) + 11Pxx (73) 

The first term follows from the Chambers solution of the Boltzmann equation 

iso m* 1 + w2r2C(~) (74) 
Pxx (r) = e2nsr 1 - C(~) 

if for r an isotropic scattering time is used, which is given by 

f :rr + ~ + sin~ ( b f) ry = r + r0 - r 
:rr 

(75) 

Tue effect of anisotropy, induced by the presence of two different scattering times, is sub
sumed in the second term of Eq. (73): 

m* :rr -~ +sin~ rJ-rf 
l1Pxx = e2nsry ~ + sin~ _r_f_ (76) 

In Figure 35, the magnetoresistance traces calculated according to Eqs. (74) and (76) are 
shown on the right-hand side. Tue dashed lines correspond to p~s~ which, in analogy to 
the strongly modulated case discussed previously, exhibits a positive magnetoresistance 
followed by a breakdown peak. The solid lines correspond to the anisotropic contribution 
11Pxx. lt can be seen that at !arge values of e the anisotropic part strongly dorninates the 
low-field magnetoresistance, leading to the characteristic spiked helmet form. The model 
calculations also allow one to estimate the amplitude of the periodic potential. However, 
the involved formalism is much more intricate than the methods described previously and 
does not lend itself to systematic routine investigations. Tue Vo values corresponding to 
the different experimental situations shown in Figure 35 are given in the caption. 

In conclusion, it is worth mentioning that the serniclassical modeling of magnetotrans
port in a periodic potential gives in a way complementary information on the underlying 
potential for weak and strong modulation. In the first case, the commensurability oscil
lations provide phase information that allows one to draw conclusions on the shape of 
the potential. However, because the semiclassical model treats the potential modulation 
as vanishingly small, the potential amplitude is not weil reproduced by the serniclassi
cal expressions (see [126]). In contrast to that, the magnetic breakdown picture yields a 
particularly simple tool for the determination of potential amplitudes but it is basically in
sensitive to the exact shape of the modulating potential. Sinusoidal or Kronig-Penney-like 
model potentials give essentially the same results [123, 129]. 

6. VERTICAL TUNNELING THROUGH QUANTUM WIRES 

6.1. Experimental 

In this section, we discuss the use of tunneling spectroscopy as a tool for the investigation 
of confining potentials and wave functions of lD systems. Experimentally, tunneling via 
lD states can be realized in various ways. Lateral tunneling between a quantum wire and 
2D systems, for example, can be implemented on modulation-doped heterostructures us
ing a split-gate geometry with a "leaky" channel. In this geometry, electrons are allowed 
to tunnel out of a lDEG through a thin side-wall barrier into an adjacent 2D electron 
bath [130, 131]. A pronounced oscillatory structure can be observed in the 1D-2D tunnel
ing current when the carrier concentration in the ID channel is modulated through the split 
gates. These features reftect the modulation of the lD density of states as the ID subbands 
are successively depopulated with increasing split-gate bias. 
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However, tunneling between electron systems of different dimensionality in the verti
cal (growth) direction turned out to be the more interesting situation. In vertical geometry, 
epitaxial regrowth techniques either on V -groove etched substrates, as proposed by Luryi 
and Capasso [132], or on the edge of in situ cleaved substrates [133] can be used for de
vices, where electrons tunnel resonantly from a 2D emitter state into the lD subbands 
of a quantum wire [134]. In such a sample, tunneling proceeds from the edge of a two
dimensional electron source through a bound state in a quantum wire into the edge of 
another 2D electron system and the combined effects of the longitudinal and perpendic
ular motion of electrons allows a detection of the excited wire states. On double-barrier 
resonant tunneling diodes, the lateral dimension can be restricted by use of focused Ga ion 
beam implantation [ 135]. In this case, the mixing of 2D emitter subbands and 1 D subbands 
in the double-barrier region can be observed [136]. In theoretical models, these subband 
mixing and coupling effects turned out to be important and have, therefore, to be taken into 
account [137, 138]. 

The most instructive way to investigate tunneling processes through quantum wires, 
however, is to use a nanostructured double-layer electron system consisting of two coupled 
two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) systems separated by a thin tunnel barrier. Three 
types of such bilayer structures have been extensively investigated: the double heterostruc
ture with a two-dimensional electron gas on both sides of an AlGaAs barrier, the double
barrier resonant tunneling diode with two-dimensional emitter, and the coupled quantum 
well system. On all types of samples, either the upper 2D-channel, lying closer to the sam
ple surface, or both channels can be patterned into quantum wires. In this way, tunneling 
processes from a 2D emitter into a system of one or more quantum wires and also ver
tical tunneling between insulated quantum wires can be investigated. In all these cases, 
the fundamental technological problem, which makes the construction of a vertical tunnel
ing device a challenging task, is the formation of independent ohmic contacts to each of 
the barrier-separated low-dimensional systems. In the following, we discuss three repre
sentative experiments, each performed on one of the three mentioned systems of coupled 
electron channels. We describe briefly the sample geometry used and show some typical 
data obtained for each of these devices. In a subsequent section, we shall discuss briefly 
the theoretical models underlying the interpretation of these data. In the discussion, the 
emphasis will be put on the influence of the confining potential on the resonant tunnel
ing characteristics or, vice versa, on the question to which extent the latter can provide 
substantial information on the former. 

Tue double GaAs-AlGaAs-GaAs heterostructure, used in [23, 139-142], is shown 
in Figure 36a. Tue sample structure is made up of a nominally undoped GaAs layer 

L',~~-G'!... GaAs 
1DEG EF10 

AIGaAs 
EF20-

-tievbl- - - - -
-- En1D 

2DEG GaAs 

z 
(b) Lz (a) LY 

Fig. 36. ( a) Schematic cross section of a processed single-barrier resonant tunneling device and resulting 
surface potential in the y direction (top). (b) Corresponding conduction band profile in the z direction. Em and 
En denote the energy levels on the 2D and lD side, respectively. Ep is the Fermi energy; Vb is the applied sample 
bias. 
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(NA~ 1 x 1014 cm-3) grown on a semiinsulating substrate, followed by an undoped Al
GaAs spacer (d = 50 A), doped AlxGa1-xAs (d = 50 A, No~ 3 x 1018 cm-3 , x = 0.36), 
another spacer (d = 100 A), and n- -doped GaAs (d = 800 A, No~ 1.2 x 1015 cm-3). An 
additional highly doped GaAs cap layer (d = 150 A, No= 6.4 x 1018 cm-3) was added 
on the surface. This structure provides an inversion layer at the lower GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs 
interface, containing several 2D subbands, and an accumulation layer at the upper 
AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs interface, both separated by a barrier of only 200-A thickness. From 
Shubnikov--de Haas measurements, it was deduced that in both 2DEG systems only one 
subband is occupied with values of n~nv = 6.0 x 1011 cm-2 and n~cc = 5.5 x 1011 cm-2 

for the electron densities, respectively. 
With this sample structure, 1D-2D tunneling can be realized if the upper channel is 

structured into quantum wires using, for example, standard laser holographic techniques 
and wet chernical etching. The etching process will induce a potential modulation only in 
the upper electron system, because the lower 2DEG is screened by the highly doped barrier 
separating the two channels. More details conceming sample preparation, particularly on 
the question of independent ohmic contacts to the low-dimensional systems, can be found 
in [ 140]. A bias voltage Vb, applied between the top and the bottom electron systems across 
the barrier, will shift the ID states energetically with respect to the 2D electron gas as 
indicated in Figure 36b. lt can be shown from self-consistent calculations that the extemally 
applied voltage drops almost completely across the potential barrier. Consequently, the 
relative energy shift tl.E between the ID and 2D system is equal to e Vb to a very good 
approximation, which considerably simplifies a quantitative analysis of the experimental 
data. Note that for this geometry both the initial and the final states involved in a tunneling 
process are quantized in a way that no free momentum component exists in the direction 
of the tunneling current. 

Some typical tunneling data are shown in Figure 37. For reference purposes, consider 
first the results for the unstructured sample (upper curve in Fig. 37), where the resonant tun
neling processes occur between two 2D electron gases and lead to a series of sharp peaks 
in d I / d Vb. Because in the geometry discussed the transverse electron momentum (parallel 
to the barriers) is conserved during the tunneling process, resonant tunneling occurs when
ever the subband in the accumulation layer is energetically aligned with a subband in the 
inversion layer [141, 142]. 
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T= 1.7 K 
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Fig. 37. dl /dVb curves of an unstructured sample (20-20 tunneling), recorded at T = 1.7 K and 
dl /dVb characteristics of a nanostructured sample (lD-20 tunneling). The upward arrows indicate the reso
nance positions of the unstructured sample. 
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Fig. 38. Schematic diagram of a lD-lD tunneling device based on a double-barrier resonant tunneling 
structure. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [143].@ 1994 American Physical Society.) 

Tue trace at the bottom of Figure 37 shows the corresponding low-temperature d I / d Vb 
characteristics for a nanostructured sample. A wealth of additional structure appears in the 
differential tunneling characteristics in the investigated bias regime. lt tums out that the 
identification of single peaks is not as straightforward as in the case of 2D-2D tunneling. lt 
will be shown later in detail that for 1D-2D tunneling individual peaks in dl /dVb cannot 
be simply assigned to the energetic alignment of the 2D emitter level with a special lD 
wire state. 

Vertical tunneling between single quantum wires (lD-lD tunneling) was demonstrated 
by Wang et al. [143, 157] in a very appealing way. They used a conventional double-barrier 
resonant tunneling diode with symmetric barriers having a thickness of 47 A and enclosing 
a 90-A-wide well. On both sides of the double barrier, 200-A-thick spacer layers were 
grown to minimize the unintentional incorporation of donors into the well. Tue sample 
geometry depicted in Figure 38 is achieved by optical lithography and a series of selective 
wet chemical etch steps [157]. Tue top line has a submicrometer width and forms an air 
bridge to the top contact regions. This allows one to establish independent ohmic contacts 
to the top and back lines of the device. lts active area is formed by the overlap region of 
the top and back lines, as shown in Figure 39a. When a bias voltage is applied, the spacer 
in front of the double barrier forms an accumulation layer, which acts as a lD emitter (see 
the conduction band profile in Fig. 39b). Tue lD quantization energy liwe in the emitter 
is deterrnined by the width lt of the top line and the side-wall depletion induced by the 
etching process. In general, the lD quantization of the emitter will be much weaker than 
in the double-barrier region. 

lf the width 11 of the top line is in the micrometer range, a conventional small-area res
onant tunneling diode is obtained, whose current-voltage characteristics display the usual 
region of negative differential resistance. The reduction of lt to submicrometer dimensions 
leads to the observation of a rieb additional structure in the I -V curves, which is due to 
resonant tunneling through the quantized lD states between the AlAs barriers of the active 
area (cf. Fig. 48). Using magnetotunneling experiments, even the probability density ofthe 
quantum confined states can be deterrnined with this device [144-146]. 

As a third example, we mention a vertical tunneling device that is based on coupled 
quantum wells [147-149]. Both wells are 180 A wide and separated by a 125-A Al
GaAs barrier. Tue reported electron concentrations are typically 3 x 1011 cm-2 (µ = 
800,000 cm2N s) and 1.8 x 1011 cm-2 (µ = 200,000 cm2N s) in the upper and the lower 
wells, respectively. On these samples, independent contacts to the electron systems in the 
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quantum well 
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Fig. 39. (a) Side view of the lD-lD tunneling device. Tue wires are formed by side-wall depletion 
undemeath the GaAs bar. (b) Corresponding conduction band profile. liwe and liww are the subband spacings 
in the lD emitter and weil. Eo and E 1 are the energy Jevels resulting from quantization in the growth direction. 
(Source: Reprinted with permission from [144]. © 1995 American Physical Society.) 
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Mesa 

VsG1 VsG G u 

Fig. 40. Cross-sectional view (a) and top view (b) of the device structure. The selective depletion tech
nique, which is used to contact each 2DEG separately, is shown in (a) and definitions of the different tunneling 
regions in (b). G denotes the gated, U the ungated region of the device Jeading to the q- and k-peaks shown in 
Figure 41. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [147]. © 1996 American Institute of Physics.) 

upper and lower wells were established by in situ focused ion beam lithography and se
lective gate depletion techniques. A schematic view of the sample geometry is shown in 
Figure 40. The gates BGl, formed by an in situ pattemed n+ layer, and FGl are used for 
the local depletion of the lower and upper channels, respectively. In this way, independent 
contacts to both 2D systems can be achieved. Tue back gate BG is used to tune the electron 
concentration in the lower channel. A potential modulation can be imposed on the upper 
weil by means of the nanostructured top (front) Schottky gate FG. 

The back gate allows the variation of the electron density (i.e., the Fermi level) in the 
lower channel. By recording the tunneling conductance as a function of the back-gate volt
age, the resonant tunneling between the barrier-separated electron systems can be studied 
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Fig. 41. Tunneling differential conductance for V81 = -0.25 V and three different grating periods. The 
arrows mark the peaks, which are due to the crystal part of the lDSSL band structure. Definition of separated 
quantum wires occurs at V81 = -0.45 V. (Source: Reprinted with permission from (148]. © 1996 American 
Physical Society.) 

without applying a bias voltage across the tunnel junction. This technique, first introduced 
by Eisenstein et al. [150-152), is called "equilibrium tunneling spectroscopy." In the case 
of 2D-2D tunneling, the net effect of the back-gate voltage is, just as in the previously 
discussed "biased" cases, a relative shift of the ernitter and collector subband energies. 
As soon as the bottoms of the two subbands on both sides of the barrier are energeti
cally aligned, the requirements of energy and momentum conservation are fulfilled and 
resonant tunneling between the subbands can occur. To study 1D-2D tunneling processes, 
a voltage Vs1 can be applied to the front Schottky gate. This induces a potential modu
lation in the upper 2DEG whose amplitude can be tuned from zero up to a value where 
an array of independent quantum wires is established in the upper channel. At interme
diate values of Vs1, the strength of the modulation is not sufficient to create a set of in
dependent wires but rather leads to the formation of a lateral superlattice. For this latter 
situation, typical tunneling spectra are shown in Figure 41, where the differential tunnel
ing conductance is plotted for three different grating periods and a front-gate voltage of 
Vs1 = -0.25 V. 

lt can be shown (see the following sections) that the two large peaks, labeled k and q, 
are due to resonant 2D-2D tunneling between the 2D emitter and the 2D gases in the gated 
(q-labeled peak) and the ungated (k-labeled peak) regions of the device. They occur at 
back-gate voltages where the 2D electron densities in the ernitter (lower) 2DEG and in 
the respective regions of the upper channel coincide. The small peaks, denoted by arrows, 
correspond to back-gate voltages where ky at the Fermi energy in the 2DEG is equal to ky 
in the one-dimensional surface superlattice (lDSSL) to within a reciprocal lattice vector 
Gn = 2mr /(a + b) ofthe superlattice. Here, n is an integer, a +bis the superlattice period 
(i.e„ the sum of the width of a gate finger and the gate separation). Tue y axis is oriented 
perpendicular to the lDSSL gates. In other words, the regular series of small-amplitude 
peaks can be assigned to the "crystal part" of the superlattice band structure. 

Before continuing the discussion of these experiments, we briefly introduce the theo
retical machinery of the transfer Harniltonian formalism [153-155), which forms the ba
sis of a quantitative analysis of all the vertical tunneling experiments discussed in this 
review. 

6.2. Transfer Hamiltonian Formalism 

Consider a tunneling process starting in an electron system, which we shall call the emitter 
in the following, and ending in some collector electron bath. To support the intuitive under
standing of the following, one rnight imagine a 2DEG as the ernitter and a second 2DEG, 
separated from the first through a barrier, as the collector system. In the formalism of the 
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transfer Hamiltonian approach, one treats, in a first step, both 2DEGs as independent sys
tems. Each one is characterized by a complete set of eigenfunctions {Wd1 and {Wk}p and 
the corresponding eigenenergies, respectively (the indices 1 and F indicate the initial and 
final state of a tunneling process ). If the two systems are brought into contact, for example, 
by a thin tunneling barrier, one may approximate the wave function of the total system by 
an expansion of the form 

W(t) = ~ai(t)Wi expC~it) + ~bk(t)WkexpC~kt) (77) 

The indices i denote the emitter states and k those of the collector system. Equation (77) 
will be a good approximation if the coupling between the two systems is weak and the 
barriers are relatively thick. Ifthe electron is assumed to start from a state {Wo}I, one has as 
initial conditions for the coefficients ao(t = 0) = 1 and ai(O) = bk(O) = 0. The preceding 
total wave function may now be inserted into the time-dependent Schrödinger equation 
i li 4' = H\11. If one assumes a weakly coupled system, a perturbation approach may be 
taken, which starts with the assumptions ai(t) ~ 1, bk(t) ~ 0, and dai(t)/dt ~ 0 for all 
times t. This leads to the expression \II ( t) ~ \II i =0 = \111 for the total wave function, and the 
time-dependent Schrödinger equation takes the form 

~ ili ~k Wk exp(- i ~kt) = (H - Ei)\111 exp(- i ~it) (78) 

After multiplication with a state \llp taken from the set of possible states in the collector 
system and repeating the same procedure farniliar from standard time-dependent pertur
bation theory, one obtains for the transition probability between the states \111 and \llp the 
expression 

lbp(t)l2 = 21'! IMIFl2 8(Ep - Ei) 
t li 

(79) 

with a transition matrix element given by M1p = (\llplH - E1IW1}. Note that in the present 
context Ep does not denote the Fermi level but the energy of the final state. To obtain the 
total transition probability, one has to sum over all initial and final states and to weight 
every term in the usual way by the combined probability to find the initial state occupied 
and the final state empty. This leads to the expression 

PiF = 
2
: L L IM1pl 2[f (E1) - f(Ep)] 8(E1 - Ep + eVb) (80) 

m,n k1,kF 

The 8 function ensures the conservation of energy. Note that in the previous equation 
it is already assumed that a bias voltage is applied, which drops completely across the 
tunneling barrier and, hence, simply leads to a relative shift in the Fermi levels of the 
emitter and collector systems. Furthermore, the sumrnation is carried out over all electron 
wave vectors kx and ky parallel to the barrier and all 2D subbands n, m of the initial and 
final 2DEGs. lt can be easily shown that the matrix element MIF can be transformed into 
the following expression [154]: 

n
2 J[ 2 [ *aw1/ aw;/ J MIF=-- d S \llp- -\111-

2m* z=zo az z=zo az z=zo 
(81) 

The integration over the surface elements d S has to be carried out in the plane of the barrier, 
which separates the initial and final side atz = zo. 

We first evaluate the matrix element MIF for the case where both the initial and the final 
states are purely two-dimensional electron systems, as is the case for unstructured 2D-2D 
tunneling samples. In a two-dimensional system, the states are quantized in the z direction, 
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Fig_ 42. Schematic illustration of a ID-20 tunneling process. The arrow represents an electron tunneling 
from the quantum wire system into the 2DEG. The x component of the electron momentum is not considered 
here, as it is conserved during the tunneling process. 

but free motion of electrons exists parallel to the barrier in the x and y directions. Tue wave 
functions for the initial and final states thus have the form 

'l'1 = 1/rJ.(z) exp(ikx,1x) exp(iky,IY) 
(82) 

Wp = 1/IF(z) exp(ikx,FX) exp(iky,FY) 

Inserting these wave functions into the expression for the matrix element and evaluating 
the integrals yields 

n.2 [ ai/rJ. I ai{I* 1 J M1p = --* 1/lp- -1/rJ.--F 8(kx,1-kx,F) 8(ky,1- ky,F) 
2m az z=zo az z=zo 

(83) 

The first term defines the transmission coefficient of the barrier in the z direction: 

1 
*ai/rJ. I ai{I;; 1 12 1i:F = 1/lp- -1/rJ.-

az z=zo az z=zo 
(84) 

The 8 functions in Eq. (83) are the evaluated overlap integrals between the wave functions 
in the x and y directions of the initial and final states. Because for tunneling between 2D 
states these wave functions are plane waves, the overlap integrals reduce to 8 functions. 
In this case, one thus obtains as a condition for resonant tunneling between 2D states that 
the electron wave vectors (kx, ky) parallel to the barrier have tobe conserved during the 
tunneling process. 

Next, we consider transitions between a 2D system and a quantum wire as the emit
ter. In this case, the wave functions are plane waves in the x and y directions in the 2D 
collector. For the quantum wire side, however, one has plane waves in the x direction but 
quantized states in the y direction. This situation is schematically sketched in Figure 42 
for an electron tunneling from a lD quantum wire state (n = 3) into an unoccupied 2D 
subband. For this situation, the wave functions are written as 

'l'1 = 1/rJ.(z) exp(ikx,1x) exp(iky,IY) 
(85) 

Wp = 1/IF(z)exp(ikx,FX)<l>n,F(Y) 

and the corresponding matrix element for the 1D-2D tunneling process reads 

n.2 [ * ai/rJ. I ai{I;; 1 J MIF = -- 1/lp- -1/rJ.-
2m* az z=zo az z=zo 

X o(kx,I - kx,F) / exp(iky,1Y) <l>n,F(Y) dy (86) 

We now assume that a voltage Vb is applied across the tunneling barrier and use Eq. (86) 
to calculate the total tunneling probability per unit time according to Eq. (80). Tue corre
sponding tunneling current is then given by I = 2ePw, where the factor of 2 accounts 
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for the spin. The tunneling matrix element, Eq. (86), has two remarkable features. First, 
the 8 function indicates that the x component of the electronic momentum is still con
served in a tunneling process. The second feature is the appearance of the overlap integral 
J exp(iky,1y) <l>n,F(Y) dy between the final and initial states in the y direction, which is 
recognized to be simply the Fourier transform of the quantized wire state forming the 
starting point of the tunneling process. This means that there are two main contribu
tions to Pw, leading to observable structure in the measured tunnel current: the trans
mission coefficient of the tunneling barrier [see Eq. (84)] and the overlap integral. For 
a single-barrier tunneling device, the transmission coefficient TIF of the barrier adds no 
resonance structures to the tunneling current. Consequently, it will only be the overlap 
integral between the initial and final states that is responsible for all structures in the tun
neling current. If we assume that the electron systems on both sides of the barrier are 
shifted in energy by e Yb with respect to each other, total energy conservation requires 
that 

li2k2 li2k2 li2k2 
E +_2J.+~+eY=E +~ (87) n,I 2m* 2m* µ,,F 2m* 

where µ is the subband index. Because we can ignore the free-electron motion in the x 
direction, this equation can be expressed in terms of ky: 

2m* 
ky(Y) = ± /j2[Eµ,,F - En,1 - eY] (88) 

This means that the wavevector of the tunneling electron, ky, appearing in the overlap 
integral, is controlled by the extemal voltage. Consequently, the measured current-voltage 
characteristics of the tunneling device basically reftect the Fourier transform of the 1 D 
ernitter wave functions. 

6.3. Influence of the Potential Profile on 2D-1D Tunneling Processes 

The "real" profile of the confining potential in a quantum wire is determined by vari
ous effects such as Fermi-level pinning at exposed surfaces, free-carrier contributions, and 
many-body effects such as electron--electron interactions or screening at low temperatures. 
The bottom part of the quantum wire potential is especially inftuenced by the densities of 
free as well as fixed carriers, resulting in potential shapes ranging from almost parabolic to 
almost square well like. 

To analyze the inftuence of the shape of the confining potential on the overlap integral 
in Eq. (86), one may calculate the wave function overlap for different model potentials. To 
do this, we consider as the emitter system an array of shallow etched quantum wires. If 
one assumes periodic boundary conditions, the following cosine-shaped potential can be 
considered as a reasonably good approximation of the real situation: 

Y(y) = YmodG + ~cos( 2; (y- ;) ) J (89) 

Here, Y mod is the potential amplitude and w is the electrical width of an individual quantum 
wire. Using Eq. (88), we now calculate the overlap integrals In= /{exp(ikyy)/<f>n(Y))/ 2 as 
a function of the applied bias voltage. The results for the tunneling transitions from the 
four lowest lD subbands (n = 0, ... , 3) into an unoccupied 2D subband are plotted in 
Figure 43. We first discuss the result for the lowest ID subband (n = 0), which is shown in 
the uppermost curve. 

At bias voltages where the lD subband edge is energetically below the 2D subband edge 
(Yb> Yo), resonant tunneling is forbidden because the total energy cannot be conserved in 
such a process. If the bias voltage reaches Yb = Yo, the subband edges of the 2D subband 
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Fig. 43. Plot of the overlap integrals for the lowest four ID subbands (n = 0, ... , 3) in a cosine-shaped 
potential [Eq. (89)], with a single 2D subband; Vn is the resonance position of the subband edges (ky = 0), 
whereas t:. Vn denotes the deviation between the first overlap maximum and the position of the subband edge 
resonance Vn (only present for even n). Tue parameters for the ID potential were Ymoc1 = 60 mV, w = 350 nm. 
Tue lowest curve represents the sum of the upper four. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [23]. © 1993 
American Physical Society.) 

and of the lowest lD subband (n = 0) are in resonance, and the overlap integral of the 
lowest lD subband, /o, reaches its maximum value. As Vb is decreased further, /o drops 
gradually toward zero. Note that /o indirectly refiects the spatial extent of the wave func
tion, because it is nothing else than its Fourier transform. For the first excited lD subband 
(n = 1), the tunneling probability, moreover, refiects the parity of this state. If the subband 
edges of both the 2D and the n = 1 subband coincide at Yb = V1, Ii is still zero because 
the corresponding lD state has odd parity, Ii (ky = 0) = 0. The tunneling probability then 
increases with decreasing bias voltage and reaches its maximum, which is slightly shifted 
by l:!. Vi from the subband edge resonance. With further decreasing bias voltage, Ii drops 
toward zero. Tue behavior of the tunneling probabilities for the higher lD subbands can, 
in principle, be understood in an analogous way. 

lt is obvious from Figure 43 that the maxima of In at the positions of the subband 
edge resonances (even lD subband index, V2n) or most close to them (odd lD subband 
index, V2n+I + l:!. V2n+1) are much more pronounced than all the other structures caused 
by the nodes ofthe lD wave functions. In addition, the values of l:!. V2n+1 become smaller 
and smaller with increasing n (e.g„ l:!. Vi > l:!. V3 etc.). Therefore, resonances caused by an 
energetic alignment between the subband edges of the lD and 2D states can be expected 
tobe dominant in the 1D-2D tunneling experiments, but are by no means the only reason 
for structures in the tunneling characteristics. 

As has been shown previously, the confining potential in split-gate structures is rather 
"boxlike" than cosine shaped. Therefore, it is necessary to study also the infiuence of the 
steepness of the confinement walls. For this purpose, we choose an analytical expression 
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Fig. 44. Potential profiles for a series of a values, tuning the shape of V (y) from smooth parabolic like 
(a = 8) to almost rectangular box like (a = 192). 

for the potential, which allows us to control the steepness by a single parameter a. To obtain 
a potential profile that is smooth within one period of the multiple quantum wire system 
under consideration, we use the one-dimensional Woods-Saxon potential [42], which was 
already introduced in Section 2: 

V(y) = Vmod[ (~(w/2-y)) + (~(w/2+y)) ]- V min (90) 
1 + exp w 1 + exp w 

The last term Vmin = Vmoct{2/[1 + exp(a/2)]} sets the potential minimum to zero. Tue 
parameter a allows a continuous variation of the potential shape from an approximately 
parabolic to a nearly rectangular form. 

Figure 44 shows the potential profiles for a series of a values, starting at a = 8 (nearly 
parabolic) and ending at a = 192 (nearly rectangular box). Tue other parameters used in 
the calculation are Vmod = 50 meV and w = 250 nm. 

In analogy to the case depicted in Figure 43, the overlap integral for the lD ground state 
n = 0 and the third excited lD subband n = 3 as well as their sum CL: n = 0, ... , 3) is 
calculated for various values of a. Tue results are plotted in parts a--c of Figure 45. 

Because of the variation of the potential profile, the energies of all lD subband edges 
are shifted to lower values with increasing parameter a. The change in shape of the wave 
functions has a pronounced effect on the corresponding overlap integrals. This is illustrated 
for the lD ground state in Figure 45a. With rising a, the spatial extent ofthe wave function 
is increased. As a result, the overlap integral ofthe single lD wave function is squeezed on 
the wavevector scale ky and, consequently, on the bias voltage scale Vb, too. In addition, 
the maximum tunneling probability is increased by more than 50%, whereas the integral 
tunneling probability, which is represented by the area enclosed by the curve, decreases 
simultaneously by a factor of 2. This behavior is even more pronounced for the overlap 
integrals of the higher quantum wire states, as shown in Figure 45b for the subband in
dex n = 3. While a increases, the resonance structure close to the position of the subband 
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(b): n=3 

Fig. 45. Plot of the overlap integrals for the lD subbands n = 1 (a) and n = 3 (b) with a single 20 
subband as a function ofthe pararneter a. (c) Sum ofthe overlap integrals ofthe lowest four subbands. (Source: 
Reprinted with permission from [23]. © 1993 American Physical Society.) 

edge resonance (labeled Y; in Fig. 43) is systematically degraded. In contrast to that, the 
tunneling probability at the bias voltage position of the second maximum (labeled Y;' in 
Fig. 43) is drastically increased and becomes the by far most dominant structure for high 
values of a. Comparing the amplitudes of the overlap integral at the voltage positions Y; 
and Y;', their ratio increases from 1.4 for a = 8 to above 8 for a = 192. For the rectan
gular potential profile, the maximum in the tunneling probability at Y;' coincides with the 
subband resonance position of the lowest lD subband, that is, Yb= Yo. 

To illustrate this remarkable behavior more clearly, we have recalculated the results 
shown in Figure 43 for a box potential with infinitely high walls and a width of w = 
100 nm. For this potential profile, the values of In (n = 0, ... , 3) as well as their sum are 
plotted in Figure 46. Although the shapes of the curves are qualitatively identical with 
the corresponding curves of Figure 43, the intensity ratios of the structures within a curve 
show a completely different behavior. As pointed out previously, only the structures in 
the vicinity of the resonance of the lowest lD subband (labeled Yo, Y{, Y~', and Y;') re
main important. The width of these resonance structures, however, increases as the lD 
quantum number increases. All other peaks of In for the higher lD subbands at voltage 
positions Yb > Yo are of minor importance, because their intensity can be neglected. All 
these features are also present in the sum of all overlap integrals, which deterrnines the total 
tunneling probability (lowest curve of Fig. 46). There is only one broad maximum domi
nant, peaking at a bias voltage of Yo. This result is valid for all quantum wire subbands, 
but particularly pronounced for higher subband indices. 

The total tunneling probability exhibits less and less structures as the potential profile 
is tuned from a smooth parabolic shape to a rectangular shape, as shown in Figure 45c. 
In the latter case, just one broadened maximum, located at Yb= Yo, characterizes the tun
neling probability for all lD subbands. Therefore, a single, but broad resonance structure 
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Fig. 46. Plot of the overlap integrals for the lowest four lD subbands (n = 0, ... , 3) with a single 2D 
subband (not occupied) for a box potential with infinite high walls and a width of 100 nm. The lowest curve 
represents the sum of the overlap integrals for the four lowest subbands. (Source: Reprinted with permission 
from [23]. © 1993 American Physical Society.) 

is expected at the position of the fonner 2D-2D resonance (which in the ideal case of 
zero-level broadening is a 8 function), but only very weak additional structures resulting 
from the lD subbands should occur at higher bias voltages. Fora smooth potential profile, 
however, all quantum wire states give rise to a series of resonances that interfere within the 
voltage range mentioned previously. 

With these insights into the nature of the 1D-2D tunneling process, an attempt can be 
made to simulate the corresponding tunneling characteristics and to compare them with 
the experimental results depicted in Figure 37. First, note that the experimental I -V curve 
displays a multitude of resonant structures. From the preceding analysis we know that a 
rectangular potential would lead only to a weak fine structure in the overlap integrals and, 
consequently, in the total tunneling probability PrF [cf. Eqs. (80) and (86)]. One therefore 
concludes that the confinement leading to the characteristics of Figure 37 is due to a smooth 
potential profile. In the following, we shall only be interested in the numerical reproduction 
of the average number and spacing of the experimental tunneling structures. We, therefore, 
describe the lD confinement by the cosine function of Eq. (89), which was found previ
ously tobe a good approximation of the potential of shallow etched wires [140]. The res
onant tunneling current I CVb) is calculated according to I = 2e PrF together with Eq. (88) 
and its first derivative dl (Vb)/dVb is obtained numerically. To account for generic broad
ening effects caused by the limitation of the carrier lifetime in the states involved in the 
resonant tunneling process and by the interaction between electrons and acoustic phonons, 
the tunneling probability near a resonance at Vb is assumed to have Lorentz form, which 
we denote by L(Vb - Vb): 

L(Vi - V.') - _!_ __ r __ 
b b - :rr CVb - Vb)2 + r2 

(91) 
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Fig. 47. Comparison ofthe measured and calculated 1D-2D tunneling characteristics (see also Fig. 37). 
(Source: Reprinted with permission from [23]. © 1993 American Physical Society.) 

In this equation, r represents the linewidth of any resonance position on the scale of the 
applied voltage. The application of Eq. (91) to the model calculation also accounts for 
broadening effects caused by the sample preparation technique, such as fluctuations of 
the wire width and so on. The total tunneling current is then given by the convolution of 
the current represented by the bare tunneling probability and the Lorentz function given 
previously [154, 156]: 

}tot-+ J dV~}tot(V~}L(Vb - V~} (92) 

The positions of the 2D subbands in the inversion (collector) layer needed for the calcula
tion can be obtained from the tunneling experiments on non-nanostructured samples. 

The final result is shown in Figure 4 7, curve 2, assuming a temperature of T = 2 K 
and a level width r = 0.5 m V. The parameters of the cosine potential were chosen to be 
Vmod = 55 meV and w = 350 nm. The corresponding experimental result is plotted as 
curve 1 in the figure. All structures in the calculated dl /dVb curves are mainly caused by 
the overlap integral. As a major difference between the measured and calculated curve, one 
may note that in the former the resonant tunneling structure is superposed on a background 
that increases monotonically with decreasing bias voltage. This backgroi.md presumably 
reflects a possible energy (i.e., bias voltage) dependence of the transmission coefficient of 
the tunneling barrier [Eq. (84)]. Note that the structures of the calculated curve are deter
mined by the sum of overlap integrals as discussed previously. Any influence of the applied 
bias voltage on the transmission coefficient of the barrier itself is neglected in the calcu
lation. Nevertheless, the qualitative features of the measured tunneling characteristics, for 
example, the average peak amplitude and peak distance, are well reproduced within the 
outlined model. However, as one has to sum up over all closely spaced lD emitter and 
2D collector subbands, it is not possible to identify and analyze the contributions of each 
single lD state to the total tunneling current. The main factor, which limits the resolu
tion, is the doped barrier between the lD and 2D systems. lt introduces scattering in the 
tunneling process and, therefore, broadens the linewidth of the resonances in the d I / d Vb 
curves. Because of the large number of resonance structures in the dl /dVb curves, the 
peaks will overlap and also smear out, which makes a more detailed quantitative analysis 
rather difficult. 
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6.3.1. JD-JD Tunneling: Probing the Fourier Transform of 
One-Dimensional Wave Functions 

In the experiment outlined previously, it was not possible to explain all measured features 
of the tunneling characteristics in detail, although its numerical analysis gave valuable in
sight into how the presence of numerous lD subbands influences the 1D-2D tunneling 
current when the conservation of the ky momentum component is relaxed because of the 
confinement in the y direction. Tue particular form of the tunneling matrix element in 
Eq. (86) also suggests the possibility of measuring directly the Fourier transform of the 
wave functions of the confined emitter states. To this end, however, the number of lD sub
bands contributing to the tunneling characteristics within a given bias voltage interval has 
tobe considerably reduced. Progress in this direction has been achieved by manufactur
ing single-wire tunneling devices from double-barrier resonant tunneling diode (DBRTD) 
structures [157]. The corresponding device geometry is shown in Figure 39 together with 
the definitions of some notation used later on. Depending on the width lt of the top line, 
a situation can be achieved where only one lD subband is occupied in the emitter and the 
subband spacing in the well, hWw, is on the order of 10 meV [144]. For this situation, a set 
of tunneling /-Vs is shown in Figure 48, obtained für different magnetic fields applied 
perpendicularto the tunneling direction (and parallel to the top line). Each ofthe displayed 
tunneling peaks now corresponds to transitions from the single lD emitter level (labeled 
by i = 0) into a single collector level(labeled by the index j). 

For the numerical analysis of the measured /-Vs, a modified form of the transfer Hamil
tonian formalism is applied [145, 146]. In the form used by Beton et al. [144] and Wang 
et al. [143], level broadening is included in the formalism from the very beginning by re
placing the 8 functions used in Eq. (80) with spectral density functions [158, 159]. The 
corresponding expression for the tunneling current as a function of bias voltage V, applied 
across the barrier, is 

l = 2e L L ITJk~,ky,kz 12 f :; Ae(ky, kz, e) X Aw(ik~, e + eV)f(e) (93) 
ky,kz jk~ 

The coordinate system underlying this equation is shown in Figure 38. T denotes the 
tunneling matrix element already introduced in Eq. (86). The spectral density functions 
Ae and Aw for the emitter and the well have Lorentzian shape. In addition, it is assumed 
that there is no charge accumulation in the well and that all collector states are empty. If a 

Fig. 48. l-V characteristics of a lD-lD submicrometer tunneling diode in the presence of a magnetic 
field applied parallel to the z direction. The curves are measured for magnetic field strengths ranging from 0 T 
(lowest curve) up to 10 T (uppermost curve), varied in 1-T steps. The curves are offset for clarity. The inset shows 
l-V at B = 0 T for a large-area device. The device geometry is shown in Figure 38. (Source: Reprinted with 
permission from (144]. © 1995 American Physical Society.) 
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magnetic field is applied parallel to the top line (cf. Fig. 39), the tunneling current can be 
expressed as [145): 

I 1 { 2[cp - (i + 1/2)/iweJ} 112 
2 r 2 -=-'°' M .. (B)-----

Io JT~ liwe '1 (c;+eV*-Ej)2+r2 
l} 

(94) 

Here, We is the confining frequency of the ernitter quantum wire whose confinement po
tential is assumed tobe parabolic. we = we(Q/ Jn~ + w2) is the ernitter frequency in the 
presence of a magnetic field. * Io is a renormalized tunneling current that is solely due to the 
transrnission coefficient t of the barrier: Io = 4et2 ,Jmwe/li(Lz/ [').Tue main information 
on the tunneling process is contained in the matrix element Mij, which now reads 

Mij (B) = j ~;et>; (z;2fe; ky - e Blil::is) et> j (t;2fw; ky) (95) 

Here, <l>;,j are the Fourier transforms of the corresponding wave functions in the ernitter (i) 

and the well (j) and the le,w are given by le,w = (li/mwe,w) 112 (in fe,w the corresponding 
frequencies We have to be inserted). The magnetic field dependence enters through a pa
rameter ko = e B l::is / li in the tunneling matrix element, where l::is is the spatial separation 
of the lD states in the ernitter andin the well. Tue ko dependence can be derived quantum 
mechanically, but it can also be motivated from a simple classical picture. In the given ge
ometry of B Ilz, an electron moves on a curved orbit. While it is traveling the distance l::is in 
the x direction, the electron momentum in the y direction changes by e B l::is = liko through 
the influence of the Lorentz force. In a quantum mechanical picture of 2D-2D tunneling, 
this means that the magnetic field introduces a wavevector shift of ko between the initial 
and final states, which is achieved by applying the translation operator (exp(-ikoy)) to the 
corresponding wave function. For lD-lD tunneling, however, ko enters as a wavevector 
shift between the Fourier transforms of the initial and final wave functions of the lD states. 

Now, if only one subband is occupied in the ernitter and the subband spacing in the 
well is large enough, one has realized the unique situation that the Fourier transform of the 
probability density of the laterally confined states in the well can be deterrnined directly, 
if the resonant tunneling current is measured as a function of the magnetic field applied 
parallel to the wires. Note that the occupation of only one ernitter state is crucial for this 
purpose; otherwise, the measured I (B) curve will be a convolution of many resonances of 
all occupied states. In the case of a single-ernitter subband, resonant lD-lD tunneling via 
the jth state in the well occurs when the voltage is adjusted in a way that the ernitter state 
is aligned in energy with the jth state in the well, which is for (see also Fig. 39) 

* liwe ( 1) ~ e V + Eo + T = Ei + j + l liWw (96) 

Here, Eo is the ernitter subband energy, E1 the subband energy in the well (both are mag
netic field dependent in the special notation used in [145)), V* is the voltage drop across 
the barrier, and We and Ww the magnetic field-dependent oscillator frequencies of the lat
eral confining potentials in the ernitter and the well, respectively. At resonance, the current 
flowing through the jth state, lj(B), is proportional to the modulus squared ofthe overlap 
integral Mj(B) between the initial and final state. This is given by Eq. (95), which can be 
rewritten as [144): 

r+oo 
Mj(B) = ]_

00 

exp(-ikoy)cp0(y)cpj(y)dy 

(97) 

In the special notation used by Mori et al. [145], ne quantifies the confinement in the growth direction, which 
is assumed to be parabolic for simplicity. In a magnetic field, this confining frequency also becomes magnetic 
field dependent. 
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Fig. 49. (a) Peak currents as a function of magnetic field for the j = 1, 2, 3 resonance peak. The ex
perimental data are displaced for clarity. (b) Probability densities for the j = 0, 1, 2 simple harmonic oscillator 
states plotted versus ky/kw. A value of liww = 10 meV was assumed for this calculation. (Source: Reprinted 
with permission from [143]. © 1994 American Physical Society.) 

where <t>0(ky) = J~;: <p~(y) exp(ikyy) dy and <t>j(ky) are the Fourier transforms of the 
emitter and weil wave functions. As discussed previously, the magnetic field thus induces 
a relative shift in k space between the emitter and the collector states. If the emitter state 
has a narrow spread in k space, Eq. (97) shows that the Fourier transform of the jth lD 
wave function in the well can be probed by simply measuring the peak tunneling current 
as a function of the magnetic field. Due to the asymmetry of the lD-lD tunneling device, 
the assumption of narrow k spread of the emitter wave function is justified because the 
confining potential in the y direction is much stronger between the double barriers than for 
the emitter electrode owing to side-wall depletion. 

Figure 49a shows the peak currents of the magnetotunneling peaks labeled j = 0, 1, 2 
in Figure 48, plotted as a function of the magnetic field. In Figure 49b the calcu
lated Fourier transforms of the probability densities, corresponding to the three lowest 
states in a simple harmonic oscillator potential, are also shown for the purpose of com
parison. For convenience, the calculated probability density was plotted versus ky/ kw, 
where kw = (mWw/h) 112 and ky is calculated from ky = eBf:...s/h. If one chooses hWw 
such that the measured and the calculated positions of the j = 1 maximum coincide, 
one obtains excellent agreement between the measured and the calculated results. How
ever, one has to be aware of the fact that the width of the emitter Fourier transform 
<t>0(ky) = 1/(nk;)114 exp(-k~/ k;), characterized by ke = (mwe/h) 112 is finite. This limits 
the resolution of the minimum of the j = 2 state. 

6.3.2. 2D-JD Surface Superlattice Tunneling: Measuring 
Potential Profiles 

In the preceding experiment, vertical transport through quantum wires and the transfer 
Hamiltonian formalism were used to deterrnine the probability density for electrons in 
quantum wire states. The measured (k space) probability density was found to agree weil 
with the one expected for a parabolic confinement potential. This justifies the assumptions 
on the shape of the confinement made to get tractable expressions in the formalism used 
for the analysis of the experiments. As will be shown in this section, this type of wave 
function spectroscopy allows one to gain even more detailed information on the shape of 
confining potentials. A particularly weil elaborated example of this is ? by the results of 
Kardynal et al. [147-149], who have used the tunneling geometry shown in Figure 40. 

As already mentioned earlier, their device allows them to perform equilibrium tunnel
ing spectroscopy, that is, the measurement of the differential tunneling conductance as 
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a function of the Fermi energy in the emitter without applying a bias voltage across the 
tunneling barrier. Due to the particular sample layout this can be done as a function of 
different parameters, such as magnetic fields or front-gate voltages. The latter offers the 
possibility of using, alternatively, a set of independent quantum wires [147] or a lateral 
surface superlattice (lDSSL) [148] as the collector system. For the quantitative analysis of 
their experimental results, Kardynal et al. also employ a transfer Hamiltonian formalism 
sirnilar to the model discussed in the previous section. They obtain for the derivative of the 
tunneling current the following expression [148]: 

d1 2 L: - ex. t Bi (kx, ky, µ,)A2(kx, ky, µ,) 
dV 

kx,ky 
(98) 

where the so-called augmented spectral function 

Bi (kx, ky, µ,) = L l<P'kx,v(-ky)l
2 

Ai (kx, ky, V,µ,) (99) 
V 

has been introduced, whose detailed form will be discussed later for the case of tunneling 
into a lateral lDSSL. Ai and A2 are Lorentzian spectral functions accounting for level 
broadeningjust as in Eq. (93). t2 is again the transrnission coefficient of the tunneling bar
rier. In fact, Eq. (98) is equivalent to Eq. (93), because the differentiation with respect to V 
removes the integration over the energy s. Note, however, that in the preceding expression 
the general overlap integrals are already cast in a form appropriate for a 2D ernitter and 
a set of tightly bound superlattice states in the collector. In the notation of Kardynal et 
al. [148], the spectral functions are written as 

[' 
A(l 2)(si 2, µ,) = ---------

, , 2n [ (f' /2)2 + (µ, - ~s~i1'.;;)2] 
(100) 

where si = (kx, ky, µ,) and s2 = (kx, ky) are the relevant quantum numbers for the 2DEG 
and the lDSSL, h/ [' is the quasiparticle lifetime, and µ, is the electrochernical poten

tial. ~;i) = (h 2 /2m)(k}; + k;) + V2 is the energy dispersion in the 2DEG. If tunneling 
into a lDSSL is studied, the energy dispersion of the collector electron gas is written as 

~s(:) = h2k};/2m* + Eky,v + Vi, where the rniniband structure of the lDSSL is character
ized by Eky, v (termed the crystal part of the lDSSL band structure in [148]), v being the 
rniniband index. V(i,2) are the energy levels of the 2D subbands in the upper and lower 
channels, respectively. Because of the superlattice nature of the collector system, the wave 
functions perpendicular to the lDSSL are Bloch functions. If a tight binding picture is 
adopted, they are given by a linear combination of the 'Pky,v(Y) obtained by solving the 
Schrödinger equation in the range 0 ~ y ~ a + b for a single potential well of the lDSSL: 

<Pky.v(Y) = L exp(ikyn(a + b) )'Pky,v (y - n(a + b)) (101) 
n 

The Fourier transforms of 'Pky, v (y) will be denoted by <P'ky, v (k). They already appear in the 
definition Eq. (99) of the augmented spectral density function. 

To illustrate the meaning of the spectral density functions, we first consider the case of 
zero potential modulation. In this case, Eq. (98) describes pure 2D-2D tunneling processes 
and the spectral density functions at the Fermi energy simply have circular shape. The 
circles will be broadened by the linewidth f'. If an appropriate front-gate voltage is applied 
to the nanostructured front gate, the electron density is modulated under the gated area and 
a lDSSL is induced. A typical situation is shown in Figure 50. 

The spectral density function Ai for a lDSSL, calculated according to Eq. (100) and 
with the appropriate dispersion relation given previously, is plotted in Figure 5la. Tue 
lDSSL induces a set ofBrillouin zone boundaries in k space. In the extended-zone scheme, 
a cut through the spectral density function at the Fermi energy will consequently appear as 
a set of circles displaced by the reciprocal lattice vector Gn = 2nn/(a + b), as is shown 
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Fig. 50. lDSSL potential, which is induced by the nanostructured front gate. Tue total period of the 
lDLSSL is equal to (a +b). (Source: Reprinted with permission from [148]. © 1996 American Physical Society.) 
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Fig. 51. (a) Cut at the Fermi energy through the spectral density function A 1 of the potential discussed in 
the text (b) Same as (a) but for the augmented spectral density function B1. (Source: Reprinted with permission 
from (148]. © 1996 American Physical Society.) 

in Figure 51. If the lDSSL potential is sufficiently deep, bound states will also exist in the 
potential wells. These states have no dispersion in ky and appear, therefore, as lines parallel 
to the ky direction in Figure 51 a. 

According to Eq. (98), the tunneling differential conductance (TDC) is proportional to 
the convolution of A1 and the augmented spectral function B1. The main features of the 
measured TDC, shown in Figure 41, are, therefore, due to the overlap integrals contained 
in B1. Assume a shape of the confining potential as shown in Figure 50, giving rise to a 
number of tightly bound Bloch states. Tue ky dependence of the bound states will be weak 
and, consequently, the overlap integrals in the expression for B1 will essentially be given by 
the Fourier transform '<Pky,v(-ky) ofthe wave functions corresponding to a single well. The 
corresponding k-space plot of B1 is given in Figure 5lb. The vertical lines in Figure 51a 
are now replaced by the modulus squared of the Fourier transforms of the bound state wave 
functions. In addition to the quasi-bound states, quasi-free states will also be present in the 
lDSSL. These give rise to the approximately circular features of B1 in Figure 51 b. To see 
this, one may approximate the free-state Bloch functions according to Kardynal et al. [ 148] 
by Kronig-Penney wave functions. If 'Pky.v(y) = A exp(iky) + B exp(-iky) represents the 
free states in the ungated regions and 'Pky.v(Y) = C exp(iqy) + D exp(-iqy) the free states 

in the gated regions ofthe LSSL, it becomes immediately clear that l'<Pky.v(-ky)l 2 will dis
play peaks at ky = ±k and ky = ±q. If a smooth potential is assumed instead of the rect
angular Kronig-Penney potential, these peaks will be broadened but otherwise remain at 
the same k-space positions. They are responsible for the k and q peaks in the experimental 
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data shown in Figure 41. Their position in the differential tunneling conductance gives the 
electron concentration in the gated and ungated regions of the lDSSL and, consequently, 
the values of the potential minima and maxima. The positions of the smaller peaks, denoted 
by arrows in Figure 41, are exclusively determined by the shape of the lDSSL potential. 
Excellent agreement between the calculated dl /dV curves and the experimental data can 
be achieved, if the lDSSL potential is properly chosen. The potential shown in Figure 50 
gives the best fit to the experimental data in a broad range of the top-gate and back-gate 
voltages Yst and VBG· lt has the typical shape expected for confinement potentials induced 
by the split-gate technique at relatively low gate bias. 

With the same sample layout, the voltage applied to the nanostructured front gate can be 
increased to yield a collector system that consists of a set of separated quantum wires. For 
this case the analysis of potential shapes can be extended by performing magnetotunnel
ing spectroscopy, just as it was discussed in the previous section [149]. For this purpose, 
a magnetic field is applied parallel and also perpendicular to the layers of the sample and 
the equilibrium tunneling conductance dl /dV is measured as a function of the magnetic 
field B. Typical experimental results are shown in Figure 52 (solid lines). 

From the discussion of the transfer Hamiltonian formalism given previously, it is clear 
that the detailed shape of the confining potential will have a strong influence on the mea
sured tunneling conductance. Hence, a plot of dl /dV versus magnetic field is a unique 
fingerprint of the confining potential. By incorporating the magnetic field into the calcula
tion ofthe tunneling differential conductance [Eq. (98)] and by fitting the calculated curves 
to the corresponding experimental data, a quite realistic picture of the confining potential 
and the corresponding wave functions can be constructed (see parts e and f of Fig. 52). To 
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Fig. 52. Experimental (solid lines) and calculated tunneling conductance (dotted lines) for VsL = 
-0.48 V for 811 (a) and (b) and B J_ (c) and (d). (a) and (c) are the data of a device with a 350-nm superlat
tice period; (b) and ( d) belong to a device with a 570-nm grating period. ( e) shows the best fitting potential 
profile for the 350-nm-period device and (f) for the 570-nm-period device. (Source: Reprinted with permission 
from [148]. © 1996 American Physical Society.) 
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obtain better results, the fitting procedure was carried out simultaneously for both magnetic 
field directions [149]. 

As shown in Figure 52, the overall features of the tunneling characteristics are well 
reproduced by the transfer Hamiltonian approach. Parts e and f of Figure 52 show the fitted 
potential profiles of a 350-nm- and a 570-nm-period device, respectively. For the short
period device, the confining potential is approximately parabolic at the bottom, giving 
rise to equidistant subband spacing. For higher energies, the nonparabolic widening of 
the potential will lead to decreasing subband spacings. For the longer-period device, the 
confining potential is approximately square well like. The reason for this difference is 
simply the different "overlap" of the electrostatic depletion fields of the two gate electrodes 
defining the wire region. For the small-period device, the wire region is depleted by the gate 
voltage from the very beginning, resulting in an approximately cosine-shaped potential. 
The depletion of the wire region is also refiected by the fact that the bottom of the potential 
in Figure 52e is higher in energy than in Figure 52f. Tue electron density in the short-period 
wire will, therefore, be substantially infiuenced by the gate voltage. For the long-period 
wire, this will only be the case at high gate voltages, where the confinement potential 
will change its character and develop from a fiat bottom, nearly rectangular well into an 
approximately parabolic one. The discussed experiment, therefore, gives a rather direct 
experimental proof for the validity of the general results obtained by the self-consistent 
treatment of split-gate-induced confining potentials (see Section 3.2). 

7. VERTICAL TRANSPORT THROUGH QUANTUM DOTS 

In this section, vertical tunneling through quantum dots will be discussed on the basis 
of a few instructive experiments. Lateral transport through quantum dots will be ignored 
almost completely because, owing to the vastness of this field, it is beyond the scope of 
the present chapter. Tue lateral transport geometry will only be treated in the context of 
Coulomb blockade effects, which are most easily introduced and discussed for this case. 
Fora comprehensive treatment of lateral tunneling through quantum dots, see, for example, 
the book Single Charge Tunneling [160], the clear and concise exposition by Meirav and 
Foxman [161], or the very recent article by Kouwenhoven et al. [162], and, of course, the 
references cited therein. 

In the following, emphasis will again be placed on the question of how to gain some 
information on the confining potential and the corresponding wave functions in quantum 
dots. In this respect, it is important to note that the I -V curves of quantum dot devices have 
to be interpreted with some care. As shown in the previous section, information on con
fining potentials is obtained from the resonance structures in the I -V curves. However, in 
the case of OD tunneling, a wealth of structure is observed in the I -V characteristics that 
is not necessarily due to resonant tunneling processes in the sense discussed previously 
for quantum wires. Other physical effects such as tunneling via donor states or Coulomb 
blockade effects can also lead to a multitude of structures in the I -V curves. Tue discus
sion of early experiments on tunneling in quantum dots is, therefore, followed by a brief 
discussion of these "parasitic" effects and of some instructive experiments that allow us to 
separate Coulomb blockade-mediated structure from resonant tunneling through quantum 
dot states. 

7.1. First Experiments 

The first measurements on vertical quantum dot tunneling were reported by Reed and co
workers [163] in 1988. In this early work, GaAs-AIGaAs-lnGaAs-A!GaAs-GaAs double
barrier resonant tunneling diodes (DBRTDs) were used as the basic material. The InGaAs 
was introduced between the barriers because it allows us to lower the quantum well states 
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Fig. 53. Left, top: Schematical view of a quantum dot sample realized on double-barrier resonant tun
neling diodes. The barriers have a thickness of 40 A; the undoped InGaAs weil is 50 A wide. On both sides of 
the barriers, there is an undoped GaAs spacer (100 A) and a graded region, where the doping is changed from 
1 x 1016 cm-3 to 2 x 1018 cm-3. The top contact is highly n doped. Left, bottom: Radial component of the 
confining potential in the pillar-shaped structure. Right: Conduction band profile of the quantum dot structure. 
The discrete states in the dot are indicated schematically. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [163). © 1988 
American Physical Society.) 

with respect to the conduction band edge without changing the width of the quantum well. 
More details about the sample structure are shown in Figure 53. On these samples, ultrafine 
pillars were fabricated by electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching. The pillars 
bad a typical diameter of 250 nm and a height of 0.5 µ,m. The main technological prob lern 
in the beginning was the formation of ohmic contacts to the tops of these pillars. For this 
purpose, the structures were planarized by covering the whole sample with polyimide, 
followed by a reactive ion etch back. In this way, only the uppermost parts of the pillars 
were exposed, which finally could be coated by an evaporated gold contact. More details 
on the fabrication process can be found in [164, 165]. 

Current-voltage curves were measured at low temperatures and also capacitance mea
surements were performed to characterize large quantum dot arrays [166). We restrict the 
discussion to the 1-V measurements that are more instructive in the present context. Fig
ure 54 shows a typical 1-V curve of a nanostructured DBRTD. An unstructured sample 
fabricated on the same wafer behaves "normal" and a clear negative differential resistance 
region is observed above V= 0.9 V. 

The nanostructured sample, however, exhibits several extra features at low temperatures. 
As shown in Figure 54, the expected negative differential resistance region is somewhat 
less pronounced and a series of equidistant structures in the l - V curve is revealed instead. 
These peaks are due to resonant tunneling processes through the zero-dimensional states 
in the quantum "dot" or quantum "disk," which is formed in the InGaAs well cladded by 
the two AlGaAs barriers and the radial confinemePt in the small pillar. At higher tempera
tures, these small peaks disappear again and the l -V curves of the nanostructured DBRTD 
resemble those of large-area samples. The equidistant peak spacing suggests a parabolic 
confinement, which can be estimated quantitatively using the following considerations: 
The edge depletion width in the pillars, W, can be derived if one assumes that the current 
density in the small pillars is the same as in the large-area samples. Because the Fermi level 
pins at the midgap position of <f>T = 0.7 eV, the confining potential can be written as 

[
1-(R-r)]

2 

<l>(r) = <l>T W (102) 
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Fig. 54. Typical current-voltage characteristics of a single quantum dot measured at liquid helium tem
peratures. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [163]. © 1988 American Physical Society.) 

where r is the radial coordinate, R is the geometrical radius of the pillar, and W is the 
depletion width ( R - W :::;; r :::;; R). For R ~ W, the corresponding energy spacing between 
the single electron levels is given by 

/::i,.E = (2<1>T) 1/2 !!:_ (103) 
m* R 

This yields a value of 26 me V for the OD states in the InGaAs well, which can be compared 
with the peak positions in the measured I -V curve. lf one assumes that the applied voltage 
drops homogeneously across the whole structure, approximately half of the voltage will 
drop between the emitter and the confined states at the center of the well. As a consequence, 
the measured energy spacing /::i,. E is equal to e times half the voltage spacing /::i,. V between 
the peaks. One obtains a subband spacing of approximately 25 me V from the experimental 
I -V curve, showing that the preceding considerations give a fairly accurate description of 
the situation. 

For the previous analysis, however, an important assumption was made that caused 
some confusion in the early stages of low-dimensional tunneling experiments. As already 
stated by Reed et al., their samples represent a system with electrons in the pillar traveling 
through a freestanding quantum wire, tunneling through a quantum dot, and continuing to 
flow in another quantum wire. The correct description of this lD--OD-1 D tunneling process 
necessitates the calculation of transmission coefficients that takes the dimensionality of the 
involved states into account [167-169]. 

In the previous experiment, however, excellent agreement with the experiment is 
achieved by simply assuming that resonance structures in the I -V curve occur whenever 
the Fermi energy in the emitter electrode is energetically aligned with a zero-dimensional 
state in the dot. Because this assumption is only true if the emitter and collector electrodes 
do not contain any quantized states and can, therefore, be considered as perfectly three
dimensional systems, one might conclude that the sample quality was too poor to observe 
the influence of the different dimensionality in the emitter and collector electrodes. 

At this point, it should be mentioned, however, that besides poor sample quality there 
are also several other possibilities for the missing evidence of lD--OD-lD tunneling pro
cesses even if the sample quality is sufficiently good. To illustrate this, we just consider 
one possible example: To improve the sample quality, undoped spacer layers were intro
duced in front of the double-barrier structure, which under bias form a triangular potential 
well, resulting in electron confinement in the growth direction (cf. Fig. 39b for a similar 
situation in the lD-lD case). Together with the radial confinement caused by the etching 
process, the emitter itself will represent a second quantum dot in front of the double barrier, 
which, in principle, should lead to OD-OD-lD tunneling behavior. Because confinement 
in the growth direction is weak, many closely spaced subbands will exist in this direction, 
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each of them having a ladder of corresponding (and also closely spaced) OD states resulting 
from the lateral confinement. These states will be broadened at finite temperatures and in 
the presence of a certain amount of scattering. The overlap of the resonant peaks and the 
scattering-induced broadening will smear out the expected fine structure completely and 
only the main resonances resulting from the OD states in the InGaAs well will be dominant. 
Thus, proper sample design is required if tunneling processes between states of different 
dimensionality are to be studied on quantum dot samples. 

Tarucha et al. [170] were the first to report experimental evidence of the expected di
mensionality effects for the emitter electrode in DBRTDs. In their work, focused ion beam 
implantation is used to define rectangular quantum dot or quantum wire structures of vari
able size. This also allows one to vary the dimensionality as well as the geometry of the 
nanostructured collector system and enables studies of tunneling processes through OD 
and lD states in rectangular geometry. Although the experimental results look very sim
ilar to the results of Reed et al., additional spectral features in the measured /-V curves 
suggested a rnixing of the lD or OD states between the barriers and the 2D states in the 
contacts. 

7.2. Lateral and Vertical Transport through Quantum Dots: 
Coulomb Blockade Effects 

7.2.1. Coulomb Blockade in Planar Quantum Dots 

In the previous section, vertical resonant tunneling through quantum dots was used for an 
investigation of the energy spectrum caused by OD lateral quantization. Tue structure ob
served in the tunneling characteristics was thereby assigned to resonant tunneling processes 
via OD states, just as in the case of quantum wires discussed in Section 6. For quantum dots, 
especially for those containing only a few electrons, this simple interpretation can be ob
scured by other mechanisms, which will also lead to structure in I -V characteristics. One 
of them, the so-called Coulomb blockade, will be the topic of the present section. The fol
lowing discussion will be short and very elementary. Tue reader particularly interested in 
an in-depth exposition of Coulomb blockade and related effects is referred to the existing 
excellent reviews on this subject (see, e.g., [160-162]). 

Tue Coulomb blockade effect in serniconductor nanostructures was first demonstrated 
and subsequently extensively studied on planar quantum dot devices, defined by properly 
designed split-gate geometries. Because the particular nature of the Coulomb blockade is 
most easily understood for these planar devices, we make a short digression from our dis
cussion of vertical transport. Tue typical features of a planar quantum dot are depicted in 
Figure 55. The two constrictions formed by the gates GO, Gl, and G2 define together with 
the independently biased plunger gate GP a small electron island within the underlying 

G1 GPG2 

2DEG 

Fig. 55. Typical planar quantum dot geometry, which consists of the metallic gate areas GO, ... , G2, GP, 
and the two-dimensional electron gas underneath. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [161].) 
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Fig. 56. Typical data showing the conductance of a planar quantum dot as a function of the plunger 
gate voltage Vp. The measurement was carried out at a temperature of T = 100 mK. (Source: Reprinted with 
permission from [161].) 

2DEG. The point contacts between GO, Gl, and G2 can be narrowed until they form 
low-energy barriers, through which electrons can be transferred by tunneling processes. 
Detailed information on the potential distribution and the corresponding electron energy 
spectrum can be obtained from self-consistent calculations [ 171]. lt is also worth noting 
that, if the narrow constrictions are operated below pinch-off voltage, the planar dot struc
ture of Figure 55 can be regarded as a short quantum wire, displaying transport properties 
characteristic of ballistic transport, such as, for example, quantized conductance (for de
tails, see [160, 161)). 

Tue plunger gate GP is a very common feature of all planar quantum dot struc
tures [ 172-17 4]. lt is coupled capacitively to the electron island and is used to change 
the electron concentration in the dot as well as the confinement strength. The relation be
tween the plunger gate voltage Vp and the electron concentration is found to be linear. In 
a properly designed planar structure, the tunneling barriers at the entrance and exit of the 
dot are not influenced by the plunger voltage. 

If the current through the dot is measured as a function of the plunger voltage at low 
temperatures (usually below 0.5 K) and a given source drain bias Vns. the conductance 
G = I / Vns displays a series of sharp spikes, as shown in Figure 56. These spikes are 
called Coulomb blockade oscillations and they occur whenever an additional electron is 
added to a low-capacitance, few-electron system. Coulomb blockade oscillations were first 
observed in a system of metallic junctions [175). For the case of semiconductor quantum 
dots, they were theoretically explained by Beenakker and van Routen [176, 177] as single
electron charging of the dot. 

For an elementary explanation of the basic physics of the Coulomb blockade effect, 
we assume that N electrons are present in the dot, leading to a total charge of Q =Ne. 

Because the plunger is capacitively coupled to the dot, Q can be varied by varying Vp. 
However, owing to the discrete nature of the electron charge, Q must increase in discrete 
steps when the plunger gate voltage is swept continuously. Tue electrostatic energy of the 
dot is given by 

(Ne) 2 
E(N) = -- -<pNe 

2C 
(104) 

where the first term represents the capacitive charging of the dot and the second term is 
the potential energy. C is the total capacitance of the dot with respect to its surroundings 
and <p is the electrostatic potential. If the plunger gate is assumed to be the only gate with 
significant capacitive coupling to the dot, one has C = Cp and <p = Vp. 

The previous equation can be easily solved for those integer values of N minimiz
ing E(N) for a given value of Vp, which immediately leads to the staircase relationship 
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Fig. 57. (a) Charge on the quantum dot according to the relation Q = CVp (dashed line) and single 
electron charging (solid line). (b) Schematic plot of the conductance showing peaks each time an electron is 
added to the system. (Source: Reprinted with permission from (161].) 

depicted in Figure 57a. The situation where a new electron is added to the dot corresponds 
to E(N) = E(N + 1). This occurs periodically at plunger gate voltages given by 

e(N + 1/2) 
Vp=---

Cp 
(105) 

If Vp is adjusted according to this relation, the corresponding charge on the dot would be 
given by a half-integer multiple of e. Because half-integer values of e cannot occur, this 
means, of course, that the actual lowest energy state is degenerate and corresponds to either 
N or N + 1 electrons. At the gate voltage given by Eq. ( 105), the dot is thus free to fluctuate 
between the N or N + 1 electron state. 

If a current flows through the dot, an electron must cross the barrier at the entrance and 
be able to stay inside the dot for a finite amount of time before exiting it through the other 
barrier. lt is clear that this can happen only for those values of Vp where charge in the dot 
can fluctuate between Ne and (N + 1 )e, that is, where electron transfer into the dot is pos
sible for constant energy. Away from these so-called charge degeneracy points, the electron 
transfer is suppressed by the Coulomb charging energy. This explains the occurrence of the 
Coulomb blockade oscillations shown in Figure 56. 

The electrostatic charging energy necessary to add another electron to the dot is 
equal to e times the voltage spacing between two neighboring charge degeneracy points: 
e(VpN+I - VPN) = e2 / C. The resonances in the conductance are periodic and have a volt
age separation of !:!.. Vp = e / Cp. A detailed theoretical explanation of the exact shape of 
Coulomb blockade resonances and also of some additional fine structure observed in the 
experiment is rather complex and takes tunneling rates, bias voltages, and temperature ef
fects into account [ 178, 179]. Coulomb blockade effects completely disappear if the tem
perature exceeds the Coulomb charging energy, that is, for kB T ~ e2 / C. 

7.2.2. Excitation Spectrum 

Consider a situation where the plunger gate voltage and, hence, the electron concentra
tion in the dot are kept constant. Electrons can now be injected into the dot by sweep
ing the voltage Vos applied across the dot [180-182]. The schematic band diagram in 
Figure 58 is intended to illustrate this situation. Because of OD confinement, a series of 
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Fig. 58. Conduction band profile of a quantum dot, showing both occupied and empty levels in the dots 
having a Coulomb gap in between. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [161].) 
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Fig. 59. Differential conductance dl /dVos as a function of Vos· The flat region at zero bias reftects 
the Coulomb gap. The peaks are due to higher energy states in the dot. (Source: Reprinted with permission 
fröm [181]. © 1993 American Physical Society.) 

equidistant electron levels exists in the dot. Occupied and unoccupied levels are separated 
by the Coulomb blockade gap e2 / C. 

As long as the applied voltage is so small that the corresponding electron energy is 
below the electrostatic charging energy, electrons are not allowed to tunnel into the dot and 
the conductance is zero. With increasing Fermi level on the left-hand side, current begins to 
ftow as soon as the Coulomb gap is overcome and E F is aligned with the lowest empty level 
of the dot. The differential conductance d I / d Vos, plotted as a function of the source drain 
bias, therefore, displays a ftat region around Vos = 0, which is a direct consequence ofthe 
Coulomb gap, followed by a number of resonant structures associated with the quantized 
levels of the dot. An example of this so-called excitation spectrum of the dot is shown in 
Figure 59. 

Although it is clear from the preceding arguments that the peaks in dl /dVos are asso
ciated with higher energy levels inside the dot, a quantitative analysis of the peak positions 
is nevertheless difficult because of the interplay between resonant and Coulomb blockade 
effects. There will be a one-to-one correspondence between the peaks in the excitation 
spectrum and the quantum dot levels only if just one electron at a time is allowed to tunnel 
through the dot. Even if there are many empty states available, an additional electron will 
be able to enter the dot only if it has enough energy to overcome the additional Coulomb 
barrier of the first electron and if it is in resonance with an empty state of the dot. Tue same 
arguments are valid for all other electrons that could enter the dot at sufficiently high bias 
voltages. Taking into account that the tunneling rates and dwell times will be different for 
electrons in different OD states, it is easy to imagine that a quantitative analysis of the sub
band energies in the presence of Coulomb blockade effects will not be a straightforward 
matter. 
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Fig. 60. Cross section of a double-barrier tunneling device used for single-electron tunneling spec
troscopy. (Source: Reprinted with perrnission from [185].) 

7.2.3. Tunneling and Coulomb Blockade Effects in 
Vertical Quantum Dots 

Coulomb blockade effects in vertical transport through quantum dots were first demon
strated by capacitance spectroscopy on strongly asymmetric double-barrier structures 
[183, 184). In vertical tunneling experiments, it is possible to detect them also if samples 
with a relatively wide central well and asymmetric barriers are used [185, 186]. A cross 
section of such a double-barrier tunneling device is shown in Figure 60. For the depicted 
sample structure, the ernitter and collector electrodes are degenerate at low temperatures 
and, therefore, contain no quantized states. This is an important point concerning the inter
pretation of the resulting tunneling spectra because OD states in the ernitter electrode would 
cause a multitude of additional structure in the corresponding I -V curves in zero [ 187) as 
well as in nonzero magnetic fields [167, 188]. Some theoretical considerations conceming 
this topic are found in [168, 169, 189-191). 

Owing to the asymmetric conduction band profile of this 3D-OD-3D tunneling struc
ture, the I - V characteristics exhibit an asymmetric bias voltage dependence, because com
pletely different physical processes dorninate the measured I -V curves, depending on the 
polarity of the bias voltage. A schematical view of the band diagram under bias and the 
corresponding I-V curves are shown in Figure 61. For positive bias direction (Fig. 61a), 
the ernitter barrier is thicker than the collector barrier, and, as a consequence, the tunneling 
rate through the ernitter barrier will be low compared to the tunneling rate out of the cen
tral well. lt is, therefore, reasonable to expect that the electrons will be transferred through 
the central well one by one and all structures in the measured I - V curves are due to new 
channels for tunneling electrons, which open as soon as the emitter Fermi level matches 
their energetic position. 

For opposite bias, the collector barrier is thick and the tunneling rate out of the dot 
is small. Thus, charge will accumulate inside the dot and Coulomb blockade effects can 
be expected. As shown in Figure 61b, one indeed observes a Coulomb staircase, which is 
shifted in voltage because of the confinement energy inside the dot [ 192-194]. Note that the 
step height is dorninated by the transrnission coefficient of the collector barrier. Systematic 
studies of devices with different barrier thickness have shown that the step height increases 
exponentially with increasing barrier thickness [195). 

As shown by Nomoto et al. [196) for a vertical double-dot system [197), both the exci
tation spectrum and the Coulomb staircase can be used to extract some information on the 
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Fig. 61. !-V curves measured on vertical quantum <lots with asymmetric barriers. (a) Situation for 
positive bias and thick emitter barrier ( excitation spectrum); (b) situation for the thick collector barrier ( charging 
regime). (Source: Reprinted with permission from (185].) 

confining potential in the dot. We outline the underlying ideas in the following considera
tions, which refer to an asymmetric tunneling system similar to that shown in Figure 60. 
Assume a cylindrical symmetric confinement whose radial part is given by a harmonic os
cillator potential: V (r) = mwör2 /2. Here, r is the radial coordinate, wo = 1 / R,J2<'P / m*, 
c'P = 0.7 eV is the Fermi level pinning at the surface, and R is the lithographically defined 
radius of the diode. As mentioned earlier, this approximation will give a fairly correct de
scription only for a certain range of dot radii R. In the limit of very small R, the diode 
will be totally depleted, whereas for relatively large values of R the potential will not be 
parabolic but rather exhibit a ftat center part. For a parabolic potential, the eigenstates can 
be easily calculated, and, provided the scaling factor between electron energy and sample 
bias is known, it should yield the peak: positions in the excitation spectrum correctly. For 
the forward bias situation of Figure 61 a, a direct comparison of the outlined simple calcula
tion with the experimental excitation spectrum is feasible and can be used to determine the 
strength of the confinement potential. From the latter, the radial extension of an electron in 
the ground state can be estimated according to rwave = [li/(m*wo)] 112. 

As shown by Nomoto et al. [196], this value is in good agreement with the radius of 
the internal capacitor, which can be estimated from the (reverse bias) Coulomb staircase 
as follows. The dot is considered as a planar capacitor with circular electrodes. The corre
sponding capacitance is simply given by C = econr;ond/d, where e is the permittivity of 
the AlGaAs barrier and d is the corresponding thickness. The radius rcond of this capacitor 
is defined as the radius of the conducting area in the dot. According to the orthodox theory 
of Coulomb blockade, the width of a current step, !:!.. V, is always equal to !:!.. V = e / C, 
which offers the possibility of determining the junction capacitance directly from the volt
age positions of current steps. By inserting the preceding expression for the capacitance 
and solving for the radius rcond, good agreement with the radius of the wave function in 
the ground state rwave is obtained. 
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Fig. 62. Energy band diagram of a resonant tunneling device, where a layer of donors was incorporated 
between the barriers. Tunneling occurs from the two-dimensional electron gas via the main resonance level and 
also via single-donor and impurity-related levels. (Source: Reprinted from [199). © 1994 American Institute of 
Physics.) 

7.3. Tunneling via Zero-Dimensional Donor States 

Besides quantized states and Coulomb blockade effects, tunneling processes through single 
impurities can also result in additional resonance structures in the measured I -V curves 
of a quantum dot. Although tunneling through donor states is not at all restricted to OD 
systems, it is treated here in the framework of quantum dot tunneling for two reasons. 
First, the donors themselves can be considered to be natural OD systems, giving rise to a 
set of localized states that can serve as some kind of collector in tunneling experiments. 
Second, as will be shown that the natural way to achieve a better understanding of the 
tunneling through donor states is to reduce the number of donors involved. This can be 
attained by reducing the lateral dimensions of the underlying tunneling devices, thereby 
entering the quantum dot regime. 

The first detailed investigations on this subject, which we will discuss briefiy at the 
beginning of this section, were performed on large-area double-barrier resonant tunneling 
diodes (DBRTDs). As mentioned earlier, DBRTDs are often equipped with undoped GaAs 
spacer layers in front of the barriers in order to enhance the resolution of the tunneling 
experiments. Provided the GaAs spacer is sufficiently thick, a triangular well is formed in 
front of the barriers under bias, leading to a two-dimensional accumulation layer of elec
trons as shown in Figure 62. Because the electron wavevector parallel to the barrier is con
served during a tunneling process, the transmission coefficient of the barrier only depends 
on the electron wavevector component kz perpendicular to the barrier. The wavevector 
components parallel to the barrier do not infiuence the transmission coefficient at all. For 
the sample structure under consideration, this means that resonances in the I -V curves are 
only expected when the edge of the 2D subband in the emitter (and not the Fermi level as 
in similar samples used, e.g„ by Reed et al. [163]; see Section 7.1) is in exact coincidence 
with the main resonance levels within the double barrier. Because the linewidth of the reso
nances in a tunneling I -V curve is limited only by the natural width of the 2D subband, the 
resolution of fine structure in the I -V curves is enhanced compared to those cases where 
the linewidth is determined by the distribution of electrons at the Fermi energy. By proper 
design, it can be achieved that only one subband is occupied in the 2D emitter, leading to 
an almost perfectly monoenergetic energy distribution in tunneling direction. Note that for 
a tunneling process starting from a 2D emitter the shape of the resonance is to first order 
independent of the temperature. This is easily understood from the fact that the main effect 
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Fig. 63. Left: /-V curves of a DBRT device as a function of temperature. Right: /-V curves of a DBRT 
device as a function of doping level: (a) undoped device, (b) 4 x 1013 m-2, and (c) 8 x 1013 m-2. (Source: 
Reprinted from [199]. © 1994 American Institute of Physics.) 

of temperature is to broaden the Fermi distribution function. For a 2D ernitter, this only 
changes the momentum distribution parallel to the barriers in the emitter, which obviously 
has no influence on the transmission coefficient in the tunneling direction. 

The strongly enhanced energy resolution obtained for samples with a 2D ernitter was 
exploited by Geim and co-workers [198-200] to investigate tunneling processes through 
single-donor related states on large-area DBRTDs with a delta-doped layer incorporated 
between the double barriers. Figure 63 shows typical data. As seen from the inset of Fig
ure 63 (left) the main resonance of the I-V curve has the commonly expected form. Note 
that because of the two-dimensional ernitter electrode the peak-to-valley ratio of the main 
resonances is much !arger than for the samples used by Reed et al. [163], where the elec
trons in the ernitter showed 3D behavior. In the low-bias region of the I -V curve, pro
nounced additional fine structure is revealed, which is temperature dependent and which 
can unambiguously be demonstrated to be impurity related. Consider Figure 63 (right), 
where the I - V curves of three different samples are plotted. Curve a corresponds to an 
undoped sample and exhibits no fine structure. This is in contrast to curves b and c, which 
correspond to two different donor concentrations in the 8-doping layer. 

lt was shown by Geim and co-workers that the observed effects can be quantitatively ex
plained if donor pairs of random separation ("donor molecules") are made responsible for 
the fine structure in the tunneling I - V. Because of the relatively low donor concentration in 
the well, the average donor separation is in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 µm. Consequently, only 
a small number of donor molecules will exist in a tunneling device with a mesa diameter of 
typically 10 µm. As shown by Geim and co-workers [198], only donor molecules formed 
by nearest-neighbors will play a role at the used doping level. Larger clusters would lead 
to binding energies too small to account for the observed peak positions. The multitude of 
fine structures in the tunneling characteristics then originates from the random distribution 
of the relative nearest-neighbor donor separation and the corresponding multitude of possi
ble energy states. Although the model is relatively simple, quantitative simulations showed 
excellent agreement with the measured tunneling current in the low-bias regime. 

Tue next step toward a more advanced investigation of impurity-related tunneling was 
initiated by the introduction of "squeezable" quantum dot structures with side-gate geom
etry. Tue sample design, originally developed by Kinard et al. [201] and used later on by 
Eaves and co-workers [202-204] for detailed studies of tunneling via single-donor states, 
is shown in the inset of Figure 64. The lithographically defined width of the active device 
region is 1 µm 2. In contrast to the previously discussed sample structures, the well en
closed by the AIAs barriers is not intentionally doped. The lateral confinement, that is, the 
effective width of the current path can be controlled by the electrically tunable side-wall 
depletion. By determining the current density in the device, the scaling factor of the actual 
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Fig. 64. !-V curves of a squeezable quantum dot structure. The different curves show the influence of 
the applied side-gate voltage. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [202).) 

conducting area as a function of the side-gate voltage can be obtained. The conducting area 
is found to decrease down to 0.1 µ,m2 for a gate bias of -5 V. 

Figure 64 shows the /-V curves obtained for various values of the side-gate voltage. 
The main resonance peak current is seen to decrease when the conducting channel is nar
rowed. An interesting feature is the asymmetry between the forward and the reverse bias 
region which is induced when the tunneling region is squeezed. This behavior can be ex
plained in terms of a lateral variation of the potential drop across the AlGaAs barriers. 
To see this, consider the schematic view of the sample cross section shown in Figure 65. 
Figure 65a refers to zero side-gate voltage. Tue point of maximum depletion is seen to be 
slightly above the tunnel barriers. Parts b and c of Figure 65 show the equipotential lines 
for forward (V > 0) and reverse bias (V < 0), respectively. The solid circles represent the 
electron accumulation layer from which the electrons are injected into the double barrier. 
The important point is that for positive bias the equipotential lines converge in the direc
tion of the electron fiow upwards in Figure 65b, implying that the voltage drop between 
the accumulation layer and the quantum well is ~dfger at the center of the device than at 
the edge. In reverse bias, the equipotential lines diverge in the direction of the current flow 
and the potential difference between the accumulation layer and the quantum well does not 
vary over the width of the accumulation layer. The lateral variation of the voltage drop in 
forward bias means that the edge of the device goes on resonance at a higher bias than the 
center of the device (see Fig. 65b). As a consequence, the main resonance is smeared out 
and the peak-to-valley ratio decreases faster for positive side-gate voltages. 

The second main feature of these squeezable dots is revealed when the I - V curves close 
to threshold are considered as they are plotted in Figure 66. A series of peaks is clearly 
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Fig. 65. ·Schematic diagram of the equipotential lines and depletion regions for a side-gated double
barrier resonant tunneling diode. (a) V= 0, (b) V > 0, and (c) V < 0. In (a), the cross-hatched area represents 
the region that is depleted by the gate. In (b ), the conduction band profile indicates how the device can be on 
resonance at the edge, but not at the center. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [202].) 
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Fig. 66. I-V curve close to threshold for Vg = 0 V measured at T = 39 mK. The inset shows I -V in 
reverse bias for temperatures of T = 2, 4.2, 10, and 20 K. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [202].) 

observed for both bias directions although for reverse bias the peaks are better resolved. 
These peaks are a universal feature and also occur for different samples at sirnilar voltage 
positions, but always below the onset of the main resonance. They are attributed to energy 
levels lying below the first confined state in the well. The striking feature of these peaks 
is, however, that their position is independent of the side-gate voltage and, as can be seen 
in the inset of Figure 66, they are also relatively insensitive to temperature. Thus, quantum 
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Fig. 67. Dependence of l(V) on the applied side-gate voltage in reverse bias {a) and forward bias (b) 
for voltages of Vg = 0, 1, 1.5, 2.25, and 3 V frorn top to bottom. (Source: Reprinted with perrnission frorn [202].) 

confined states or Coulomb blockade effects cannot be made responsible for the structures 
in the low-bias range; otherwise, they would occur at a position above the main resonance 
and show a distinct voltage dependence. 

Tunneling via a local inhomogeneity, such as a donor impurity unintentionally incor
porated in the well between the AlAs barriers, provides a possible explanation for the 
observed behavior. In contrast to the large-area DBRTDs considered previously, the gated 
structures now offer the possibility of probing the spatial extent of these donor states us
ing the following considerations. A peak in the I -V curves will be unaffected until the 
depletion edge impinges on the region of the corresponding localized state, through which 
the electrons tunnel. If the depletion zone moves across the active area of the localized 
state, the amplitude of the corresponding resonance peak will decrease, because electrons 
are prohibited from entering the depletion zone. Thus, the current path for electrons flow
ing through this impurity state becomes smaller. If the side-gate voltage becomes large 
enough, the localized states will lie totally within the depletion region and the correspond
ing resonance will be quenched. This is shown in Figure 67, where the near-threshold /-V 
curves are given for various side-gate voltages. If the effective diameter d of the reso
nant tunneling device as a function of the side-gate voltage is known, the spatial extent 
D.x of such an impurity-related level can be deterrnined. If Vgl is the highest voltage for 
which the resonance peak is still unaffected and Vg2 is the lowest voltage, where the peak 
is totally suppressed, one estimates D.x = ![d(Vgi) - d(Vg2)]. For the lowest peak in the 
I -V curves of Figure 67, one obtains, for example, a spatial extension of approximately 
30 nm, which is close to the value for a single-donor bound state, expected from a simple 
first-principles calculation. 

In the preceding experiment, donor-related tunneling was investigated using squeezable 
quantum dot devices, which, however, showed no sign of resonant tunneling via OD states. 
lt was shown by Blanc et al. [205], however, that the inverse situation can be achieved by 
some modifications of the device design. By growing a larger spacer layer in front of the 
double barrier(7 nm instead of3.4 nmin the case ofEaves andco-workers [202]), the unin
tentional incorporation of shallow donors in the quantum well region is largely suppressed. 
A reduction of the mesa size down to 0.1 µ,m leads to relatively high OD quantization 
energies, which facilitates the observation of resonant tunneling via quantized states. 

With increasing side-gate voltage, the main resonance peak current is reduced in anal
ogy to the previously discussed experiment, but no asymmetry is observed for forward and 
reverse bias. In contrast to the previous experiment, no evidence of donor-related tunnel
ing processes is found. The low-temperature conductance exhibits a series of well-resolved 
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Fig. 68. Conductance measured at 40 mK for a device with a diameter of 0.2 µ,m (Vg = -0.2 V) (a) 
and a device with a nominal diameter of 0.8 µ,m and Vg = 0 V (b). The resonance structures are due to resonant 
tunneling via OD states. For the smaller device ( curve a), the energy spacing of the quantized states is considerably 
enhanced compared to the !arger device (curve b). (Source: Reprinted from [205), with permission of Elsevier 
Science.) 

peaks (Fig. 68), which are attributed to resonant tunneling via OD states. This is confirmed 
by the observed dependence of the /-V characteristics on gate voltage as well as magnetic 
field. 

7.4. OD-2D Tunneling 

So far, the presented experiments on quantum dot tunneling were not or only superficially 
analyzed in terms of the properties of the confinement potential defining the dot. Whenever 
an attempt of a quantitative comparison between experiment and calculation was made, 
the confinement was assumed to be parabolic and subband energies or the spatial extent of 
electronic wave functions were calculated within this assumption. The transfer Hamilto
nian formalism, which was introduced in Section 6.2, can also be employed to gain more 
detailed information on the shape of the quantum dot potential from OD-2D tunneling pro
cesses. This will be discussed in the following for tunneling experiments performed using 
the double-heterostructure layout already treated in Sections 6.1 and 6.3 in the context of 
1D-2D tunneling. The same sample structure tumed out tobe also suitable for the fabri
cation of a OD-2D tunneling device [206]. For this purpose, the upper (ernitter) channel is 
nanostructured into quantum <lots as schematically depicted in Figure 69. The dot array can 
be fabricated by laser holography using a double-exposure technique. In order to deplete 
the accumulation layer between the <lots, the structures were wet chemically etched 300 A 
deep into the GaAs cap layer. An ohmic contact to the <lots is obtained by evaporating a 
Au/Ge electrode covering the dot array. The experimental data shown in Figure 70 were 
obtained for a period of the dot array of a = 350 nm. The corresponding dot diameter was 
estimated to be approximately a /2. 

As discussed in Section 6.1, the applied bias voltage can be assumed to drop exclusively 
across the potential barrier separating the 2D collector from the OD islands. A bias volt
age !1 Vb is, thus, equivalent to a relative energetic shift of the OD states by !1E = e!1 Vb. 
A negative bias voltage Vb < 0 corresponds to tunneling processes from a OD state into a 
2D subband of the inversion channel. The band structure of the biased sample is shown 
in Figure 69b for both the etched and the nonetched regions (upper and lower parts, 
respectively). 

Some experimental results are plotted in Figure 70. Part a of this figure shows the 
dl /dVb characteristics ofthe nanostructured (OD-2D) sample for various temperatures in 
the range between T = 1.7 K (curve 1) and T = 40 K (curve 12). For reference purposes, 
the dl /dVb characteristics of an unstructured sample are plotted in part b of the figure 
for two temperature values T = 1.7 K (curve 1) and T = 40 K (curve 2). All resonance 
peaks of the (OD-2D) dl /dVb characteristics show a strong dependence on temperature. 
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Fig. 69. (a) Schematic view of a OD-2D sample. (b) Tue corresponding conduction band profile for the 
etched and nonetched areas of the sample. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [24].) 

Above T = 4.2 K (part a, curve 2), the number of resolved resonance structures is already 
considerably reduced. A further increase in temperature results in a monotonic broadening 
of the resonance structures, accompanied by a decrease in the peak amplitudes. Generally, 
the resonance positions observed for Vb < 0 are slightly shifted toward more negative bias 
voltages. This behavior, which also occurs for the subband resonances of the (2D-2D) 
tunneling characteristics, is due to the thermally activated occupation of the first excited 
subband in the inversion channel causing a modification ofthe self-consistent potential pro
file. In both parts a and b of Figure 70, the positions of the (2D-2D) subband resonances 
are denoted by arrows. 

Similar to the 1D-2D tunneling processes discussed in Section 6.3 it can be shown that 
the structures in the measured tunneling characteristics can be traced back to the form of 
the overlap integral formed by the initial and final states. To see this, we introduce cylinder 
coordinates and write the wave functions for the collector and the ernitter system in the 
form 

2DEG: 

(106) 

ODEG: 

In the expression for \111°, nA represents the radial and mA the azimuthal quantum num
ber. Because prior to the nanofabrication process the upper 2DEG (accumulation layer, in
dex A) contains only one occupied subband in the z direction, these two quantum numbers 
are sufficient to describe the OD states of the quantum dot system. Tue wave functions of 
the subbands in the lower 2DEG (inversion layer, index 1) are given by \l!fe(p, cp, z; m1). 

Here, v is the 2D subband index and m1 takes the degeneracy of Eu (ene~gy of the mo
tion parallel to the interface) into account. Apcp represents the normalization area in both 
systems. 
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Fig. 70. (a) Measured d/ /dVb curves in the temperature range between 1.7 and 40 K. (b) For com
parison, d I / d Vb curves of an unstructured sample are also shown. The corresponding temperatures are 1. 7 K 
(curve !), 4.2 K (2), 6.5 K (3), 9.5 K (4), 11.7 K (5), 13.9 K (6), 15.7 K (7), 18.5 K (8), 22.7 K (9), 29.0 K (10), 
35.5 K (11), and 40 K (12). (Source: Reprinted with permission from [24).) 

The matrix element MAr [Eq. (81)], which is govemed by the overlap ofthe single wave 
functions, now has the following form: 

The first term in this equation, tB, represents the transmission coefficient of the barrier. 
The Kronecker symbol guarantees the conservation of the angular momentum (quantum 
number m) during the tunneling process. The matrix element is nonzero only if mr = 
mA=m. 

The value of the corresponding matrix element is a function of the radial quantum num
ber nA, the (common) azimuthal quantum number m, and the wavevector k11 which de
pends on the applied bias voltage. lts value, however, is completely determined by the 
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requirement of total energy conservation: 

(108) 

As in the case of 1D-2D tunneling, the (OD-2D) matrix element MA1 not only depends 
on the quantum numbers n A and m and on the bias voltage Vb, but also on the particularities 
of the potential profile. Considering the multitude of resonant structures in the tunneling 
differential conductance, a strictly rectangular potential profile can be excluded, because 
just as in the 1D-2D case it would lead only to weak fine structure (cf. Section 6.3). As in 
the case of shallow etched quantum wires, one obtains a relatively realistic description of 
the situation by assuming a cosine-shaped radial part of the quantum dot potential profile: 

Vctot(P) = Vmod [ ~ + ~ COS ( R:ot (p - Rctot)) J with p ~ Rctot (109) 

In Figure 71, the tunneling probability, calculated from this potential profile, is com
pared to the measured d I / d Vb at T = 1. 7 K. The parameters of the model potential were 
adjusted to obtain the best possible agreement with the experimental results. Again, an 
energy (i.e., bias voltage) independent transmission coefficient of the tunnel barrier was 
assumed for this calculation. Hence, the model is, just as in the 1D-2D case, unable to re
produce the monotonic background in the experimental tunneling characteristics. lt should 
be noted that the tunneling probability is proportional to the tunneling current, so that, to 
be rigorous, one has to compare the calculated curve directly with the measured tunnel
ing current. Because the resonant structure is too weak to be observed in I (Vb) directly 
and because a numerical derivative of the calculated results would somewhat obscure their 
structure, a direct comparison is not feasible in this case. Nevertheless, good agreement be
tween the experimental results and the calculated peak positions is immediately obvious. 
The parameter values used in the calculation are Rctot = 62.5 nm and Vmod = 38 meV. 
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Fig. 71. Comparison between the calculated tunneling probability and the measured dl /dVb curve at 
1.7 K. The downward arrows denote the n = 0, ... , 3 resonance peaks. The upward arrows denote the peak 
positions where individual OD and 2D subbands are exactly aligned. As for ID-2D tunneling, t:,. Vn denotes the 
distance between the resonance maximum and those positions. (Source: Reprinted with permission from [24].) 
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The sharp structures in the total tunneling probability are due to sharp peaks in the wave 
function overlap integrals for nA = 0, 1, 2, 3 and can, therefore, be assigned to single peaks 
in the measured tunneling characteristics (denoted by downward arrows). In this way, the 
energy spacings of the lowest three OD subbands in the quantum dot can be determined. If 
one takes into account that the relative energy shift of the 2D and OD states is approximately 
equal to e!l Vb, these subband spacings are given by llE01~7 meV, 1::!.E12 ~ 6 meV, and 
llE23 ~ 5 meV. l::!.Eij is, thus, found to decrease with increasing subband index, which is 
consistent with the assumption of a cosine-shaped dot potential. 

Finally, it is worth noting that Coulomb charging effects will play no significant role 
in the discussed experiment. This is mainly due to the particular sample layout. As dis
cussed earlier in the context of an asymmetric double-barrier tunneling device (cf. Fig. 61 ), 
Coulomb blockade effects are not observed, if the ernitter barrier is less transrnissive than 
the collector barrier. This picture is valid for forward bias also in the present situation, 
if one identifies the ernitter barrier with the AlGaAs layer separating the two electron sys
tems and the collector barrier with the broad but low barrier between the dot and the alloyed 
AuGe contact. Because the collector barrier is then clearly much more transrnissive than 
the ernitter barrier, Coulomb blockade is not expected for positive sample bias. For nega
tive bias, Coulomb charging effects could; in principle, play a role. In practice, however, 
the sample design leads to a large capacitance between the dot and its surroundings: Each 
dot is capacitively coupled vertically to two large electrodes covering the whole area of the 
quantum dot array, namely, the underlying 2DEG and the top electrode. A rough estimate 
shows that this leads to an effective "capacitive" radius of the dot on the order of 150 nm. 
Tue corresponding Coulomb charging energy is far below 1 me V and, therefore, an order 
of magnitude smaller than the average subband spacing of the dot. This means that in the 
temperature range of the preceding experiments quantization effects are dominant. 
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